Terrorism, Peacekeeping, and Operations Other Than War
Stability of many regions around the world is in question and requires United States intervention in time of crisis. As the world's accepted preeminent power, American military strength and leadership are essential around the globe. The world community is under assault from those who deal in proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, international crimes and drugs.

Dangers and emerging threats are here at home as well as in the rest of world. The need for an active American effort and continued peace enforcement operations has increased. The Clinton Administration recognizes new and old security challenges facing America in this new international context.

The selected documents and bibliography are a representation of the information available on terrorism and peacekeeping from DTIC's collection.
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As the world’s accepted preeminent power, American military strength and leadership are essential around the globe. The world community is under assault from those who deal in proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, international crimes, and drugs. The dangers we face today are more diverse.

“Terrorism, Peacekeeping, and Operations Other than War” is an important and timely topic for this issue of The DTIC Review. The DTIC Review brings its readers the full text of selected technical reports as well as a bibliography of other references of interest under one cover. This unique format provides our readership with a sampling of documents from our collection dedicated to a particular topic of current interest. The editorial staff hope you find this effort of value and appreciate your comments.
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INTRODUCTION

Stability of many regions around the world is in question and requires United States intervention in time of crisis. As the world’s accepted preeminent power, American military strength and leadership are essential around the globe. The world community is under assault from those who deal in proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, international crimes, and drugs.

In February of 1996, the White House issued a publication entitled “National Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement.” The strategy recognized new and old security challenges facing America in this new international context. The dangers we face today are more diverse. Potential threats in the Indian Subcontinent, the Middle East, the Mediterranean, and in Mexico, our own hemisphere, corroborates the need for an active American effort and continued peace enforcement operations.

Operations other than war (OOTW) represent any conflict short of war, and there are dozens of activities that fall under OOTW. Increased security, prosperity, and the advancement of democracy are success indicators of the Administration’s strategy.

The documents included in this issue of The DTIC Review represent viewpoints and theories to counter these emerging threats. “Terrorism, Peacekeeping, and Operations Other than War” is an important and timely topic for this issue of The DTIC Review. The DTIC Review brings its readers the full text of selected technical reports as well as a bibliography of other references of interest under one cover. This unique format provides our readership with a sampling of documents from our collection dedicated to a particular topic of current interest. The editorial staff hope you find this effort of value and appreciate your comments.
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"The U.S. conventional arms transfer policy promotes restraint, both by the U.S. and other suppliers, in transfers of weapons systems that may be destabilizing or dangerous to international peace, at the same time, the policy supports transfers that meet legitimate defense requirements of our friends and allies, in support of our national security and foreign policy interests..."

Extracted from Presidential Decision Directive (PDD 34), White House Fact Sheet on Conventional Arms Transfer Policy, 17 February 1995.

In a statement before Congress, General Colin Powell spoke about the United States' interests in security assistance policy. His philosophy regarding collective security and international stability was oriented to those countries the United States considers friendly:

"Dollars invested to help friends and allies build indigenous military capabilities and to gain their confidence
bring tremendous returns in helping the U.S. to meet its regional objectives.  

He expressed concern, however, for potential problems arising from one country's engagement in policies directed toward another country's need to protect itself from its enemies. It was his opinion that the large diversity of causes of instability would result in greater demands on the United States to provide friendly countries with support to assist them in defending against their regional enemies. He contended that some countries "will be undemocratic; and many will be threatened by internal unrest, terrorism, drug runners, or guerrillas. As a result, they will be natural candidates for many forms of security assistance."  

A certain rationale regarding the appropriateness of the United States in providing military resources to qualifying countries was evident throughout his testimony. Certainly, questions might arise as to why the United States would employ this tactic since there may be no discernible threat to its own national security. Powell professed that there is a correlation between a support-receiving state and the United States when considering potential conflict within the supported state: "When we nurture the capability of other nations to protect their own national security interests, we are effectively lessening the
potential for greater burdens on our own forces and furthering
the cause of regional security cooperation."

General Powell saw appreciable value in security assistance
programs. However, in that security assistance is comprised of
many forms of economic, training, and military assistance, there
are differing views concerning the level of ubiquity on the part
of the United States in implementing these programs. R. James
Woolsey, Director of Central Intelligence, testified before the
Senate Intelligence Committee on 1 January 1995. In relation to
General Powell's statements, Woolsey debated the value of
security assistance. The concern he expressed to Congress was
that "[advanced conventional weapons and technology] are a
growing military threat... [and] have the potential to
significantly alter military balances, and disrupt military
operations and cause significant U.S. casualties." Lieutenant
General James R. Clapper, Jr., Director of the Defense
Intelligence Agency at the time, in testimony before the same
Senate committee on 10 January 1995, voiced similar concern about
other countries' acquisition of technology and weapon systems
that, if employed, "won't lead to military defeat of U.S. forces,
[but] certainly hold out the prospect of casualties." These differing views posit questions regarding the rise of
security assistance as an effective political, economic, and
military tool used to enhance the security of U.S. allies and
friendly nations. The United States is an arms-producing country whose goal is to avoid creating any degree of instability or conflict by the injection of security assistance into what may have otherwise been a stable nation or region.

By definition, "security assistance" is a broad topic which provides for defense articles, military training, and sales of military equipment for the official purpose of "enhancing regional stability of areas of the world facing external rather than internal threats." Components of security assistance include Foreign Military Financing (FMF), International Military Education and Training (IMET), Foreign Military Sales (FMS), and Peace Keeping Operations (PKO). The focus of this article will be on Foreign Military Sales and arms sales. "Foreign Military Sales" will be defined as a "nonappropriated program through which governments can purchase defense articles, services, and training from the United States." 

As an arms-exporting country, the United States is cognizant of the potential diminution of regional stability resulting from the foreign military sales component of security assistance to a recipient country. All FMS activities are evaluated "in the context of their impact on social and economic development programs and recipient countries, and for their impact on regional arms races."
The basis for what is now referred to as "security assistance" is found in the principle legislation, The Arms Export Control Act of 1976. It was during President Nixon's administration that new national security doctrine was promulgated, "emphasizing sending arms instead of troops to defend U.S. interests." Commonly referred to as the "Nixon Doctrine", it transitioned from a policy providing military aid to a policy encompassing weapons sales. Those sales grew at a prodigious rate. "U.S. foreign arms sales jumped from $1.4 billion in 1971 to over $16 billion by 1975." Congress became alarmed at this rapidly burgeoning policy of marketing arms and thereby positioning the United States for unwanted overseas conflicts.

The Arms Export Control Act of 1976 attempted to reform the runaway arms sales policies and to "bring about arrangements to reduce international trade in implements of war and to lessen the danger of outbreak of regional conflict and the burdens of armaments." Presidents since Nixon have tailored their security assistance policies commensurably with their political philosophies and economic interests. By his Presidential Directive 13 (PD 13), President Carter made an ineffective attempt to control the magnitude of foreign military sales and assistance but, like his predecessors, saw arms transfers and security assistance as a foreign policy instrument. He believed
that the use of security assistance as a political tool had value in "shoring up allies like the beleaguered Shah of Iran, maintaining a 'balance of power' in volatile regions of the Middle East, and paving the way for U.S. military intervention..."  

The United States is undeniably engaged in the big business of marketing arms and military services. Is there a nexus between being the undisputed reigning purveyor of these articles and services and the national security interests of the United States? The Cold War culminated with the world transitioning from a bipolar international system to one dominated by a single superpower, albeit non-hegemonic. The United States stands as the principle leader of the free world with no serious global rival. In assessing threats to America's security, then, the essence of the discussion must certainly contain comments on the Middle East, especially Saudi Arabia. "Now that the defense of Saudi Arabia and mastery of its oil resources [has] been duly anointed as a 'vital national security interest' of the United States, the question [is] how to best...secure that interest."  

The Gulf War saw many state actors combine their military forces in a coalition to repel the aggression of a rogue state. In evaluating the United States' security assistance to the region following the war, the bond between the U.S. and Saudi Arabia has been sealed by the commitment of the former to
maintain regional stability by increasing its assistance by way of arms transfers, although the Bush administration, at the time, sought to curb weapons export to that region. However, "even without a credible enemy to justify the billions of dollars in U.S. transfers to the region...U.S. sales [have] accelerated, accounting for 57 percent of weapons deals in the region from 1989 through 1992."  

Ironically, a 1987 U.S. Naval War College statement regarding U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf was less prophetic than most analysts would have desired when that policy contended that "a key element...is security assistance and arms sales programs. U.S. weapons and associated training help our friends in the region address their legitimate defense needs, deter a spillover from the Iran-Iraq war, and reduce the possibility that U.S. forces would have to intervene in a crisis."  

The United States has committed to remaining actively engaged militarily around the globe. Policy calls for power projection of U.S. forces and the strengthening of our alliances. President Clinton's National Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement requires that U.S. forces be prepared to quickly deploy and fight. The National Military Strategy supports the tenets of Clinton's plan by viewing security assistance in peacetime engagement as a vital element intended to "improve collective military capabilities, promote democratic ideals,
relieve suffering, and enhance regional stability."  

Ostensibly, the National Military Strategy calls for "cooperative programs" which focus on coalition designs and commitments with friendly countries. "Providing vital training and U.S.-manufactured weapons systems increases the access and influence of the U.S. military and improves the interoperability of [these] potential coalition members." This strategy also asserts that security assistance "deters aggression in unstable regions and provides a cost-effective alternative to maintaining larger U.S. forces in the region."  

Generally, if one deduces that the United States alone cannot be expected to safeguard the free world's security interests, then security assistance and foreign military financing would call for friendly nations to share the overall burden of collective and regional security. By reducing the likelihood of direct U.S. involvement in unstable regions or potential areas of conflict, this theory becomes most efficacious with the reduced demands on U.S. military resources. However, do U.S. policies on security assistance and the supplying of arms promote stability, or do they increase the likelihood of conflict? Is the commonality of arms truly a hallmark of coalition warfare? Is the United States creating a "forward presence" and resident access to overseas bases, or is it simply fueling the fires of conflict by its security assistance
policies? Are allies and friendly nations being provided assistance and support against discernible enemies, or simply against abstractions like "regional instability" and theoretical uncertainties? Are security assistance policies consistent with the United States' national security interests, or are they primarily only an extension of special interests? These questions fuel the debate on whether national security strategies, policies, and doctrine, as they regard security assistance, are esoteric and irrelevant or legitimate and purposive.

On 17 February 1995, President Clinton promulgated his policy on conventional arms transfers by his Presidential Decision Directive (PDD-34). In that document, he supports the continuum that his predecessors established regarding the relationship security assistance and military sales have with foreign policy and domestic economic considerations. He asserted that "transfers of conventional arms [are] a legitimate instrument of U.S. foreign policy when they enable us to help friends and allies deter aggression, promote regional stability, and increase interoperability of U.S. forces and allied forces." On the one hand, the policy adduces an essential relational connection whose characteristics are formed by sophisticated weaponry and military articles and services provided under the provisions of U.S. law to friendly countries
for the ostensible purpose of promoting stability and fostering those political and economic objectives considered worthy and desirable. On the other hand, Clinton’s policy fails to identify or even imply “that conventional arms control in general would serve U.S. security interests; nowhere does it acknowledge any connection between the global spread of conventional arms and regional warfare and instability.”

In 1993, U.S. foreign military sales accounted for $22.5 billion, or 70 percent of the world market. In that year, over 140 countries received U.S. military articles and services. Arguments may be made about providing assistance to U.S. friends and allies in support of future coalition warfare and to create a commonality of weapon systems. However, in that over 50 wars occurred during 1993-94, and in considering the magnitude of the U.S. security assistance effort, there is concern by some over the fact that this assistance is being obtained by Third World, undemocratic regions, and that those activities are in fact fanning the fires of ethnic and territorial conflict. A 1995 report published by the World Policy Institute points out:

- From FY 85 through 94, parties to 45 conflicts have taken delivery of over $42 billion worth of U.S. weaponry.
- Of the significant ethnic and territorial conflicts occurring during 1993-94, 90 percent (45 of 50) involved
one or more parties that had received U.S. weapons or military technology in the period leading up to conflict.

- In 18 of 50 [conflicts], the United States has been a major supplier to at least one side in the dispute.

- As of the end of 1994, the United States was providing military goods and services to more than half (26 of 50) of the countries involved in internal or external conflicts.²²

This may be no more than an extension of an American attitude concerning the relative importance of security assistance, arms sales, and military assistance when viewed in terms of economic security within a capitalist state. In today's buyer's market of military articles and services, the United States is a leading competitor in filling the demand. Indeed, President Clinton may see this form of commerce as a vital component in the U.S. equation that provides for the economic well-being of the U.S. arms industry and, in turn, the economy. The perceived international benefit of this would be the promotion of regional stability and balance of power. It appears somewhat paradoxical, though, when assistance is provided to opposing sides of conflict concurrently: Greece/Turkey and Persian Gulf sheikdoms/Israel for example.

Presidential Decision Directive 34 includes the goal of promoting "restraint, both by the United States and other
suppliers, in transfers of weapon systems." Ironically, the
"Pentagon forecasts that the U.S. share of the world's arms
market will increase from about 50 percent in 1993 to 63 percent
by the year 2000." U.S. weapons exported during 1994 by the
use of several security assistance programs include 702 battle
tanks, 1,036 armored combat vehicles, 127 large caliber
artillery, 82 combat aircraft, 5 attack helicopters, and 324
missiles and launchers. Mr. Frank Besson, Director of
Security Assistance for the Army, has noted that arms sales are
"big business for the Army". As of December 1995, the Army was
tracking more than 5,000 active foreign military sales cases
worth about $47 billion.

The activity mentioned above is representative of the size
and scope of the arms export and sales side of Army security
assistance. It is apparent that the technical quality and
potential lethality of the items is extremely high. In
revisiting Director Woolsey's warnings, weapon systems,
technology, and assistance delivered by the United States to
countries throughout the world may pose a dilemma for military
planners and strategists. The United States has been engaged in
military operations in several conflicts since 1990, including
those in Somalia, Panama, Haiti, Iraq, and Bosnia. Each of these
countries, except Bosnia, had received U.S. security assistance
including training, weapon systems, and military technology.
Whether or not the use of this equipment and knowledge obtained from U.S.-provided assistance contributed in any way to an increased threat to U.S. forces is unclear. For example, the fact that Somalia's dictator Mohamed Siad Barre may have been advantaged by the receipt of U.S. small arms, mortars, and artillery, draws attention to the need to further define U.S. national security interest as it relates to peace-keeping operations and support to countries whose political structure is non-democratic.

Surely, the United States has enjoyed technological supremacy and military superiority in recent engagements and will always be faced by opposing forces in a variety of environments over which there is little control. Knowledge of the enemy's weapons and military technology could prove advantageous--on the other hand, those systems, if used against U.S. forces, may pose real and legitimate problems. "I'd much rather go to war against a country that has bought U.S. equipment, than a country that's bought comparable equipment from France, or from Russia, or from Israel, or from any other country." 25 Rear Admiral John Snyder, Deputy Director of the Naval International Programs Office, expressed his opinion about the advantage that planners have when they know the enemy's equipment. "If they got the equipment from the United States, I know damn well what they got in their inventory, I know what their readiness is...I also know what
their tactics are, and I know how to defeat their weapons." 26 Secretary of Defense William Perry echoed this observation last year when he said that "U.S. forces must be prepared to face a wide variety of systems, including some previously produced in the United States." 27

Admiral Snyder raised an interesting example which shows conflict arising from the debate on whether U.S. policy is based on rhetorical derivations as seen in papers and statements, or on the enhancement and sustenance of the U.S. defense industrial base. Clinton's policy on assistance tends to support and maintain the current defense industrial complex. The debate on whether the lives of U.S. service members are put at risk when they are committed to military action in regional conflicts because of this policy appears to wane in the shadow of commercial motivations. The declaratory statements regarding restraint are therefore obfuscated by the rhetoric of politics.

Thorough exploration of the relationship of security assistance and foreign military sales to the domestic economic impact on the United States is appropriate since such assistance has been viewed as "contributing to full employment, serving as an instrument of (domestic and foreign) political influence supporting industrial policies by providing a legitimate venue for the monetary support of high technology industries and sustaining a national autonomy by supporting a national arms
industry." A plausible deduction from this is that security assistance is viewed as a political tool used to link a domestic economy to foreign policy and diplomacy. In turn, the exportation of military technology is limited by the potential of that technology to threaten forces of the exporter or its allies were recipient nations to become adversaries.

The economic reality of President Clinton's arms transfer policy is clearly stated in PDD-34. He directs that "the impact on U.S. industry and the defense industrial base [will be taken into account] whether [a] sale is approved or not." As with preceding administrations, the Clinton administration evaluates the economic impact of security assistance decisions. The Defense Advisory Group was established by the State Department to offer advice regarding the commercial aspect of weapon sales. Fifty-seven of the Group's 60 members represent the arms industry. Whether the State Department's and President Clinton's decisions are affected by this Group is a reasonable concern; that the Group's recommendations may be based more on being a caretaker for military contractors than on providing an impartial conduit for decision-making is clear. This may be inconsistent with the Group's responsibility to recognize risks to U.S. security interests and armed forces associated with security assistance activities.
What would be the effect of a substantial reduction in U.S. foreign military sales? A 1992 Congressional Budget Office study provides an answer to that question. If there was a substantial cut in sales to the Middle East, for example, it would “affect less than 2 percent of all defense workers and less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the nation’s total work force.” This hardly represents a grave threat to the U.S. economy. However, politicians at all levels acquiesce to the demands of the defense industry because of the political fallout that would result if jobs--regardless of the number--were affected by their decisions. Industry is then the winner in a favorable economic environment co-created and reinforced by the government sector. This environment is continuously fed by the system that created it. "The U.S. Army [for example] is revamping its system for handling foreign military sales to improve coordination with industry and boost exports of Army-related equipment." Another indicator of the economic side of this business is seen in the charter of The Defense Institute for Security Assistance Management (DISAM). It calls for training Pentagon bureaucrats and military personnel in the art of arms sales, and administering a multi-billion dollar industry on behalf of U.S. military contractors. It truly is a big business.

Another dimension of arms sales is the offset arrangements associated with foreign military sales which are financed through
the U.S. Foreign Military Financing Program (FMF). Offsets are generally deferred as industrial and commercial compensation practices provided to foreign government customers. They are inducements for purchasing military goods and services.

Foreign governments who make large weapons purchases from the United States bring, in some cases, significant financial impact on their countries, which can result in a political downside and domestic displeasure. Therefore, the United States attempts to ameliorate that situation by providing U.S. grant aid (a form of cash assistance) or loans through the FMF program for the purpose of purchasing U.S. weapons and assistance. No other arms supplier provides offsets as large as does the United States.

The Arms Export Control Act directs that FMF loans and grants will not be used for procurements outside the United States. A 1990 policy on offsets has as an exception a provision that U.S. funds may pay for offsets in security assistance transactions in accordance with "currently established policies and procedures." Since that phrase was undefined in the Act, the policy has resulted in providing for no prohibition on U.S. funds used for offsets in security assistance sales.

There are several elements of offset agreements to consider: Coproduction agreements allow foreign countries to produce all or part of a U.S. weapon system overseas. Foreign Military
financing assistance is provided by the U.S.; Buybacks allow foreign countries to produce defense components related to U.S. weapon systems being acquired by that country. The U.S. then purchases these components from the foreign country; Procurements are purchases of foreign-produced components of weapon systems that are not being acquired by the foreign country. There is a quid pro quo factor that requires the U.S. manufacturer to purchase unrelated military components in exchange for a foreign country's purchasing other components or systems from the U.S.; Corporate investment on the part of the U.S. in non-defense firms in foreign countries in exchange for those countries' investment in U.S. companies not engaged in defense-related industries.

Regarding buybacks and procurements, it is clear that the United States not only pays for foreign-made components, but that those components ultimately become part of U.S. weapon systems purchased by the U.S. military as a result of the offset. This may be a questionable business practice to some.

Foreign Military Financing, a component of U.S. security assistance, is a vital part of U.S. foreign policy relevant to national interests and international security. With respect to the discussion on the economic impact of security assistance activity, "offsets reduce the employment, industrial, and other economic benefits that normally accrue to the United States from foreign military sales." 31 The net result of offsets can cause
the loss of U.S. employment because of, in some cases, the requirement for U.S. industry to subcontract from foreign countries business that would have normally been performed in the United States. On 6 October 1994, 32,000 Boeing machinists went on strike in several states. Their strike focused on offsets and those agreements that required Boeing to direct production, work, and technology back to the foreign government making the purchase under the provisions of the Defense Procurement Act of 1992 as a condition of the sale.

In recounting the discussion regarding the correlation of foreign military sales to the support and sustenance of U.S. industry, and assuming, correctly or not, that the political claim that U.S. foreign military sales sustain American jobs, it becomes apparent that these decisions actually dilute U.S. employment and cause economic strain and damage to U.S.-based businesses. "Increased international competition allows customers to extract very favorable deals from suppliers. Under Secretary of State Lynn Davis said in 1993 that 'the demand for offsets is growing with practically every arms purchaser demanding some form of offset.'"\(^{32}\)

Employment concerns and economic impact notwithstanding, "direct" offsets, whereby a foreign country making a purchase receives work and technology directly related to a U.S. weapon system by way of producing the system or its components, may give
rise to serious security considerations. Tacit approval is given by the United States to foreign countries to enhance their own arms industries through this program, one over which the U.S. has little, if any, control.

"While offsets are an integral part of the world marketplace, they are not needed to assure a sale of a U.S. weapon system and may not be appropriate when the purchasing country is using FMF funding." 33 Again, the United States stands alone as an arms supplier who provides security assistance and allows offsets.

The Foreign Assistance Act provides authority to the President to draw down defense articles in certain exigent situations. The purpose of this Act is to provide military assistance to a foreign country with the assumption that the requirement cannot be satisfied in other ways. The military articles come from stocks of The Department of Defense. The President's drawdown authority includes equipment, defense services, and military education and training. The aggregate value of a drawdown is limited to $75 million. Since 1993, the U.S. Army has been notified to conduct eight drawdowns accounting for $74 million. During the same period, the U.S. Navy and Air Force drew down $10.8 and $11.3 million, respectively. Since 1980, the services have been subject to $780 million in drawdowns as the result of Presidential authority. 34
An alternative to the outright sale of military articles is leasing. Imbedded in the law, the President is given authority to lease articles if "he determines that there are compelling foreign policy and national security reasons for providing such articles on a lease basis rather than on a sales basis..." A requirement of the country contracting to lease U.S. equipment is that it pay the United States all costs associated with the lease. Leases are limited to five years and need to be justified by the President to Congress unless an emergency exists which threatens the national security interest of the United States, and therefore requires immediate action on the lease.

A need for international defense cooperation among the United States and countries with whom it is friendly or allied justifies providing U.S.-exported military articles and services. This is especially true in regard to developing countries whose need for defense equipment cannot be met internally, and, if adequately armed, whose armed forces would work cooperatively with those of the United States in defeating or deterring aggression. Sales of such articles are approved when seen as being consistent with the foreign policy interests of the United States. Also as a matter of policy, the United States evaluates the recipient country's financial ability to pay for the assistance. It also assesses the social and economic impact produced by the receipt of the articles and assistance.
As a leader in the world community, the United States has always sought to lessen the potential of outbreak of regional conflict. There is a financial side to U.S. endeavors in this area: The Arms Export Control Act requires that all financial obligations to the United States, when collected, be transferred to the miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury. A requirement of law is that "sales of defense articles and defense services which could have significant adverse effect on the combat readiness of the Armed Forces of the United States shall be kept to an absolute minimum." The President, therefore, is required to inform Congress of his intent to sell defense articles and services if there is a potential adverse effect on the combat readiness of the armed forces. The law also requires that the President justify sales by certifying that they are important to the security of the United States.

The Congress of the United States was concerned about military readiness and the relationship security assistance has to the security of the U.S. The effect this program has on military readiness is generally immeasurable because of the certification process provided by law and regulations regarding the subject. However, it has always been a command imperative to carefully consider any impact security assistance activity has on military readiness. For example, the decision that the U.S. Army will spend $1.2 billion over the next three years to upgrade M-1
tanks to the M-1A2 configuration for export only to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia certainly has been subjected to the provisions of the Arms Export Control Act that regard readiness and to the scrutiny and opinion of America's military leadership.

With respect to the security of the United States, the provisions of law regarding this issue were extrapolated to various security assistance proposals, including the Clinton administration proposal to sell to Turkey 120 Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) which, heretofore, have not been sold to any foreign country. "The administration says the $130 million deal will further U.S. foreign policy and national security by improving the military capabilities of Turkey while enhancing weapon system standardization and interoperability." 37 A formidable weapon system contracted by Loral Corporation of Camden, Arkansas, the ATACMS was quite effective in the Persian Gulf War. "According to the Pentagon's 1992 report... 'During one ATACMS strike, more than 200 unarmored vehicles were destroyed as they attempted to cross a bridge.'" 38

What does the future hold for security assistance programs? Are we at the crossroads of deciding whether to carry on business as usual or to revamp the entire system in order to promote international security and stability and to fully satisfy the intent of the legislation? Congressional purview over just one component of the security assistance system, foreign military
sales, is clearly defined by the fact that it seeks "to initiate multilateral discussions for the purpose of reaching agreements among the principle arms suppliers and arms purchasers and other countries with respect to the control of the international trade of armaments." Congress calls upon the President to keep vigil over the sale of conventional weapons and to seek arms control arrangements in his or her pursuit of restraint. Threaded throughout the Congressional charge is language expressing concern for the "national security interests of the United States", and cautions on overarming nations of the developing world. The rapacity of the less-than-developed world for U.S. military articles and services has continuously challenged the many administrations to remain loyal to the intent of the laws regarding foreign assistance and armed export control.

Policies on security assistance have evolved over time and have been influenced by the also-evolutionary world order. Administrations have consistently sought to justify assistance to countries only after having analyzed 1) their internal tensions, 2) the affect such assistance would have on regional peace, security, and stability, and 3) U.S. national security interests and the capability of the assistance along with the technical and economic capacity of the recipient country as it regards its legitimate needs of security and defense. Even so, in light of
this, security assistance still presents itself as a big business enterprise of the United States. The Congressional Research Services (CRS) report, "Conventional Arms Transfers to Developing Nations, 1987-1994", indicates that the United States "exported more weaponry in 1994 than the rest of the world combined." 40

The CRS also indicates that the United States is heavily involved in the supply of articles, services, and weapons to developing countries, averaging approximately $15 billion in sales per year. Since the end of the Cold War, assistance to developing countries from the United States has more than doubled. Furthermore, when analyzing security assistance activity on a near-term basis, and considering the administration's goal of "enlarging democracies," there appears to be a contradiction: "...even when combining developed and developing countries, dictatorial governments received 59 percent of the nearly $80 billion of U.S. weapons transferred during [1991-1994]." 41

In 1993, ethnic warfare in forty-eight countries was representative of the vicissitudes of international stability and order. The disquieting fact that thirty-six of these countries received assistance and weapons from the United States brings to focus the debate on the value and propriety this topic is given by various sectors of government and the military. Whether it is a "flawed strategic vision, political opportunism, and plain old-fashioned greed [that has produced] an aggressive arms sale
policy on the part of the U.S. government, despite the clear and growing dangers...for the security of the citizenry and the maintenance of a democratic foreign policy", or simply a logical and orderly evolution of policy based on historical perspective and international alignment tends to create a dilemma. Those who subscribe to the former theory might use as their example a lesson learned by the United States in Afghanistan. The effort to destroy, or at least recover, Stinger antiaircraft missiles supplied to Afghan rebels in the 1980s because of the perceived threat those weapons may have for the Saudis and other U.S. allies reinforces the "flawed strategic vision" concept in the minds of those who lean that way. However, decision-makers, at the time, may have had indisputable justification for the transaction which has caused current debate.

If the United States is at a juncture in determining which direction to take in its quest to maintain peace and stability while promoting democracy in the world through the use of security assistance as a tool, then now may be an opportune time to look at alternatives. Armed chaos throughout the world has imposed a state of disorder. The infusion of imported military articles and services may contribute to this disorder. With the end of the Cold War, it may now be difficult to justify the sale of arms and services to the Third World in order to arrest
Russian aggrandizement. Ethnic strife, territorial disputes, religious separatism, and economic contests have collectively replaced the conventional Soviet threat experienced during the Cold War.

If there is a so-called policy of restraint in the marketing of U.S. military articles and services, then there should be discernible and verifiable compliance with it. The national security of the United States should be the determinant for any decisions regarding the sale of military items: the readiness of the U.S. Armed Forces is superior to all other considerations. The soldier in the “fox hole” should not be affected in his ability to fight and defend himself or herself in any way because of decisions made by the political authority regarding the disposal of military equipment. The military leadership is a hedge against the largess of the military-industrial base and a promoter of peace and security while at the same time serving the Commander-in-Chief in defense of the nation. If the sale of military goods and services is seen as a threat to peace and democracy anywhere, policies should then be revisited and validated. New policies, in that respect, should be derived from lessons learned and applied to the United States’ position in the community of nations. If the United States cannot unilaterally control the profusion of security assistance, in all of its forms, it should then be advisable to redress the situation by
the engagement in and expansion of talks designed to ameliorate conditions seen as destabilizing. Moratoria on arms sales may be appropriate; educating recipient countries on the need for negotiation and discourse is essential if we are to achieve change and effect success in this area.

Embedded in the identity of security assistance is a large bureaucracy that has awesome control over policies and programs for which it is responsible. If we are at a crossroads, a turn in the direction of alternative management of the program may be necessary to effect change and adaptation. The economic aspect of the program demands new policy and political conversion. The petitioning and influencing of Congress by well-organized groups may eventually have to become subordinate to the future security of not only this nation, but of all nations of the world. Any person or corporation having an influence on security assistance decisions should be subject to careful review by the executive and legislative branches of government.

Democratization of countries receiving security assistance support from the United States should always be the primary motive behind the program. A loss of a single soldier's life should never result from misplaced security assistance or political misgiving of policy. Other tools should be used by the political leadership to supplant non-democratic governments with democracies and to develop new strategic policies.
The United States cannot accomplish change by itself—in the entrenched business of security assistance, other nations need to fall in behind America's lead in its endeavor for change. All major world powers should show restraint, as the United States professes to do through its Constitutionally-empowered legislative system and executive authority. A quasi-official department, internationally appointed and not affiliated with the United Nations, should be designed and implemented under the auspices of member nations. The United States should take the lead in this consortium in developing new procedures applicable to the world community for all security assistance activity.

In the interim, "In April, experts from 28 countries will meet in Vienna to launch the Warrenaar Arrangements to coordinate exports of conventional arms...and help track potentially destabilizing military buildups around the world."\(^43\) This forum may become the new "manifest destiny" of the United States, leading the global community into a newly-defined environment of international relationships whose basis is cooperation and stability for the 21st Century.
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Preface

Protecting our nation’s security — our people, our territory and our way of life — is my Administration’s foremost mission and constitutional duty. America’s security imperatives, however, have fundamentally changed. The central security challenge of the past half century — the threat of communist expansion — is gone. The dangers we face today are more diverse. Ethnic conflict is spreading and rogue states pose a serious danger to regional stability in many corners of the globe. The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction represents a major challenge to our security. Large-scale environmental degradation, exacerbated by rapid population growth, threatens to undermine political stability in many countries and regions. And the threat to our open and free society from the organized forces of terrorism, international crime and drug trafficking is greater as the technological revolution, which holds such promise, also empowers these destructive forces with novel means to challenge our security. These threats to our security have no respect for boundaries and it is clear that American security in the 21st Century will be determined by the success of our response to forces that operate within as well as beyond our borders.

At the same time, we have unprecedented opportunities to make our nation safer and more prosperous. Our military might is unparalleled. We now have a truly global economy linked by an instantaneous communications network, which offers increasing opportunities for American jobs and American investment. The community of democratic nations is growing, enhancing the prospects for political stability, peaceful conflict resolution, and greater dignity and hope for the people of the world. The international community is beginning to act together to address pressing global environmental needs.

Never has American leadership been more essential — to navigate the shoals of the world’s new dangers and to capitalize on its opportunities. American assets are unique: our military strength, our dynamic economy, our powerful ideals and, above all, our people. We can and must make the difference through our engagement; but our involvement must be carefully tailored to serve our interests and priorities.

This report, submitted in accordance with Section 603 of the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department Reorganization Act of 1986, elaborates a national security strategy that is tailored for this new era and builds upon America’s unmatched strengths. Focusing on new threats and new opportunities, its central goals are:

- To enhance our security with military forces that are ready to fight and with effective representation abroad.
- To bolster America’s economic revitalization.
- To promote democracy abroad.

Over the past three years, my Administration has worked diligently to pursue these goals. This national security strategy report presents the strategy that has guided this effort. It is premised on a belief that the line between our domestic and foreign policies is disappearing — that we must revitalize our economy if we are to sustain our military forces, foreign initiatives and global influence, and that we must engage actively abroad if we are to open foreign markets and create jobs for our people.
We believe that our goals of enhancing our security, bolstering our economic prosperity and promoting democracy are mutually supportive. Secure nations are more likely to support free trade and maintain democratic structures. Free market nations with growing economies and strong and open trade ties are more likely to feel secure and to work toward freedom. And democratic states are less likely to threaten our interests and more likely to cooperate with the United States to meet security threats and promote free trade and sustainable development. These goals are supported by ensuring America remains engaged in the world and by enlarging the community of secure, free market and democratic nations.

As the boundaries between threats that start outside our borders and the challenges from within are diminishing, the problems others face today can more quickly become ours, tomorrow. This is why U.S. leadership and our engagement have never been more important: if we withdraw from this world today, our citizens will have to pay the price of our neglect. We therefore measure the success of our efforts abroad, as at home, by one simple standard: Have we made the lives of the American people safer, today; have we made tomorrow better and more secure for our children?

Since my Administration began, we have been deeply engaged in efforts to realize this measure of success by meeting the goals of our strategy:

- To enhance our security, for example, we have helped achieve peace between Jordan and Israel and an Interim Agreement between Israel and the Palestinians in the Middle East; brokered a comprehensive peace agreement in Bosnia and successfully deterred the spread of conflict to the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia; established NATO’s Partnership for Peace and initiated a process that will lead to NATO’s enlargement; concluded an agreement with Russia to detarget ICBMs and SLBMs; secured the accession of Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and their agreement to eliminate nuclear weapons from their territory, which in turn opened the door to the ratification and entry into force of the START I Treaty and Senate advice and consent to the ratification of the START II Treaty; led successful international efforts to secure the indefinite and unconditional extension of the NPT; initiated negotiations on a comprehensive test ban treaty (CTBT), which we hope to conclude in 1996; participated in an unprecedented regional security gathering of the ASEAN countries and others, including Russia and Vietnam; reached an Agreed Framework with North Korea that halted, and will eventually eliminate, its dangerous nuclear program; and used our diplomatic support and the power of our example to give new impetus to the efforts of the people of Northern Ireland and the British and Irish governments to achieve a just and lasting settlement to the conflict there.

- To bolster prosperity at home and around the world, we have secured the enactment of legislation implementing both the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT); completed over 80 separate trade agreements; actively engaged China on trade issues through extension of its Most Favored Nation status and vigorous pursuit of China’s adherence to the rules-based regime of the World Trade Organization; worked to open Asia-Pacific markets through three leaders meetings of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum; lowered export controls; and held a Western Hemisphere Summit in Miami where the 34 democratic nations of this hemisphere committed themselves to negotiate a free-trade agreement by 2005.

- To promote democracy, we have supported South Africa’s recent transformation; provided aid to a democratizing Russia and other new independent states of the former Soviet Union as well as Central and Eastern European nations; assisted Cambodia; advocated improvements in human rights globally through the UN urging that the rule of law replace the rule of oppressive regimes; and worked with our Western Hemisphere neighbors restoring the democratically elected government in Haiti and hosting the Summit of the Americas, which reaffirmed and strengthened our mutual commitment to democracy.

Our extraordinary diplomatic leverage to reshape existing security and economic structures and create new ones ultimately relies upon American power. Our economic and military might, as well as the power of our ideals, also makes America’s diplomats the first among equals and
enables us to help create the conditions necessary for U.S. interests to thrive. Our economic strength gives us a position of advantage on almost every global issue. For instance, our efforts in South Africa and our negotiations with North Korea demonstrate how the imposition — or the threat — of economic sanctions helps us to achieve our objectives as part of our determined diplomacy. That determined diplomacy also is reflected in our consistent effort to engage in productive relations with China across a broad range of issues, including regional security, nonproliferation, human rights and trade. We seek a strategic relationship with China, advancing our own national interests in key areas. It is this steady approach — asserting America’s core national security interests while keeping in mind longer-term goals — that is the hallmark of determined diplomacy.

But military force remains an indispensable element of our nation’s power. Our nation must maintain military forces sufficient to deter diverse threats and, when necessary, to fight and win against our adversaries. While many factors ultimately contribute to our nation’s safety and well-being, no single component is more important than the men and women who wear America’s uniform and stand sentry over our security. Their skill, service and dedication constitute the core of our defenses. Today our military is the best-equipped, best-trained and best-prepared fighting force in the world. Time after time in the last three years, our troops demonstrated their continued readiness and strength: moving with lightning speed to head off another Iraqi threat to Kuwait; helping to save hundreds of thousands of lives in Rwanda; giving freedom and democracy back to the people of Haiti; and helping enforce UN mandates in the former Yugoslavia and subsequently deploying forces under NATO command to help implement the peace agreement in Bosnia. I am committed to ensuring that this military capability is not compromised.

The United States recognizes that we have a special responsibility that goes along with being a great power and, at times, our global interests and ideals lead us to oppose those who would endanger the survival or well-being of their peaceful neighbors. At the same time, all nations should be able to expect that their borders and their sovereignty will always be secure; however, this does not mean we or the international community must tolerate gross violations of human rights within those borders.

When our national security interests are threatened, we will, as America always has, use diplomacy when we can, but force if we must. We will act with others when we can, but alone when we must. We recognize, however, that while force can defeat an aggressor, it cannot solve underlying problems. Democracy and economic prosperity can take root in a struggling society only through local solutions carried out by the society itself. We must use military force selectively, recognizing that its use may do no more than provide a window of opportunity for a society — and diplomacy — to work.

We therefore will send American troops abroad only when our interests and our values are sufficiently at stake. The courage, loyalty and willingness of our men and women in uniform to put their lives at risk is a national treasure which should never be taken for granted, but neither should we fear to employ U.S. military forces wisely. When we do so, it will be with clear objectives to which we are firmly committed and which — when combat is likely — we have the means to achieve decisively. To do otherwise, risks those objectives and endangers our troops. These requirements are as pertinent for humanitarian and other nontraditional interventions today as they were for previous generations during prolonged world wars. Modern media communications may now bring to our homes both the suffering that exists in many parts of the world and the casualties that may accompany interventions to help. But no deployment of American service members is risk-free, and we must remain clear in our purpose and resolute in its execution. And while we must continue to reassess the costs and benefits of any operation as it unfolds, reflexive calls for withdrawal of our forces when casualties are incurred would simply encourage rogue actors to try to force our departure from areas where there are U.S. interests by attacking American troops.

During the past three years, diplomacy backed by American power has produced impressive results:

- When Iraq moved forces towards Kuwait, we reacted swiftly and dispatched additional, large-scale forces to the region under the authority of the United Nations — but were prepared to act alone, if necessary.
- In Haiti, it was only when the Haitian military learned that the 82nd Airborne Division was en route that we achieved peacefully what we were prepared to do under fire.
In Bosnia, we achieved a breakthrough when U.S. diplomatic leadership was married to appropriate military power. After the fall of Zepa and Srebrenica, the United States secured an agreement from our NATO allies to meet further assaults on the UN safe areas with a decisive military response. American pilots participated in the NATO bombing campaign following the shelling of a Sarajevo marketplace, demonstrating our resolve and helping to bring the parties to the negotiating table.

U.S. leadership then seized the opportunity for peace that these developments created: U.S. diplomats, along with our Contact Group partners, brokered a cease-fire and, after intensive U.S.-led negotiations in Dayton, Ohio, a comprehensive peace agreement. U.S. forces are now working as part of a larger NATO force — joined by forces from members of NATO's Partnership for Peace — to help implement the military aspects of the agreement and create the conditions for peace to take hold.

In Rwanda and Somalia, only the American military could have accomplished what it did in these humanitarian missions, saving hundreds of thousands of lives. However, over the longer run our interests were served by turning these operations over to multilateral peacekeeping forces once the immediate humanitarian crisis was addressed. No outside force can create a stable and legitimate domestic order for another society — that work can only be accomplished by the society itself.

Our national security strategy reflects both America's interests and our values. Our commitment to freedom, equality and human dignity continues to serve as a beacon of hope to peoples around the world. The vitality, creativity and diversity of American society are important sources of national strength in a global economy increasingly driven by information and ideas.

Our prospects in this new era are promising. The specter of nuclear annihilation has dramatically receded. The historic events of the past three years — including the handshake between Israel and the PLO, the peace treaty between Israel and Jordan, the transformation of South Africa to a multiracial democracy headed by President Mandela and the peace agreement to end the war in Bosnia — suggest this era's possibilities for achieving security, prosperity and democracy.

Our nation can only address this era's dangers and opportunities if we remain actively engaged in global affairs. We are the world's greatest power, and we have global interests as well as responsibilities. As our nation learned after World War I, we can find no security for America in isolationism nor prosperity in protectionism. For the American people to be safer and enjoy expanding opportunities, our nation must work to deter would-be aggressors, open foreign markets, promote the spread of democracy abroad, combat transnational dangers of terrorism, drug trafficking and international crime, encourage sustainable development and pursue new opportunities for peace.

Our national security requires the patient application of American will and resources. We can only sustain that necessary investment with the broad, bipartisan support of the American people and their representatives in Congress. The full participation of Congress is essential to the success of our continuing engagement, and I will consult with members of Congress at every step as we formulate and implement American foreign policy.

The need for American leadership abroad remains as strong as ever. I am committed to forging a new public consensus to sustain our active engagement abroad in pursuit of our cherished goal — a more secure world where democracy and free markets know no borders. This document details that commitment.

William J. Clinton
I. Introduction

When this Administration assumed office, the United States and its allies faced a radically transformed security environment. The primary security imperative of the past half century — containing communist expansion while preventing nuclear war — was gone. Instead, we confronted a complex array of new and old security challenges America had to meet as we approached the 21st century.

The Administration outlined a national security strategy that assessed America's role in this new international context and described a strategy to advance our interests at home and abroad.

The strategy recognized that the United States was facing a period of great promise but also great uncertainty. We stand as the world's preeminent power. America's core value of freedom, as embodied in democratic governance and market economics, has gained ground around the world. Hundreds of millions of people have thrown off communism, dictatorship or apartheid. Former adversaries now work with us in diplomacy and global problem solving. Both the threat of a war among great powers and the specter of nuclear annihilation have receded dramatically. The dynamism of the global economy is transforming commerce, culture and global politics, promising greater prosperity for America and greater cooperation among nations.

At the same time, troubling uncertainties and clear threats remain. The new, independent states that replaced the Soviet Union continue to experience wrenching economic and political transitions, while the progress of the many new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe is still fragile. While our relations with the other great powers are as constructive as at any point in this century, Russia's historic transformation will face difficult challenges, and China maintains an authoritative regime even as that country assumes a more important economic and political role in global affairs. The spread of weapons of mass destruction poses serious threats, and rogue states still threaten regional aggression. Violent extremists threaten fragile peace processes in many parts of the world. Worldwide, there is a resurgence of militant nationalism as well as ethnic and religious conflict. This has been demonstrated by the upheavals in Bosnia, Rwanda and Somalia, where the United States has participated in peacekeeping and humanitarian missions.

The strategy also recognized that a number of transnational problems which once seemed quite distant, like environmental degradation, natural resource depletion, rapid population growth and refugee flows, now pose threats to our prosperity and have security implications for both present and long-term American policy. In addition, the emergence of the information and technology age presents new challenges to U.S. strategy even as it offers extraordinary opportunities to build a better future. This technology revolution brings our world closer together as information, money and ideas move around the globe at record speed; but it also makes possible for the violence of terrorism, organized crime and drug trafficking to challenge the security of our borders and that of our citizens in new ways.

It is a world where clear distinctions between threats to our nation's security from beyond our borders and the challenges to our security from within our borders are
being blurred; where the separation between international problems and domestic ones is evaporating; and where the line between domestic and foreign policy is eroding. The demise of communism not only lifted the lid on age-old conflicts but it opened the door to new dangers, such as the spread of weapons of mass destruction to non-state, as well as state, forces. And it did so at a time when these forces can now try to threaten our security from within our borders because of their access to modern technology. We must therefore assess these forces for what they are, with our response based on the nature of their threat, not just where they occur.

Because problems that start beyond our borders can now much more easily become problems within them, American leadership and engagement in the world has never been more important. There is also a simple truth about this new world: the same idea that was under attack three times in this century — first by imperialism and then by fascism and communism — remains under attack today, but on many fronts at once. It is an idea that comes under many names — democracy, liberty, civil liberty, pluralism — but which together are the values of a society where leaders and governments preserve individual freedoms and ensure opportunity and human dignity. As the President has said, “We face a contest as old as history — a struggle between freedom and tyranny; between tolerance and isolation. It is a fight between those who would build free societies governed by laws and those who would impose their will by force. Our struggle today, in a world more high-tech, more fast-moving, more chaotically diverse than ever, is the age-old fight between hope and fear.” Just as surely as fascism and communism once did, so, too, are our freedom, democracy, security and prosperity now threatened by regional aggressors and the spread of weapons of mass destruction; ethnic, religious and national rivalries; and the forces of terrorism, drug trafficking and international organized crime. Today, addressing these threats demands American leadership.

The victors of World War I squandered their triumph in this age-old struggle when they turned inward, bringing on a global depression and allowing fascism to rise, and reigniting global war. After World War II, we remembered the lessons of the past. In the face of a new totalitarian threat, this great nation did not walk away from the challenge of the moment. Instead, it chose to reach out, to rebuild international security structures and to lead. This determination of previous generations to prevail over communism by shaping new international structures left us a world stronger, safer and freer. It is this example and its success that now inspire us to continue the difficult task of a new stage in this old struggle: to secure the peace won in the Cold War against those who would still deny people their human rights, terrorists who threaten innocents and pariah states who choose repression and extremism over openness and moderation.

By exerting our leadership abroad, we make America safer and more prosperous — by deterring aggression, by fostering the peaceful resolution of dangerous conflicts, by opening foreign markets, by helping democratic regimes and by tackling global problems. Without our active leadership and engagement abroad, threats will fester and our opportunities will narrow. We seek to be as creative and constructive — in the literal sense of that word — as the generation of the late 1940’s. For all its dangers, this new world presents an immense opportunity — the chance to adapt and construct global institutions that will help to provide security and increase economic growth for America and the world.

At issue is whether our efforts at this construction can continue to succeed in the face of shifting threats to the ideals and habits of democracy. It is therefore in our interest that democracy be at once the foundation and the purpose of the international structures we build through this constructive diplomacy: the foundation, because the institutions will be a reflection of their shared values and norms; the purpose, because if political and economic institutions are secure, democracy will flourish.

Promoting democracy does more than foster our ideals. It advances our interests because we know that the larger the pool of democracies, the better off we, and the entire community of nations, will be. Democracies create free markets that offer economic opportunity, make for more reliable trading partners and are far less likely to wage war on one another. While democracy will not soon take hold everywhere, it is in our interest to do all that we can to enlarge the community of free and open societies, especially in areas of greatest strategic interest, as in Central and Eastern Europe and the new independent states of the former Soviet Union.

Our national security strategy is therefore based on enlarging the community of market democracies while deterring and limiting a range of threats to our nation, our
allies and our interests. The more that democracy and political and economic liberalization take hold in the world, particularly in countries of strategic importance to us, the safer our nation is likely to be and the more our people are likely to prosper.

To that broad end, the three central components of our strategy of engagement and enlargement are: (1) our efforts to enhance our security by maintaining a strong defense capability and employing effective diplomacy to promote cooperative security measures; (2) our work to open foreign markets and spur global economic growth; and (3) our promotion of democracy abroad. It also explains how we are pursuing these elements of our strategy in specific regions by adapting and constructing institutions that will help to provide security and increase economic growth throughout the world.

In a democracy, however, the foreign policy and security strategy of the nation must serve the needs of the people. The preamble of the Constitution sets out the basic objectives:

provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.

The end of the Cold War does not alter these fundamental purposes. Nor does it reduce the need for active American efforts, here and abroad, to pursue those goals. Our efforts to advance the common good at home depend upon our efforts to advance our interests around the world. Therefore, we must judge the success of our security strategy by its impact on the domestic lives of our citizens: has it made a real difference in the day to day lives of Americans? Consider just a few examples:

Every American today is safer because we are stepping back from the nuclear precipice. Russian missiles are no longer targeted at the United States and we have convinced Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus to give up nuclear weapons left on their land when the Soviet Union collapsed. American leadership secured the indefinite and unconditional extension of the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty and we convinced North Korea to freeze its nuclear program. Our strategy also continues to ensure the safeguarding of more nuclear materials so they do not fall into the hands of terrorists or international criminals and endanger our citizens.

In a world where the boundaries between threats outside our borders and the challenges from within are diminishing, Americans are safer because our counterterrorism strategy promoted closer cooperation with foreign governments and sanctions against states that sponsor terrorism, while increasing the resources for our own law enforcement agencies.

Large-scale migration from Haiti has been stemmed because we gave democracy another chance in that nation. In the months before we forced the military rulers to step down, 16,000 Haitians fled their country for our shores and elsewhere in the region. Three months after the intervention, the refugee flow was practically zero.

Our strategy to help the nations of Central Europe consolidate democracy, find lasting security and build strong economies makes it much less likely that Americans might have to fight another war on the battlefields of Europe. By supporting democratic reform and the transition to free markets in the new independent states of the former Soviet Union and in Central Europe, our strategy promoted stability and prosperity in an area that will become a vast market for the United States, creating jobs in America. In Bosnia, diplomatic determination combined with military muscle to create an opportunity to secure a peace rather than permit instability to undermine this fragile region and U.S. interests.

Our strategy’s trade initiatives, from NAFTA and the Uruguay Round of GATT to over 80 separate trade agreements, have created more than two million American jobs. With the Summit of the Americas and the APEC process, U.S. exports — and jobs — will continue to grow. Because of our emergency assistance to Mexico during its financial crisis, economic growth — although fragile — has returned and exports now exceed pre-NAFTA levels. Mexico has begun repaying its debt to the United States ahead of schedule, protecting the nearly 310,000 American jobs NAFTA has already created because of exports to our partners.

From Iraq to Haiti, South Africa to the Korean Peninsula, the Middle East to Northern Ireland, our strategy has stopped or prevented war and brought former adversaries together in peace because it is in our interest. These efforts, combined with assisting developing nations who are fighting overpopulation, AIDS, drug smuggling and environmental degradation, ensure that future generations of
Americans will not have to contend with the consequences of neglecting these threats to our security and prosperity.

Many of these decisions were made in the face of significant disagreement over what needed to be done at the moment. But the alternatives bore unacceptable costs to our citizens: tariffs and barriers would still cripple the world trading system if not for GATT and NAFTA; the Persian Gulf region would be very different today if the rapid response of the United States and its allies had not deterred Iraq’s threatened aggression against Kuwait in 1990; and the flood of Haitian refugees at our borders would have continued had we not intervened in that country; Latin America would have seen financial and economic chaos affecting its fragile democracies, and U.S. trade would have been harmed, had we not moved to help stabilize Mexico’s economy; and the dangers to our people from weapons of mass destruction would be much greater had our strategy not reduced the threat of nuclear arms, curbed the spread of chemical and biological weapons around the world and countered the terrorists and criminals who would endanger us if they possessed these weapons. The money we devoted to development, peacekeeping or disaster relief helped to avert future crises whose cost would have been far greater in terms of lives lost and resources spent.

We can continue to engage actively abroad to achieve these results only if the American people and the Congress are willing to bear the costs of that leadership — in dollars, political energy and, at times, American lives. U.S. security, prosperity and freedom are neither cost- nor risk-free; resources must be spent and casualties may be incurred. One purpose of this report is to help foster the broad, bipartisan understanding and support necessary to sustain our international engagement. A coalition of the center through bipartisan congressional participation is critical to this commitment. Some decisions must be made in the face of opposition; these decisions must ultimately be judged as to whether they benefited the American people by advancing their interests of security, prosperity and democracy in the long run.

During the first three years of this Administration, this strategy has produced the following results with respect to our security requirements:

- At the President’s direction, the Pentagon conducted the Bottom Up Review and Nuclear Posture Review, assessing what defense forces and capabilities our nation needs for this new security era. The Administration’s defense strategy, which requires U.S. forces to be able to deter and, if necessary, defeat aggression in concert with regional allies in two nearly simultaneous major regional conflicts, has proved realistic. In the late summer of 1994, we faced the very real prospect of near-simultaneous hostilities with North Korea and Iraq. Our rapid reinforcement of U.S. military presence and additional deployments to these theaters deterred potential aggression. Our military’s superb performance in responding quickly and effectively when called upon in these crises, as well as in those in Haiti and Rwanda that same year, clearly demonstrates their continued readiness to respond as needed and that we have prudently managed the post-Cold War force drawdown.

The President also set forth a defense budget for Fiscal Years 1996-2001 which fully funds the force structure recommended by the Bottom Up and Nuclear Posture Reviews and which is necessary to carry out the national security strategy. He repeatedly stressed that he will draw the line against further cuts that would undermine that force structure or erode U.S. military readiness. The President also requested Congress to enact supplemental appropriations of $1.7 billion for FY 1994 and $2.6 billion for FY 1995 to ensure readiness would not be impaired by the costs of unanticipated contingencies. In addition, the President added $25 billion to the Fiscal Year 1996-2001 defense spending plan to provide more funding for readiness, modernization and quality of life improvements for our military personnel and families. The President also agreed to extra funding in the FY 1996 Defense appropriations bill in order to pay for the troop deployment in Bosnia.

- The United States initiated an intense diplomatic effort that forged a Bosnia-wide cease-fire and then brokered a comprehensive peace agreement among the parties. We contributed a substantial share of the NATO-led peace implementation force to help implement the military aspects of the peace agreement and create the conditions for peace to take hold.
• At President Clinton's initiative, a NATO Summit in January 1994 approved the Partnership For Peace (PFP) program and initiated a process that will lead to NATO's gradual enlargement to ensure that the alliance is prepared to meet the European and transatlantic security challenges of this era, and to provide the security relationships that will buttress the underpinnings for the democratic and market economic gains in Europe since 1989. Since the Summit, 27 countries, including Russia, agreed to join the Partnership for Peace, and Partner countries are now working with NATO in Bosnia. In 1995, NATO completed work on its enlargement study and presented it to the Partners. This year, in the second phase of the enlargement process, NATO will begin intensive bilateral consultations with all the PFP members who wish to participate, aimed at helping them prepare for possible NATO membership.

• The United States, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan exchanged instruments of ratification for the START I Treaty at the December 1994 summit of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), culminating two years of intensive U.S. diplomatic efforts to bring the Treaty into force and paving the way for ratification of the 1993 START II Treaty. START I requires the permanent elimination of bombers, ICBM silos and ballistic missile submarine launch tubes that carried over 9,000 of the 21,000 total accountable warheads the United States and the former Soviet Union declared when the Treaty was signed — a reduction of 40 percent. START II, which the Senate voted 87-4 to give its advice and consent to ratification on January 26, 1996, will eliminate additional U.S. and Russian strategic launchers and will effectively remove an additional 5,000 deployed warheads, leaving each side with no more than 3,500. These actions will reduce the deployed strategic force arsenals of the United States and Russia by two-thirds. Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin have agreed that once START II is ratified by both countries, the United States and Russia will begin immediately to deactivate all strategic nuclear delivery systems to be reduced under the Treaty by removing their nuclear warheads or taking other steps to take them out of combat status, thus removing thousands of warheads from alert status years ahead of schedule. The two Presidents also directed an intensification of dialogue regarding the possibility of further reductions of, and limitations on, remaining nuclear forces.

• The 30-nation Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty's reduction period came to an end this past November, resulting in the elimination of over 50,000 pieces of heavy military equipment and capping conventional forces in Europe at their lowest levels in decades. Together with our allies, the Administration will continue to pursue full implementation of this agreement.

• The President launched a comprehensive policy to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them. The United States has secured landmark commitments to eliminate all nuclear weapons from Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan, and in December 1994, Ukraine formally acceded to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty as a non-nuclear weapon state, as Kazakhstan and Belarus had done previously. By the end of 1995, all nuclear weapons had been removed from Kazakhstan, most were out of Belarus and a significant number had been transferred from Ukraine. The United States led the successful international effort to extend the NPT indefinitely and without conditions by consensus of Treaty parties at the 1995 Review and Extension Conference. The President's August 1995 initiative to support a true zero yield Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) provided a significant boost to the CTBT negotiations and has opened the door to completing and signing a CTBT in 1996.

• We also made significant progress during the past year in negotiations to establish an agreed demarcation between strategic and theater ballistic missiles that will update the ABM Treaty and advance our goal of deploying advanced theater missile defenses. The Administration also submitted the Chemical Weapons Convention to the Senate for its advice and consent to ratification and supported the development of new measures to strengthen the Biological Weapons Convention.

• The Administration reached an important Agreed Framework with North Korea that has halted and, when fully implemented, will eventually eliminate that country's existing, dangerous nuclear program, greatly enhancing regional stability and advancing
our nonproliferation goals. The Administration reached agreements with Russia, Ukraine and South Africa to control missile-related technology, brought Russia, Brazil and South Africa into the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and secured China’s commitment not to transfer MTCR-controlled, ground-to-ground missiles. The United States has also led international efforts to create the multilateral "Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-use Goods and Technology" — the successor to the Coordinating Committee for East-West Trade (COCOM) — to provide a regime for transparency and restraint on dangerous transfers of conventional arms and dual-use technologies.

- The President’s efforts helped bring about many historic firsts in the Middle East peace process — the handshake of peace between Prime Minister Rabin and Chairman Arafat on the White House lawn has been followed by the Jordan-Israel peace treaty, the Israel-Palestinian Interim Agreement, progress on eliminating the Arab boycott of Israel and the establishment of ties between Israel and an increasing number of its Arab neighbors.

- In 1995, the President proposed legislation to provide law enforcement officials with increased tools to combat terrorism. These include additional manpower and training, methods to mark and trace explosives and legal mobile wiretaps. The President also directed new initiatives against money-laundering, for seizing the assets of drug rings and for new legislation to respond more effectively to organized crime activity. In October, the President also announced at the United Nations an invitation to every country to join in negotiating an international declaration on citizens’ security that would include: a no-sanctuary pledge for organized criminals, terrorists, drug traffickers and smugglers; a counterterrorism pact; a pledge to end the trafficking of illegal arms and of lethal nuclear, biological and chemical materials; an antinarcotics pledge; and an effective police force partnership to help combat these forces of violence and destruction. Progress has been made, with the apprehension of leaders of the most influential South American drug cartels.

- In March 1995, the President obtained Senate advice and consent to ratification of the 1980 Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW), which constrains the use of certain weapons, including landmines. The Administration is also pursuing a comprehensive set of initiatives to address the global landmine crisis, such as strengthening the CCW provisions governing landmine use, placing international controls on export, production and stockpiles, and developing new equipment for more effective demining.

- On May 3, 1994, President Clinton signed a Presidential Decision Directive establishing ‘U.S. Policy on Reforming Multilateral Peace Operations.’ This policy represented the first comprehensive framework for U.S. decisionmaking on issues of peacekeeping and peace enforcement suited to the realities of the new international era.

- In October 1994, President Clinton transmitted the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea to the Senate for its advice and consent to ratification. This was the culmination of years of negotiations to ensure an equitable balance between the rights of coastal states to control activities in adjacent, offshore areas to protect their economic, security and environmental interests and the rights of maritime states to free and unimpeded navigation and over-flight of the oceans of the world. This included an acceptable regime to administer the mineral resources of the deep seabed, thereby protecting U.S. interests.

- In March 1995, President Clinton ordered a sweeping reexamination of the U.S. Government’s approach to putting science and technology to the service of national security and global stability in light of the changed security environment, increasing global economic competition and growing budgetary pressures. The resulting National Security Science and Technology Strategy is the country’s first comprehensive Presidential statement of national security science and technology priorities.

On the economic front, Administration policies have created nearly 7.5 million American jobs and established the foundation for the global economy of the 21st Century:
The President worked with the Congress on effective measures to reduce the federal budget deficit and restore economic growth. These measures help increase our competitiveness and strengthen our position in negotiations with other nations. Two million of the 7.5 million new jobs created in the last three years are a result of our efforts to expand market access for American products overseas. These efforts have also lead to the creation of over 3 million new small businesses and the lowest combined rates of unemployment and inflation in 25 years. The federal budget deficit has dropped three years in a row, from $290 billion to $164 billion a year.

The President secured approval of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which creates the world's largest free trade zone and has already created nearly 310,000 American jobs. The vote for NAFTA marked a decisive U.S. affirmation of its international engagement. Through NAFTA's environmental and labor side agreements, we are working actively to protect the rights of workers and to reduce air and water pollution that crosses national boundaries. When Mexico came under short-term financial pressures in December 1994, the United States took the lead in marshaling international support to assist the country in meeting this challenge. NAFTA helped to protect and increase U.S. exports to that country — and the jobs they support — during the financial crisis and the subsequent adjustment period. We have also begun negotiations with Chile to join NAFTA.

The Administration stood at the forefront of a multilateral effort to achieve history's most extensive market-opening agreements in the GATT Uruguay-round negotiations on world trade. Working with a bipartisan coalition in the Congress, the President secured approval of this path-breaking agreement and the resulting World Trade Organization, which will add $150 billion annually to the U.S. economy once fully phased in and create hundreds of thousands of jobs.

The President convened the first meeting of leaders of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum and took steps to expand our ties with the economies of the Asia-Pacific region, the fastest growing area in the world. At their second forum, APEC leaders embraced the goal of free trade within the region by 2020, and at their third meeting in Osaka in 1995, they formulated a positive action plan to facilitate and measure progress toward achieving that goal. This past year, we successfully negotiated historic trade agreements with our Asian trading partners, including China, Japan and Korea, all of which promote substantial new access for American products and which will foster new attitudes of openness toward our exports.

The President hosted the Summit of the Americas in December 1994, a historic gathering where the 34 democratic nations of the hemisphere committed themselves to completing negotiations by 2005 on a regional free-trade agreement. In June 1995, the United States hosted the Denver Trade Ministerial and Commerce Forum to promote trade liberalization and business facilitation throughout the Western Hemisphere.

At President Clinton's initiative, the G-7 Leaders put forth at the Halifax Economic Summit extensive proposals to prepare our international financial institutions for the 21st Century, including institutional reforms to prevent and respond to financial crises, to promote sustainable development and to support the Middle East peace process. At the December 1995 U.S.-European Union Summit in Madrid, the President announced the New Transatlantic Agenda, including a Transatlantic Marketplace that will deepen our cooperation on economic issues.

The President developed a Climate Change Action Plan to help reduce greenhouse emissions at home and launched the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation to help reduce emissions abroad. The United States also takes a leading role at the international level in phasing out ozone-depleting substances. In June 1993, the United States signed the Biodiversity Treaty and one year later, the Desertification Convention.

With strong U.S. leadership, the United Nations successfully concluded negotiations on a multilateral agreement designed to reverse the global trend of declining fish stocks. The agreement complements the UN Law of the Sea Convention, giving direction
to countries for implementing their obligation under the Convention to cooperate in conserving and managing straddling and highly migratory fish stocks.

- The Administration has asserted world leadership on population issues. We played a key role during the Cairo Conference on Population and Development in developing a consensus Program of Action, including increased availability of voluntary family planning and reproductive health services, sustainable economic development, strengthening of families, the empowerment of women including enhanced educational opportunities and a reduction in infant and child mortality through immunizations and other programs.

Finally, the President has demonstrated a firm commitment to expanding the global realm of democracy to advance the interests of our citizens:

- The Administration substantially expanded U.S. support for democratic and market reform in Russia, Ukraine and the other new independent states of the former Soviet Union, including a comprehensive assistance package for Ukraine.

- The United States launched a series of initiatives to bolster the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe, including the White House Trade and Investment Conference for Central and Eastern Europe held in Cleveland in January 1995. We affirmed our concern for their security and market economic transformation, recognizing that such assurances would play a key role in promoting democratic developments.

- Working with the international community under the auspices of the UN, we succeeded in reversing the coup in Haiti and restoring the democratically elected president and government. We are now helping the Haitian people rebuild their country and consolidate their hard-won democracy through free and fair elections at all levels — local, parliamentary and presidential.

- The President’s visit to Northern Ireland in November 1995, the first ever by an American President, drew an unprecedented response from the people of both the Catholic and Protestant communities and sent an unmistakable signal of their support for peace. In 1994, U.S. engagement in Northern Ireland contributed to the establishment of a cease-fire, first by the IRA and subsequently by loyalist paramilitaries. U.S. economic and trade initiatives, including the White House Conference on Trade and Investment in May 1995, are aimed at promoting economic revitalization and job creation in Northern Ireland.

- At the Summit of the Americas, the 34 democratic nations of the hemisphere agreed to a detailed plan of cooperative action in such diverse fields as health, education, science and technology, counter-narcotics, counterterrorism, environmental protection, information infrastructure and the strengthening and safeguarding of democratic institutions, in addition to mutual prosperity and sustainable development. The Summit ushered in a new era of hemispheric cooperation that would not have been possible without U.S. leadership and commitment. In the time since the Summit, progress on strengthening democratic institutions, thwarting international criminals and terrorists and preserving natural resources have helped improve the lives of the hemisphere’s residents.

- The United States has increased support for South Africa as it conducted elections and became a multiracial democracy. During the state visit of Nelson Mandela in October 1994, we announced formation of a bilateral commission to foster new cooperation between our nations and an assistance package to support housing, health, education, trade and investment.

- The United States, working with the Organization of American States, helped reverse an antidemocratic coup in Guatemala.

- In Mozambique and Angola, the United States played a leading role in galvanizing the international community to help bring an end to two decades of civil war and to promote national reconciliation. For the first time, there is the prospect that all of southern Africa will enjoy the fruits of peace and prosperity.

- At the 1993 UN Conference on Human Rights, the United States successfully argued for improved inter-
national mechanisms for the promotion of basic human rights on a global basis. The President signed the international convention on the rights of the child and supports Senate consent to ratification for the convention prohibiting discrimination against women. The United States also played a major role in promoting women's — and children's — international rights at the 1995 UN Conference on Women in Beijing.

The national security strategy has reaped significant accomplishments for the betterment of the American people. It continues to take advantage of remarkable opportunities to shape a world conducive to U.S. interests and consistent with American values — a world of open societies and open markets. Its tangible results were based on the belief that if we withdraw U.S. leadership from the world today, we will have to contend with the consequences of our neglect tomorrow. The progress the strategy has enabled us to make toward increased security, prosperity and advancement of democracy was not inevitable; nor will it proceed easily in an even, uninterrupted way — there is a price for our leadership. Because of this, we know that there must be limits to America's involvement in the world — limits imposed by careful evaluation of our fundamental interests and frank assessment of the costs and benefits of possible actions. We cannot become involved in every problem, but the choices we make must be always guided by our objectives of a more secure, prosperous and free America and remain rooted in the conviction that America cannot walk away from its global interests or responsibilities, or our citizens' security and prosperity will surely suffer.

As the distinction between domestic problems and international ones is increasingly blurred, we each have a very direct interest in ensuring the future success of this strategy: we cannot solve our own problems at home unless we are also operating in a world that is more peaceful, more democratic and more prosperous. If we can help lead the dozens of nations, the billions of producers and consumers who are trying to adapt to democracy and free markets, we help to create the conditions for the greatest expansion of prosperity and security the world has ever witnessed. This is what this strategy portends by reaffirming America's leadership in the world.

This report has two major sections. The first part of the report explains our strategy of engagement and enlargement. The second part describes briefly how the Administration continues to apply this strategy to the world's major regions.
II. Advancing our Interests Through Engagement and Enlargement

A new international era presents the United States with many distinct dangers, but also with a generally improved security environment and a range of opportunities to improve it further. The preeminent threat that dominated our engagement during the Cold War has been replaced by a complex set of challenges. Our nation's strategy for defining and addressing those challenges has several core principles that guide our policies to safeguard American security, prosperity and fundamental values. First and foremost, we must exercise global leadership. We are not the world's policeman, but as the world's premier economic and military power, and with the strength of our democratic values, U.S. engagement is indispensable to the forging of stable political relations and open trade to advance our interests.

Our leadership must stress preventive diplomacy — through such means as support for democracy, economic assistance, overseas military presence, interaction between U.S. and foreign militaries and involvement in multilateral negotiations in the Middle East and elsewhere — in order to help resolve problems, reduce tensions and defuse conflicts before they become crises. These measures are a wise investment in our national security because they offer the prospect of resolving problems with the least human and material cost.

Our engagement must be selective, focusing on the challenges that are most important our own interests and focusing our resources where we can make the most difference. We must also use the right tools — being willing to act unilaterally when our direct national interests are most at stake; in alliance and partnership when our interests are shared by others; and multilaterally when our interests are more general and the problems are best addressed by the international community.

In all cases, the nature of our response must depend on what best serves our own long-term national interests. Those interests are ultimately defined by our security requirements. Such requirements start with our physical defense and economic well-being. They also include environmental security as well as the security of our values achieved through expansion of the community of democratic nations.

Our national security strategy draws upon a range of political, military and economic instruments, and focuses on the primary objectives that President Clinton has stressed throughout his Administration:

- **Enhancing Our Security.** Taking account of the realities of the new international era with its array of new threats, a military capability appropriately sized and postured to meet the diverse needs of our strategy, including the ability, in concert with regional allies, to win two nearly simultaneous major regional conflicts. We will continue to pursue a combination of diplomatic, economic and defense efforts, including arms control agreements, to reduce the danger of nuclear, chemical, biological and conventional conflict and to promote stability.

- **Promoting Prosperity at Home.** A vigorous and integrated economic policy designed to put our own economic house in order, work toward free and open markets abroad and promote sustainable development.
- **Promoting Democracy.** A framework of democratic enlargement that increases our security by protecting, consolidating and enlarging the community of free market democracies. Our efforts focus on strengthening democratic processes in key emerging democratic states including Central and Eastern Europe, Russia, Ukraine and other new independent states of the former Soviet Union.

In order to advance these objectives, we must remain engaged in the world through U.S. leadership, with our national security strategy based on enlarging the world community of secure, democratic and free market nations. Overall, this makes the world a safer and more prosperous place and in so doing directly advances our interests. Nations that feel secure due to our engagement overseas are more likely to support free trade and democratic institutions, thereby enhancing U.S. security and prosperity; nations with growing and open economies and strong ties to the United States are more likely to feel secure and to be unafraid of freedom, thereby not threatening us or others; and democratic states with similar values are less likely to threaten one another’s interests, and are more likely to cooperate in confronting mutual security threats and in promoting free and open trade and economic development.

The three basic objectives of our national security strategy will also guide the allocation of our limited national security resources. Because deficit reduction is also central to the long-term health and competitiveness of the American economy, we have made it, along with efficient and environmentally sound use of our resources, a major priority. Under the Clinton economic plan, the federal budget deficit has been lowered as a percentage of the Gross Domestic Product from 4.9 percent in Fiscal Year 1992 to 2.4 percent in Fiscal Year 1995 — the lowest since 1979.

**Enhancing our Security**

The U.S. government is responsible for protecting the lives and personal safety of Americans, maintaining our political freedom and independence as a nation and promoting the well-being and prosperity of our nation. No matter how powerful we are as a nation, we cannot always secure these basic goals unilaterally. Whether the problem is nuclear proliferation, regional instability, the reversal of reform in the former Soviet empire, international crime and terrorism, or unfair trade practices, the threats and challenges we face frequently demand cooperative, multinational solutions. Therefore, the only responsible U.S. strategy is one that seeks to ensure U.S. influence over and participation in collective decisionmaking in a wide and growing range of circumstances.

An important element of our security preparedness depends on durable relationships with allies and other friendly nations. Accordingly, a central thrust of our strategy of engagement is to sustain and adapt the security relationships we have with key nations around the world. These ties constitute an important part of an international framework that will be essential to ensuring cooperation across a broad range of issues. Within the realm of security issues, our cooperation with allies and friendly nations includes such activities as: conducting combined training and exercises, coordinating military plans and preparations, sharing intelligence — particularly in support of multilateral peacekeeping efforts or initiatives to contain the inimical behavior of rogue states — jointly developing new systems to include cooperative research and development programs and controlling exports of sensitive technologies according to common standards.

The new era presents a different set of threats to our security. In this new period, enhancing American security requires, first and foremost, developing and maintaining a strong defense capability of forces ready to fight. We are developing integrated approaches for dealing with threats arising from the development of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction by other nations. Our security also requires a vigorous arms control effort and a strong intelligence capability. We have implemented a strategy for multilateral peace operations. We have clarified rigorous guidelines for when and how to use military force in this era.

We also face security risks that are not solely military in nature. An emerging class of transnational environmental and natural resource issues, and rapid population growth and refugee flows, are increasingly affecting international stability and consequently will present new challenges to U.S. strategy. Other increasingly interconnected, transnational phenomena such as terrorism, narcotics trafficking and organized crime also have security implications both for present and long-term American policy: the destructive forces we face inside our borders often have their origins overseas in rogue nations that breed and harbor terrorists,
in countries where drugs are produced and in international organized crime cartels, which are principally headquartered outside our borders; and free and open societies, in a world brought closer together by a technology revolution where information, money and people can move rapidly and easily, are inherently more challenged by these kinds of forces.

We cannot protect ourselves against drug-related crime, track down terrorists, seize international criminals or stop the flow of illegal arms or weapons-related materials without both cooperation among the agencies within our government and the help of countries that are the origin of these forces and whose peace and freedoms are also jeopardized. That is why the President proposed new legislation and initiatives for the U.S. government last year, while also unveiling a new international proposal to work more closely with foreign governments in order to respond more effectively in fighting these forces that challenge our security from within and without.

Finally, the threat of intrusions to our military and commercial information systems poses a significant risk to national security and is being addressed.

Maintaining a Strong Defense Capability

U.S. military forces are critical to the success of our strategy. This nation has unparalleled military capabilities: the United States is the only nation able to conduct large-scale and effective military operations far beyond its borders. This fact, coupled with our unique position as the security partner of choice in many regions, provides a foundation for regional stability through mutually beneficial security partnerships. Our willingness and ability to play a leading role in defending common interests also help ensure that the United States will remain an influential voice in international affairs — political, military and economic — that affect our well-being, so long as we retain the military wherewithal to underwrite our commitments credibly.

To protect and advance U.S. interests in the face of the dangers and opportunities outlined earlier, the United States must deploy robust and flexible military forces that can accomplish a variety of tasks:

- **Deterring and Defeating Aggression in Major Regional Conflicts.** Our forces must be able to help offset the military power of regional states with interests opposed to those of the United States and its allies. To do this, we must be able to credibly deter and defeat aggression by projecting and sustaining U.S. power in more than one region if necessary.

- **Providing a Credible Overseas Presence.** U.S. forces must also be forward deployed or stationed in key overseas regions in peacetime to deter aggression and advance U.S. strategic interests. Such overseas presence demonstrates our commitment to allies and friends, underwrites regional stability, ensures familiarity with overseas operating environments, promotes combined training among the forces of friendly countries and provides timely initial response capabilities.

- **Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction.** We are devoting greater efforts to stemming the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their delivery means, limiting the spread of weapons-related materials and technology, and strengthening accounting and security procedures for global stocks of fissile materials. At the same time, we must improve our capabilities to deter, defend against and prevent the use of such weapons and protect ourselves against their effects.

- **Contributing to Multilateral Peace Operations.** When our interests call for it, the United States must also be prepared to participate in multilateral efforts to resolve regional conflicts and bolster new democratic governments. Thus, our forces must be ready to participate in peacekeeping, peace enforcement and other operations in support of these objectives.

- **Supporting Counterterrorism Efforts, Fighting Drug Trafficking and Other National Security Objectives.** A number of other tasks remain that U.S. forces have typically carried out with both general purpose and specialized units. These missions include: counterterrorism, noncombatant evacuation, counter-narcotics operations, special forces assistance to nations and humanitarian and disaster relief operations.

To meet all of these requirements successfully, our forces must be capable of responding quickly and operating
effectively as a joint team. That is, they must be ready to
fight and win. This imperative demands highly qualified
and motivated people; modern, well-maintained equip-
ment; realistic training; strategic mobility; sufficient support
and sustainment capabilities; timely intelligence; and a
healthy investment in science and technology.

**Major Regional Contingencies**

The focus of our planning for major theater conflict is on
deterring and, if necessary, fighting and defeating aggres-
sion by potentially hostile regional powers, such as North
Korea, Iran or Iraq. Such states are capable of fielding
sizable military forces which can cause serious imbalances
in military power within regions important to the United
States, with allied or friendly states often finding it difficult
to match the power of a potentially aggressive neighbor.
To deter aggression, prevent coercion of allied or friendly
governments and, ultimately, defeat aggression should it
occur, we must prepare our forces to confront this scale of
threat, preferably in concert with our allies and friends, but
unilaterally if necessary. To do this, we must have forces
that can deploy quickly and supplement U.S. forward-
based and forward-deployed forces, along with regional
allies, in halting an invasion and defeating the aggressor,
just as we demonstrated by our rapid response in October
1994 when Iraq threatened aggression against Kuwait.

The forces the Administration fields today are sufficient, in
concert with regional allies, to defeat aggression in two
nearly simultaneous major regional conflicts. Programmed
enhancements will sustain and strengthen that capability to
meet future threats. As a nation with global interests, it is
important that the United States maintain forces with
aggregate capabilities on this scale. Obviously, we seek to
avoid a situation in which an aggressor in one region
might be tempted to take advantage when U.S. forces are
heavily committed elsewhere. More basically, maintaining
a ‘two war’ force helps ensure that the United States will
have sufficient military capabilities to deter or defeat
aggression by a coalition of hostile powers or by a larger,
more capable adversary than we foresee today. The need
to deter or defeat aggression in two theaters was demon-
strated by the real prospect of near simultaneous hostilities
with Iraq and North Korea in the late summer of 1994. The
threat of such near simultaneous hostilities and our rapid
response in reinforcing our presence and deploying addi-
tional forces showed we have a correct and realistic
defense strategy. And because tomorrow’s threats are less
clear, a strategy for deterring and defeating aggression in
more than one theater ensures we maintain the flexibility
to meet unknown future threats, while our continued
engagement represented by that strategy helps preclude
such threats from developing in the first place.

We will never know with certainty how an enemy might
fight or precisely what demands might be placed on our
own forces in the future. The contributions of allies or
coalition partners will vary from place to place and over
time. Thus, balanced U.S. forces are needed in order to
provide a wide range of complementary capabilities and to
cope with the unpredictable and unexpected. Our forces
must remain ready and modern to meet future, as well as
present, threats or challenges. Integral to these efforts is the
development of new systems and capabilities, incorpo-
rating state-of-the-art technology and new and more effect-
tive combat organizations.

**Overseas Presence**

The need to deploy U.S. military forces abroad in peace-
time is also an important factor in determining our overall
force structure. We will maintain robust overseas presence
in several forms, such as permanently stationed forces and
pre-positioned equipment, deployments and combined
exercises, port calls and other force visits, as well as mili-
tary-to-military contacts. These activities provide several
benefits. Specifically they:

- Give form and substance to our bilateral and multi-
lateral security commitments.
- Demonstrate our determination to defend U.S. and
  allied interests in critical regions, deterring hostile
  nations from acting contrary to those interests.
- Provide forward elements for rapid response in crises
  as well as the bases, ports and other infrastructure
  essential for deployment of U.S.-based forces by air,
  sea and land.
- Enhance the effectiveness of coalition operations,
  including peace operations, by improving our ability
to operate with other nations.
- Allow the United States to use its position of trust to
  prevent the development of power vacuums and
dangerous arms races, thereby underwriting regional stability by precluding threats to regional security.

- Facilitate regional integration, since nations that may not be willing to work together in our absence may be willing to coalesce around us in a crisis.

- Promote an international security environment of trust, cooperation, peace and stability, which is fundamental to the vitality of developing democracies and free-market economies for America's own economic well-being and security.

Through training programs, combined exercises, military contacts, interoperability and shared defense with potential coalition partners, as well as security assistance programs that include judicious foreign military sales, we can strengthen the local self-defense capabilities of our friends and allies. Through active participation in regional security dialogues, we can reduce regional tensions, increase transparency in armaments and improve our bilateral and multilateral cooperation.

By improving the defense capabilities of our friends and demonstrating our commitment to defend common interests, these activities enhance deterrence, encourage responsibility-sharing on the part of friends and allies, decrease the likelihood that U.S. forces will be necessary if conflict arises and raise the odds that U.S. forces will find a relatively favorable situation should a U.S. response be required. U.S. overseas presence visibly supports our strategy of engagement, and we must continually assess the best approaches to achieving its objectives.

**Counterterrorism, Fighting Drug Trafficking and Other Missions**

While the missions outlined above will remain the primary determinants of our general purpose and nuclear force structure, U.S. military forces and assets will also be called upon to perform a wide range of other important missions as well. Some of these can be accomplished by conventional forces fielded primarily for theater operations. Often, however, these missions call for specialized units and capabilities.

At the same time, the challenges to the security of our citizens, our borders and our democratic institutions from destructive forces such as terrorists and drug traffickers is greater today because of access to modern technology. Cooperation, both within our government and with other nations, is vital in combating these groups that traffic in organized violence.

In October 1995, the President announced a new initiative to work more closely with foreign governments to fight these forces that threaten our security from without and within. Along with other provisions, it includes an invitation to join in the negotiation and endorsement of a declaration on citizen security, which would include a no-sanctuary pledge to terrorists and drug traffickers; a counterterrorism pact; an antinarcotics offensive; and a pledge to end the trafficking of illegal arms and of lethal nuclear, biological and chemical materials. We will continue to share intelligence in anticorruption and money-laundering programs to fight drug trafficking at its source; seek legislation that would prevent arms traders from fueling regional conflicts and subverting international embargoes; and provide increased manpower and funding, strengthened legislation and additional sanctions on states that sponsor terrorism to help protect our citizens.

**Combating Terrorism**

As long as terrorist groups continue to target American citizens and interests, the United States will need to have specialized units available to defeat such groups. From time to time, we might also find it necessary to strike terrorists at their bases abroad or to attack assets valued by the governments that support them.

Our policy in countering international terrorists is to make no concessions to terrorists, continue to pressure state sponsors of terrorism, fully exploit all available legal mechanisms to punish international terrorists and help other governments improve their capabilities to combat terrorism.

Countering terrorism effectively requires close, day-to-day coordination among Executive Branch agencies. Under the Clinton Administration, the efforts of the Departments of State, Justice and Defense, the FBI and CIA have been coordinated, with increased funding and manpower focused on the problem. Positive results will come from integration of intelligence, diplomatic and rule-of-law activities, and through close cooperation with other governments and international counterterrorist organizations.
Improving U.S. intelligence capabilities is a significant part of the U.S. response, as the evolving nature of the threat presents new challenges to the intelligence community. Terrorists, whether from well-organized groups or the kind of more loosely organized group responsible for the World Trade Center bombing, have the advantage of being able to take the initiative in the timing and choice of targets. Terrorism involving weapons of mass destruction represents a particularly dangerous potential threat that must be countered.

The United States has made concerted efforts to punish and deter terrorists. On June 26, 1993, following a determination that Iraq had plotted an assassination attempt against former President Bush, President Clinton ordered a cruise missile attack against the headquarters of Iraq's intelligence service in order to send a firm response and deter further threats. Similarly, the United States obtained convictions against defendants in the bombing of the World Trade Center. In the last three years, more terrorists have been arrested and extradited to the United States than during the totality of the previous three Administrations. We are still determined to apprehend many others, including the suspected perpetrators of the Pan Am 103 bombing who are being sheltered in Libya, and those involved in the deadly attack on U.S. Government employees at CIA Headquarters in 1994.

A growing number of nations have responded to the U.S. government's message urging international cooperation in the fight against terrorism. Our success in hunting down terrorists is in large measure due to a growth of international intelligence sharing and increased international law enforcement efforts. At the Halifax Summit in 1995, the heads of state from the G-7 and Russia agreed to work more closely in combating terrorism. This led to the December 1995 ministerial in Ottawa, which announced a P-8 pledge to adopt all current counterterrorism treaties by the year 2000, to cooperate more closely in detecting forged documents and strengthening border surveillance, to share information more fully and effectively and to work together in preventing the use by terrorists of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons.

Iran's support of terrorism is a primary threat to peace in the Middle East and a major threat to innocent citizens everywhere. The President is determined to step up U.S. efforts bringing international pressure to bear on Iran for its support of terrorism. President Clinton imposed an embargo against Iran, depriving it of the benefits of trade and investment with the United States. The embargo's immediate effect was to further disrupt an Iranian economy already reeling from mismanagement, corruption and stagnant oil prices. The United States also has sought the support of our friends and allies to adopt policies to limit Teheran's threatening behavior. The G-7 has joined us in condemning Iran's support for terrorism, and we have secured commitments from Russia and other members of the post-COCOM "Wassenaar Arrangement" export control regime not to sell weapons to Iran that have sensitive, dual-use technologies with military end-uses.

U.S. leadership and close coordination with other governments and international bodies will continue, as also demonstrated by the UN Security Council sanctions against Libya for the Pan Am 103 and UTA 772 bombings, an international convention dealing with detecting and controlling plastic explosives, and two important counterterrorism treaties — the Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Aviation and the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Attacks Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation.

**Fighting Drug Trafficking**

The Administration has undertaken a new approach to the global scourge of drug abuse and trafficking that will better integrate domestic and international activities to reduce both the demand and the supply of drugs. Ultimate success will depend on concerted efforts and partnerships by the public, all levels of government and the American private sector with other governments, private groups and international bodies.

The U.S. shift in strategy from the past emphasis on transit interdiction to a more evenly balanced effort with source countries to build institutions, destroy trafficking organizations and stop supplies of illicit drugs is showing positive results. The leaders of the most influential South American drug mafias, the Medellin and Cali Cartels, have been apprehended. The President also has invoked the International Emergency Economic Powers Act to undercut their financial underpinnings, freezing their assets in the United States and barring U.S. persons from doing business with them. He has announced a major initiative to combat money laundering throughout the globe, and at his direction, the government has identified the front compa-
nies and frozen the assets of the Cali Cartel to cut off its economic lifelines and to stop people from dealing unknowingly with its companies.

In addition, the United States, in cooperation with key producing countries, has undertaken initiatives to reinforce its interdiction activities near the source of production. To help root out the corruption in which narcotics trafficking thrives, we are working to support and strengthen democratic institutions abroad. We are also cooperating with governments that demonstrate political will to confront the narcotics threat.

Two comprehensive strategies have been developed, one to deal with the problem of cocaine and another to address the growing threat from high-purity heroin entering this country. We will engage more aggressively with international organizations, financial institutions and nongovernmental organizations in counternarcotics cooperation.

At home and in the international arena, prevention, treatment and economic alternatives must work hand-in-hand with law enforcement and interdiction activities. Long-term efforts will be maintained to help nations develop healthy economies with fewer market incentives for producing narcotics. The United States has increased efforts abroad to foster public awareness and support for governmental cooperation on a broad range of activities to reduce the incidence of drug abuse. Public awareness of a demand problem in producing or trafficking countries can be converted into public support and increased governmental law enforcement to reduce trafficking and production. There has been a significant attitudinal change and awareness in Latin America and the Caribbean, particularly as producer and transit nations themselves become plagued with the ill effects of consumption.

Other Missions

The United States government is also responsible for protecting the lives and safety of Americans abroad. In order to carry out this responsibility, selected U.S. military forces are trained and equipped to evacuate Americans from such situations as the outbreak of civil or international conflict and natural or man-made disasters. For example, U.S. Marines evacuated Americans from Monrovia, Liberia, in August of 1990, and from Mogadishu, Somalia, in December of that year. In 1991, U.S. forces evacuated nearly 20,000 Americans from the Philippines over a three-week period following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo. In 1994, U.S. Marines, coupled with U.S. airlift, deployed to Burundi to help ensure the safe evacuation of U.S. citizens from ethnic fighting in Rwanda.

U.S. forces also provide invaluable training and advice to friendly governments threatened by subversion, lawlessness or insurgency. At any given time, we have small teams of military experts deployed in roughly 25 countries helping host governments cope with such challenges.

U.S. military forces and assets are frequently called upon to provide assistance to victims of floods, storms, drought and other humanitarian disasters. Both at home and abroad, U.S. forces provide emergency food, shelter, medical care and security to those in need.

Finally, the United States will continue as a world leader in space through its technical expertise and innovation. Over the past 30 years, as more and more nations have ventured into space, the United States has steadfastly recognized space as an international region. Since all nations are immediately accessible from space, the maintenance of an international legal regime for space, similar to the concept of freedom of the high seas, is especially important. Numerous attempts have been made in the past to impose legal limitations on access to space by countries that are unable, either technologically or economically, to join space-faring nations. As the commercial importance of space is developed, the United States can expect further pressure from nonparticipants to redefine the status of space, similar to what has been attempted with exclusive economic zones constraining the high seas.

Retaining the current international character of space will remain critical to achieving U.S. national security goals. Our main objectives in this area include:

- Continued freedom of access to and use of space;
- Maintaining the U.S. position as the major economic, political, military and technological power in space;
- Deterring threats to U.S. interests in space and defeating aggressive or hostile acts against U.S. space assets if deterrence fails;
• Preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction to space;

• Enhancing global partnerships with other space-faring nations across the spectrum of economic, political and security issues.

Deciding When and How to Employ U.S. Forces

Our strategy calls for the preparation and deployment of American military forces in the United States and abroad to support U.S. diplomacy in responding to key dangers — those posed by weapons of mass destruction, regional aggression and threats to the stability of states.

Although there may be many demands for U.S. involvement, the need to husband limited resources requires that we must carefully select the means and level of our participation in particular military operations. And while it is unwise to specify in advance all the limitations we will place on our use of force, we must be as clear as possible about when and how we will use it.

There are three basic categories of national interests that can merit the use of our armed forces. The first involves America’s vital interests, that is, interests that are of broad, overriding importance to the survival, security and vitality of our national entity — the defense of U.S. territory, citizens, allies and our economic well-being. We will do whatever it takes to defend these interests, including — when necessary — the unilateral and decisive use of military power. This was demonstrated clearly in the Persian Gulf through Desert Storm and, more recently, Vigilant Warrior, when Iraq threatened aggression against Kuwait in October 1994.

The second category includes cases in which important, but not vital, U.S. interests are threatened. That is, the interests at stake do not affect our national survival, but they do affect importantly our national well-being and the character of the world in which we live. In such cases, military forces should only be used if they advance U.S. interests, they are likely to be able to accomplish their objectives, the costs and risks of their employment are commensurate with the interests at stake and other means have been tried and have failed to achieve our objectives. Such uses of force should also be selective and limited, reflecting the relative saliency of the interests we have at stake. Haiti and Bosnia are the most recent examples in this category.

The third category involves primarily humanitarian interests. Here, our decisions focus on the resources we can bring to bear by using unique capabilities of our military rather than on the combat power of military force. Generally, the military is not the best tool to address humanitarian concerns. But under certain conditions, the use of our armed forces may be appropriate: when a humanitarian catastrophe dwarfs the ability of civilian relief agencies to respond; when the need for relief is urgent and only the military has the ability to jump-start the longer-term response to the disaster; when the response requires resources unique to the military; and when the risk to American troops is minimal. The relief operation in Rwanda is a good case in point. U.S. military forces performed unique and essential roles, stabilized the situation and then got out, turning the operation over to the international relief community.

The decision on whether and when to use force is therefore dictated first and foremost by our national interests. In those specific areas where our vital or survival interests are at stake, our use of force will be decisive and, if necessary, unilateral. In other situations posing a less immediate threat, our military engagement must be targeted selectively on those areas that most affect our national interests — for instance, areas where we have a sizable economic stake or commitments to allies and areas where there is a potential to generate substantial refugee flows into our nation or our allies’.

Second, in all cases, the costs and risks of U.S. military involvement must be judged to be commensurate with the stakes involved. We will be more inclined to act where there is reason to believe that our action will bring lasting improvement. On the other hand, our involvement will be more circumscribed when other regional or multilateral actors are better positioned to act than we are. Even in these cases, however, the United States will be actively engaged at the diplomatic level. But in every case, we will consider several critical questions before committing military force: Have we considered nonmilitary means that offer a reasonable chance of success? Is there a clearly defined, achievable mission? What is the environment of risk we are entering? What is needed to achieve our goals? What are the potential costs — both human and financial...
— of the engagement? Do we have a reasonable likelihood of support from the American people and their elected representatives? Do we have timelines and milestones that will reveal the extent of success or failure, and in either case, do we have an exit strategy?

The decision on how we use force has a similar set of derived guidelines:

First, when we send American troops abroad, we will send them with a clear mission and, for those operations that are likely to involve combat, the means to achieve their objectives decisively, having answered the questions: What types of U.S. military capabilities should be brought to bear, and is the use of military force carefully matched to our political objectives?

Second, as much as possible, we will seek the help of our allies and friends or of relevant international institutions. If our most important national interests are at stake, we are prepared to act alone. But especially on those matters touching directly the interests of our allies, there should be a proportionate commitment from them. Working together increases the effectiveness of each nation’s actions, and sharing the responsibilities lessens everyone’s load.

These, then, are the calculations of interest and cost that have influenced our past uses of military power and will guide us in the future. Every time this Administration has used force, it has balanced interests against costs. And in each case, the use of our military has put power behind our diplomacy, allowing us to make progress we would not otherwise have achieved.

One final consideration regards the central role the American people rightfully play in how the United States wields its power abroad: the United States cannot long sustain a fight without the support of the public, and close consultations with Congress are important to this effort. This is true for humanitarian and other nontraditional interventions, as well as war. Modern media communications confront every American with images that both stir the impulse to intervene and raise the question of an operation’s costs and risks. When it is judged in America’s interest to intervene, we must use force with an unwaivering commitment to our objective. While we must continue to reassess any operation’s costs and benefits as it unfolds and the full range of our options, reflexive calls for early withdrawal of our forces as soon as casualties arise endangers our objectives as well as our troops. Doing so invites any rogue actor to attack our troops to try to force our departure from areas where our interests lie.

**Combating the Spread and Use of Weapons of Mass Destruction and Missiles**

Weapons of mass destruction — nuclear, biological and chemical — along with their associated delivery systems, pose a major threat to our security and that of our allies and other friendly nations. Thus, a key part of our strategy is to seek to stem the proliferation of such weapons and to develop an effective capability to deal with these threats. We also need to maintain robust strategic nuclear forces and to implement existing strategic arms agreements.

**Nonproliferation and Counterproliferation**

A critical priority for the United States is to stem the proliferation of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and their missile delivery systems. Countries’ weapons programs, and their levels of cooperation with our nonproliferation efforts, will be among our most important criteria in judging the nature of our bilateral relations.

Through programs such as the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction effort and other denuclearization initiatives, important progress has been made to build a more secure international environment by combating the threat posed by the possible theft or diversion of nuclear warheads or their components. One striking example was the successful transfer in 1994 of nearly six hundred kilograms of vulnerable nuclear material from Kazakhstan to safe storage in the United States. Kazakhstan was concerned about the security of the material and requested U.S. assistance in removing it to safe storage. The Departments of Defense and Energy undertook a joint mission to retrieve the uranium. At the direction of the President, the two Departments have intensified their cooperative programs with Russia and other new independent states to enhance the security of nuclear material. These programs encompass both efforts to improve overall systems for nuclear material protection, control and accounting and targeted efforts to address specific proliferation risks. Under an agreement we secured with Russia, it is converting tons of highly enriched uranium from dismantled weapons into
commercial reactor fuel and has begun delivering that fuel to the United States. With the United States and Russia, Ukraine is implementing the Trilateral Statement, which provides for the transfer of all nuclear warheads from Ukraine to Russia for dismantlement in return for fair compensation. Three-quarters of the nuclear weapons located in Ukraine at the beginning of 1994 have now been transferred to Russia for dismantlement. All the nuclear warheads in Kazakhstan have been removed, and most are out of Belarus.

A key objective of our nonproliferation strategy was realized in May 1995 when a consensus of the parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) extended the Treaty indefinitely and without conditions. That result ensured that all Americans today, as well as all succeeding generations, can count on the continuation of the Treaty that serves as the bedrock of all global efforts to halt the spread of nuclear weapons.

Achieving a zero-yield Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty as soon as possible, achieving a cut-off of fissile material production for nuclear weapons purposes and strengthening the Nuclear Suppliers Group and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are important goals. They complement our comprehensive efforts to discourage the accumulation of fissile materials, to seek to strengthen controls and constraints on those materials, and over time, to reduce worldwide stocks.

To combat missile proliferation, the United States seeks prudently to broaden membership of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). The Administration supports the earliest possible ratification and entry into force of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) as well as new measures to deter violations of and enhance compliance with the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC). We also support improved export controls for nonproliferation purposes both domestically and multilaterally.

The proliferation problem is global, but we must tailor our approaches to specific regional contexts. We have concluded an Agreed Framework to bring North Korea into full compliance with its nonproliferation obligations, including the NPT and IAEA safeguards. The agreement also requires North Korea to freeze and eventually dismantle its indigenous nuclear program under IAEA monitoring. We will continue efforts to prevent Iran from advancing its weapons of mass destruction objectives and to thwart Iraq from reconstituting its previous programs. The United States seeks to cap, reduce and, ultimately, eliminate the nuclear and missile capabilities of India and Pakistan. In the Middle East and elsewhere, we encourage regional arms control agreements that address the legitimate security concerns of all parties. These tasks are being pursued with other states that share our concern for the enormous challenge of stemming the proliferation of such weapons.

The United States has signed bilateral agreements with Russia, Ukraine and South Africa, which commit these countries to adhere to the guidelines of the MTCR. We also secured China's commitment to observe the MTCR guidelines and its agreement not to transfer MTCR-controlled, ground-to-ground missiles. Russia has agreed not to transfer space-launch vehicle technology with potential military applications to India. South Africa has agreed to dismantle its Category I (500 kilogram payload, 300 kilometer range) missile systems and has joined the NPT and accepted full-scope safeguards. Hungary, the Czech Republic, the Slovakia Republic, Poland and Romania have joined the Australia Group (which controls the transfer of items that could be used to make chemical or biological weapons). Hungary, Argentina, Russia, Brazil and South Africa have joined the MTCR. Argentina, Brazil and Chile have brought the Treaty of Tlatelolco into force. There has been major progress on the dismantlement and removal of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) located in Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan. Our Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) program has made a significant contribution to this effort.

Thus, the United States seeks to prevent additional countries from acquiring chemical, biological and nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them, and will use the full range of its intelligence capabilities to detect such activities. However, should such efforts fail, U.S. forces must be prepared to deter, prevent and defend against their use. As agreed at the January 1994 NATO Summit, we are working with our Allies to develop a policy framework to consider how to reinforce ongoing prevention efforts and to reduce the proliferation threat and protect against it.

The United States will retain the capacity to retaliate against those who might contemplate the use of weapons of mass destruction so that the costs of such use will be
seen as outweighing the gains. However, to minimize the
impact of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction on
our interests, we will need the capability not only to deter
their use against either ourselves or our allies and friends
but also, where necessary and feasible, to prevent it.

This will require improved defensive and offensive capabilities. To minimize the vulnerability of our forces abroad to
weapons of mass destruction, we are placing a high
priority on improving our ability to locate, identify and
disable arsenals of weapons of mass destruction, production
and storage facilities for such weapons and their
delivery systems. We also have vigorous and highly effective theater missile defense development programs
designed to protect against conventional weapons and
weapons of mass destruction. Although the intelligence
community does not believe that an intercontinental-range missile threat to our homeland is likely to emerge from
devotees in the foreseeable future, we are developing a national missile defense deployable readiness program so
we can respond quickly (within 2-3 years) should a sooner-than-expected threat materialize.

Nuclear Forces

In September 1994, the President approved the recommenda-
tions of the Pentagon's Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). A
key conclusion of this review is that the United States will
retain a triad of strategic nuclear forces sufficient to deter
any future hostile foreign leadership with access to
strategic nuclear forces from acting against our vital interests and to convince it that seeking a nuclear advantage
would be futile. Therefore, we will continue to maintain nuclear forces of sufficient size and capability to hold at
risk a broad range of assets valued by such political and
military leaders. The President approved the NPR's recom-
manded strategic nuclear force posture as the U.S. START II force. The forces are: 500 Minuteman ICBMs, 14 Trident
submarines all with D-5 missiles, 20 B-2 and 66 B-52
strategic bombers, and a non-nuclear role for the B-1s. This force posture allows us the flexibility to reconstitute or
reduce further, as conditions warrant. The NPR also reaffirmed the current posture and deployment of nonstrategic nuclear forces, and the United States has eliminated carrier
and surface ship nuclear weapons capability.

Arms Control

Arms control is an integral part of our national security
strategy. Arms control can help reduce incentives to initiate
attack; enhance predictability regarding the size and struc-
ture of forces, thus reducing fear of aggressive intent;
reduce the size of national defense industry establishments
and thus permit the growth of more vital, nonmilitary
industries; ensure confidence in compliance through effec-
tive monitoring and verification; and, ultimately, contribute
to a more stable and calculable balance of power.

In the area of strategic arms control, prescribed reductions
in strategic offensive arms and the steady shift toward less
destabilizing systems remain indispensable. Ukraine's
December 1994 accession to the Nuclear Non-prolifera-
tion Treaty — joining Belarus and Kazakhstan's decision to
be non-nuclear weapon states — was followed immedi-
ately by the exchange of instruments of ratification and
brought the START I treaty into force at the December
1994 CSCE summit, paving the way for the Senate's advice
and consent for ratification of the 1993 START II Treaty on
January 26, 1996. Under START II, the United States and
Russia will each be left with between 3,000 and 3,500
deployed strategic nuclear warheads, which is a two-thirds
decision from the Cold War peak. Presidents Clinton and
Yeltsin have agreed that once START II is ratified by both
countries, both nations will immediately begin to deacti-
vate or otherwise remove from combat status those
systems whose elimination will be required by that treaty,
rather than waiting for the treaty to run its course through
the year 2003. START II ratification will also open the door
to the next round of strategic arms control, in which we
will consider what further reductions in, or limitations on,
remaining U.S. and Russian nuclear forces should be
conveyed. We will also explore strategic confidence-build-
ing measures and mutual understandings that reduce
the risk of accidental war.

The full and faithful implementation of other existing arms
control agreements, including the Anti-Ballistic Missile
(ABM) Treaty, Strategic Arms Reduction Talks I (START I),
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, Conventional Forces in
Europe (CFE) Treaty, several nuclear testing agreements, the
1994 Vienna Document on Confidence and Security-
Building Measures (CSBM), Open Skies, the
Environmental Modification Convention (EnMod), Incidents
at Sea and many others will remain an important element


of national security policy. The ongoing negotiation initiated by the United States to clarify the ABM Treaty by establishing an agreed demarcation between strategic and theater ballistic missiles, and updating the Treaty to reflect the break-up of the Soviet Union as well as the Administration's efforts to resolve the CFE flank issue on the basis of a map realignment, reflects the Administration's commitment to maintaining the integrity and effectiveness of crucial arms control agreements.

Future arms control efforts may become more regional and multilateral. Regional arrangements can add predictability and openness to security relations, advance the rule of international law and promote cooperation among participants. They help maintain deterrence and a stable military balance at regional levels. The United States is prepared to promote, help negotiate, monitor and participate in regional arms control undertakings compatible with American national security interests. We will generally support such undertakings but will not seek to impose regional arms control accords against the wishes of affected states. In this regard, the United States, United Kingdom and France announced they would sign the protocols to the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone in the first half of 1996.

As arms control, whether regional or global, becomes increasingly multilateral, the Conference on Disarmament (CD) in Geneva will play an even more important role. The United States will support measures to increase the effectiveness and relevance of the CD. Arms control agreements can head off potential arms races in certain weapons categories or in some environments. We will continue to seek greater transparency, responsibility and, where appropriate, restraint in the transfer of conventional weapons and global military spending. The UN register of conventional arms transfers is a start in promoting greater transparency of weapons transfers and buildups, but more needs to be done.

In February 1995, the President approved a comprehensive policy on transfers of conventional arms that balances legitimate arms sales to support the national security of U.S. allies and friends and the need for multilateral restraint in transferring arms that would undermine stability. The United States has also led international efforts to create the multilateral "Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-use Goods and Technology" — the successor to the Coordinating Committee for East-West Trade (COCOM) — to provide a regime for transparency and restraint on dangerous transfers of conventional arms and dual-use technologies. Measures to reduce over-sized defense industrial establishments, especially those parts involved with weapons of mass destruction, will also contribute to stability in the post-Cold War world. The Administration has pursued defense conversion agreements with the former Soviet Union states, and defense conversion is also on the agenda with China. The United States has also proposed a regime to reduce the number and availability of the world's long-lived antipersonnel mines whose indiscriminate and irresponsible use has reached crisis proportions. In addition, the Administration is leading the international effort to strengthen the laws governing landmine use in the 1980 Convention on Conventional Weapons. The Administration obtained Senate consent to ratification of this Convention in March 1995.

**Peace Operations**

In addition to preparing for major regional contingencies and overseas presence, we must prepare our forces for peace operations to support democracy or conflict resolution. The United States, along with others in the international community, will seek to prevent and contain localized conflicts before they require a military response. U.S. support capabilities such as airlift, intelligence and global communications have often contributed to the success of multilateral peace operations, and they will continue to do so. U.S. combat units are less likely to be used for most peace operations, but in some cases their use will be necessary or desirable and justified by U.S. national interests as guided by the Presidential Decision Directive, 'U.S. Policy on Reforming Multilateral Peace Operations,' and outlined below.

Multilateral peace operations are an important component of our strategy. From traditional peacekeeping to peace enforcement, multilateral peace operations are sometimes the best way to prevent, contain or resolve conflicts that could otherwise be far more costly and deadly.

Peace operations often have served, and continue to serve, important U.S. national interests. In some cases, they have helped preserve peace between nations, as in Cyprus and the Golan Heights. In others, peacekeepers have provided breathing room for fledgling democracies, as in Cambodia, El Salvador and Namibia. And in Latin America, the United States, along with fellow Guarantors of the 1942
Rio Protocol Argentina, Brazil and Chile, has contributed U.S. troops under the temporary operational control of a competent UN or allied commander. The United States has done so many times in the past — from the siege of Yorktown in the Revolutionary War to the battles of Desert Storm. However, under no circumstances will the President ever relinquish his command authority over U.S. forces.

At the same time, however, we must recognize that some types of peace operations make demands on the UN that exceed the organization’s capabilities. The United States is working with the UN headquarters and other member states to ensure that the UN embarks only on peace operations that make political and military sense and that the UN is able to manage effectively those peace operations it does undertake. We support the creation of a professional UN peace operations headquarters with a planning staff, access to timely intelligence, a logistics unit that can be rapidly deployed and a modern operations center with global communications. The United States has reduced our peacekeeping payments to 25 percent while working to ensure that other nations pay their fair share. We are also working to ensure that peacekeeping operations by appropriate regional organizations such as NATO and the OSCE can be carried out effectively.

In order to maximize the benefits of UN peace operations, the United States must make highly disciplined choices about when and under what circumstances to support or participate in them. The need to exercise such discipline is at the heart of President Clinton’s policy on Reforming Multilateral Peace Operations. The President’s policy review on peace operations — the most thorough ever undertaken by an Administration — requires the United States to undertake a rigorous analysis of requirements and capabilities before voting to support or participate in peace operations. The United States has not hesitated to use its position on the Security Council to ensure that the UN authorizes only those peace operations that meet these standards.

Most UN peacekeeping operations do not involve U.S. forces. On those occasions when we consider contributing U.S. forces to a UN peace operation, we will employ rigorous criteria, including the same principles that would guide any decision to employ U.S. forces. In addition, we will ensure that the risks to U.S. personnel and the command and control arrangements governing the participation of American and foreign forces are acceptable to the United States.

The question of command and control is particularly critical. There may be times when it is in our interest to place U.S. troops under the temporary operational control of a competent UN or allied commander. The United States has done so many times in the past — from the siege of Yorktown in the Revolutionary War to the battles of Desert Storm. However, under no circumstances will the President ever relinquish his command authority over U.S. forces.

Improving the ways the United States and the UN decide upon and conduct peace operations will not make the decision to engage any easier. The lesson we must take away from our first ventures in peace operations is not that we should forswear such operations but that we should employ this tool selectively and more effectively. In short, the United States views peace operations as a means to support our national security strategy, not as a strategy unto itself.

The President is firmly committed to securing the active support of the Congress for U.S. participation in peace operations. The Administration has set forth a detailed blueprint to guide consultations with Congress. With respect to particular operations, the Administration will undertake consultations on questions such as the nature of expected U.S. military participation, the mission parameters of the operation, the expected duration and budgetary implications. In addition to such operation-specific consultations, the Administration has also conducted regular monthly briefings for congressional staff and will deliver an Annual Comprehensive Report to Congress on Peace Operations. Congress is critical to the institutional development of a successful U.S. policy on peace operations, including the resolution of funding issues that have an impact on military readiness.

Two other points deserve emphasis. First, the primary mission of our Armed Forces is not peace operations; it is to deter and, if necessary, to fight and win conflicts in which our most important interests are threatened. Second, while the international community can create conditions for peace, the responsibility for peace ultimately rests with the people of the country in question.

Strong Intelligence Capabilities

U.S. intelligence capabilities are critical instruments of our national power and integral to implementing our national security strategy. Strong intelligence capabilities are needed to protect our nation by providing warning of
threats to U.S. national security, by providing support to the policy and military communities to prevail over these threats and by identifying opportunities for advancing our national interests through support to diplomacy. Decisionmakers, military commanders and policy analysts at all levels rely on the intelligence community to collect information unavailable from other sources and to provide strategic and tactical analysis to help surmount challenges to our national interests and security.

Because of the change in the security environment since the end of the Cold War, intelligence must address a wider range of threats and policy needs. In this demanding environment, the intelligence community must maintain its global reach, refine and further focus its collection efforts and work even more closely with the policy departments. Moreover, its analytic effort must provide a coherent framework to help senior U.S. officials manage a complex range of military, political and economic issues. Intelligence emphasis must be placed on preserving and enhancing those collection and analytic capabilities that provide unique information against those states and groups that pose the most serious threats to U.S. security.

To build greater focus, direction and responsiveness into these intelligence activities, the President last year signed a Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) on intelligence priorities. This Directive established for the first time a series of categories of intelligence needs. This PDD is a flexible document designed to accommodate shifting priorities within the categories. Current Presidential priorities include:

- Warning and management of threats that pose a direct or immediate threat to U.S. interests.
- "Rogue states" whose policies are consistently hostile to the United States.
- Countries that possess strategic nuclear forces that can pose a threat to the United States and its allies.
- Command and control of nuclear weapons and control of nuclear fissile materials.
- Transnational threats such as proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, international narcotics trafficking, international terrorism and international organized crime.
- Ongoing or potential major regional conflicts where the United States has national security interests.
- Intensified counterintelligence against hostile foreign intelligence services.

U.S. intelligence must not only monitor traditional threats but also assist the policy community to forestall new and emerging threats, especially those of a transnational nature. In carrying out these responsibilities, the intelligence community must:

- Support U.S. military operations worldwide. Whenever U.S. forces are deployed, the highest priority is to ensure that our military commanders receive the timely information required to execute successfully their mission while minimizing the loss of American lives.
- Support diplomatic efforts in pursuit of U.S. foreign policy objectives by providing policymakers and diplomats timely intelligence on political developments in key areas such as the Middle East, the Balkans and North Korea.
- Provide worldwide capabilities to detect, identify and deter efforts of foreign nations to develop weapons of mass destruction and ancillary delivery systems.
- Gather information on terrorist activities aimed at U.S. persons or interests and help thwart such activities whether conducted by well-organized groups or loose associations of disaffected individuals intent on striking at the United States.
- Provide worldwide capabilities to gather timely intelligence on current and emerging information technologies or infrastructure that may potentially threaten U.S. interests at home or abroad.
- Contribute where appropriate to policy efforts aimed at bolstering our economic prosperity.
- Provide the timely information necessary to monitor treaties, promote democracy and free markets, forge alliances and track emerging threats.

The collection and analysis of economic intelligence will play an increasingly important role in helping policy-
makers understand economic trends. Economic intelligence can help by identifying threats to private U.S. economic enterprises from foreign intelligence services as well as unfair trading practices. Intelligence must also identify emerging threats that could affect the international economy and the stability of some nation states, such as the upsurge in international organized crime and illegal trafficking in narcotics.

The development and implementation of U.S. policies to promote democracy abroad relies on sound intelligence support. In order to forecast adequately dangers to democracy abroad, the intelligence community and policy departments must track political, economic, social and military developments in those parts of the world where U.S. interests are most heavily engaged and where collection of information from open sources is inadequate. This often leads to early warning of potential crises and facilitates preventive diplomacy.

Improving the management of intelligence resources and focusing on the principal concerns of policymakers and military commanders enhances the value of intelligence and contributes to our national well-being. The establishment, for example, of the National Imagery and Mapping Agency will provide a more integrated imagery capability that will be especially important in providing warning of threats to U.S. and allied interests and in supporting crisis management and military operations. Intelligence producers must develop closer relationships with the users of intelligence to make products more responsive to current consumer needs. This includes identifying emerging threats to modern information systems and supporting the development of protection strategies. The continuous availability of intelligence, especially during crises, is of crucial importance. Also underlying all intelligence activities must be an increased awareness of, and enhanced capabilities in, counterintelligence. Finally, to enhance the study and support of worldwide environmental, humanitarian and disaster relief activities, technical intelligence assets - especially imagery - must be directed to a greater degree toward collection of data on these subjects.

Fighting International Organized Crime

International organized crime jeopardizes the global trend toward peace and freedom, undermines fragile new democracies, saps the strength from developing countries and threatens our efforts to build a safer, more prosperous world. The rise of organized crime in the new independent states of the former Soviet Union and Central Europe weakens new democracies and poses a direct threat to U.S. interests, particularly in light of the potential for the theft and smuggling by organized criminals of nuclear materials left within some of these nations.

The Administration has launched a major initiative to combat international organized crime. Criminal enterprises are presently moving vast sums of illegal gains through the international financial system with impunity. In addition to invoking the International Emergency Economic Powers Act to undercut the financial underpinnings of criminal enterprises, the President has ordered an action plan to combat money laundering throughout the globe by directing the government to identify and put on notice nations that tolerate money laundering. We intend to work with these nations to bring their banks and financial systems into conformity with the international standards against money laundering - or we will consider sanctions. The Justice Department is also drafting legislation, which will be submitted to Congress, to provide U.S. agencies with the tools they need to respond to organized criminal activity.

Because the threat of organized crime comes from abroad as well as at home, we will work with other nations to keep our citizens safe. The President's invitation at the United Nations to all countries to join the United States in fighting international organized crime by measures of their own and by negotiating and endorsing an international declaration on citizens' safety - a declaration which would include a "no-sanctuary for organized criminals" pledge - is an effort to enhance our international cooperative efforts to protect our people.

International crime organizations target nations whose law enforcement agencies lack the experience and capacity to stop them. To help police in the new democracies of Central Europe, Hungary and the United States established an international law enforcement academy in Budapest. The President also proposed last year at the United Nations an effective police partnership that would establish a network of such centers around the world to share the latest crime-fighting techniques and technology.

The President's initiative also targeted the criminal or quasi-legal enterprises that have begun to develop an enor-
mous gray-market trade in illegal weapons. By forging documents or diverting deliveries of armaments, these networks have been able to move weapons to areas of conflict or instability. The graymarket continues to fuel insurgencies and subvert international arms embargoes. These networks serve criminals and terrorists alike, and parasitically feed off and ultimately threaten the open markets and open societies that we have worked so hard to advance.

National Security Emergency Preparedness

We will do all we can to prevent destructive forces such as terrorism, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, threats to our information systems and catastrophes from within such as natural disasters, from endangering our citizens. But we must also be prepared to respond effectively if an emergency does occur in order to ensure the survivability of our institutions and national infrastructure, protect lives and property and preserve our way of life. National security emergency preparedness is imperative, and we must continue to work aggressively to ensure appropriate threat mitigation and response capabilities, including the ability to restore to normalcy elements of our society affected by national security emergencies or disasters resulting in widespread disruption, destruction, injury or death. To this end, comprehensive, all-hazard emergency preparedness planning by all Federal departments and agencies continues to be a crucial national security requirement.

The Environment and Sustainable Development

The more clearly we understand the complex interrelationships between the different parts of our world's environment, the better we can understand the regional and even global consequences of local changes to the environment. Increasing competition for the dwindling reserves of uncontaminated air, arable land, fisheries and other food sources and water, once considered 'free' goods, is already a very real risk to regional stability around the world. The range of environmental risks serious enough to jeopardize international stability extends to massive population flight from man-made or natural catastrophes, such as Chernobyl or the East African drought, and to large-scale ecosystem damage caused by industrial pollution, deforestation, loss of biodiversity, ozone depletion, desertification, ocean pollution and, ultimately, climate change. Strategies dealing with environmental issues of this magnitude will require partnerships between governments and nongovernmental organizations, cooperation between nations and regions, sustained scientific research and a commitment to a strategically focused, long-term policy for emerging environmental risks.

The decisions we make today regarding military force structures typically influence our ability to respond to threats 20 to 30 years in the future. Similarly, our current decisions regarding the environment and natural resources will affect the magnitude of their security risks over at least a comparable period of time, if not longer. The measure of our difficulties in the future will be settled by the steps we take in the present.

As a priority initiative, the U.S. successfully led efforts at the Cairo Conference to develop a consensus Program of Action to address the continuous climb in global population, including increased availability of family planning and reproductive health services, sustainable economic development, the empowerment of women to include enhanced educational opportunities and a reduction in infant and child mortality. Rapid population growth in the developing world and unsustainable consumption patterns in industrialized nations are the root of both present and potentially even greater forms of environmental degradation and resource depletion. A conservative estimate of the globe's population projects 8.5 billion people on the planet by the year 2025. Even when making the most generous allowances for advances in science and technology, one cannot help but conclude that population growth and environmental pressures will feed into immense social unrest and make the world substantially more vulnerable to serious international frictions.

Promoting Prosperity at Home

A central goal of our national security strategy is to promote America's prosperity through efforts both at home and abroad. Our economic and security interests are increasingly inseparable. Our prosperity at home depends on engaging actively abroad. The strength of our diplomacy, our ability to maintain an unrivaled military, the attractiveness of our values abroad—all these depend in part on the strength of our economy.
Enhancing American Competitiveness

Our primary economic goal is to strengthen the American economy. The first step toward that goal was reducing the federal deficit and the burden it imposes on the economy and future generations. The economic program passed in 1993 has restored investor confidence in the United States and strengthened our position in international economic negotiations. Under the Clinton economic plan, the federal budget deficit as a percentage of the Gross Domestic Product was lowered from 4.9 percent in Fiscal Year 1992 to 2.4 percent in Fiscal Year 1995 — the lowest since 1979. And Fiscal Year 1995 was the first time that the deficit has been reduced three years in a row since the Truman Administration. We are building on this deficit reduction effort with other steps to improve American competitiveness: investing in science and technology; assisting integration of the commercial and military industrial sectors; improving information networks and other vital infrastructure; and improving education and training programs for America's workforce. We are restructuring the defense R&D effort to place greater emphasis on dual-use technologies that allow the military to capitalize on commercial-sector innovation for lower cost, higher quality and increased performance. We are also reforming the defense acquisition system so that we can develop and procure weapons and materiel more efficiently.

Strengthening Macroeconomic Coordination

As national economies become more integrated internationally, the United States cannot thrive in isolation from developments abroad. International economic expansion is benefiting from G-7 macroeconomic policy coordination. Our work to strengthen an effective, cooperative G-7 dialogue has led to better economic growth in the G-7 countries. In the United States, economic trends point to continued economic strength and sustained expansion. Conditions for growth among our G-7 partners appear to be in place for most countries, and inflation is well under control.

Enhancing Access to Foreign Markets

The success of American business and our ability to create quality jobs for our workers is more than ever dependent upon success in exporting to international markets. The ability to compete internationally also assures that our companies will continue to innovate and increase productivity, which in turn will lead to improvements in our own living standards. But to compete abroad, our firms need access to foreign markets, just as foreign industries have access to our open market. We vigorously pursue measures to increase access for our goods and services — through bilateral, regional and multilateral arrangements.

Export Strategy and Advocacy Program

In 1993, the Administration published a report creating America's first national export strategy and making 65 specific recommendations for reforming the way government works with the private sector to expand exports. Among the recommendations were significant improvements in advocacy, export financing, market information systems and product standards education. Our objective is to expand U.S. exports to over $1.2 trillion by the year 2000, which would mean some 5 million new American jobs and a total of some 16 million jobs supported by exports by the turn of the century.

Our export strategy is working. Since this Administration took office, the United States has regained its position from Germany as the world's largest exporter. We have designed and begun implementing new approaches to promoting exports, notably our strategy of focusing upon the ten "Big Emerging Markets" that will take more than a quarter of the world's imports by the year 2010. Our strong export performance has supported as many as 2 million new, export-related jobs since January 1993. But we know that we need to export more in the years ahead if we are to reduce further our trade deficit and raise living standards with high-wage jobs.

Export Controls

Another critical element in boosting U.S. exports is reforming the outdated export licensing system. In September 1993, we liberalized controls on more than $30 billion of computer exports, and in March 1994, we eliminated controls on virtually all civilian telecommunications equipment to the former Soviet Union, Central and Eastern Europe and China. The Administration is also seeking comprehensive reform of the Export Administration Act, which governs the process of export
licensing. The goal of this reform is to strengthen our ability to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and protect other national interests, while removing unnecessarily burdensome licensing requirements left over from the Cold War. In 1995, we eliminated controls on the export of computers to our closest allies and liberalized controls on other computer exports consistent with our national security interests.

Expanding the Realm of Open Markets

The conclusion of NAFTA, the Uruguay Round of GATT, the Bogor Declaration of the 1994 APEC leaders meeting and 1995 Osaka Action Plan, the Summit of the Americas' Action Plan and the U.S.-EU Transatlantic Marketplace represent unprecedented progress toward more open markets both at the regional and global levels. The Administration intends to continue its efforts in further enhancing U.S. access to foreign markets. The World Trade Organization (WTO) will provide a new institutional lever for securing such access. Emerging markets, particularly along the Pacific Rim, present vast opportunities for American enterprise, and APEC now provides a suitable vehicle for the exploration of such opportunities. Similarly, the United States convened the Summit of the Americas to seize the opportunities created by the movement toward open markets throughout the hemisphere. The Transatlantic Marketplace launched with the European Union in Madrid in December 1995, will further expand our economic ties. All such steps in the direction of expanded trading relationships will be undertaken in a way consistent with protection of the international environment and towards the goal of sustainable development here and abroad.

The North American Free Trade Agreement

On December 3, 1993, President Clinton signed the North American Free Trade Act (NAFTA), which creates a free trade zone among the United States, Canada and Mexico. NAFTA has already created nearly 310,000 American jobs because of exports to our NAFTA partners. NAFTA has also increased Mexico's capacity to cooperate with our nation on a wide range of issues that cross our 2,000 mile border — including the environment, narcotics trafficking and illegal immigration. This Free Trade Act helped insulate our trade relationship with Mexico and protect and increase U.S. exports to that country — and the jobs they support — during the 1995 Mexican financial crisis and the subsequent economic recession and adjustment period. We have also begun negotiations with Chile on expanding NAFTA's membership.

Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

Our economic relations depend vitally on our ties with the Asia Pacific region, which is the world's fastest-growing economic area. In November 1993, President Clinton convened the first-ever summit of the leaders of the economies that constitute the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum. U.S. initiatives in the APEC forum will open new opportunities for economic cooperation and permit U.S. companies to expand their involvement in substantial infrastructure planning and construction throughout the region. The trade and investment framework agreed to in 1993 provided the basis for enhancing the 'open regionalism' that defines APEC. At the second leaders meeting in November 1994, APEC leaders embraced the goal of free and open trade and investment throughout the region by 2020. A third meeting in Osaka, Japan, in 1995 adopted an action agenda for facilitating and measuring progress toward that goal.

Uruguay Round of GATT

The successful conclusion in December 1993 of the Uruguay Round of the negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), after seven years and three "final" deadlines, significantly strengthened the world trading system. The Uruguay Round accord is the largest, most comprehensive trade agreement in history. It will reduce tariffs by 40 percent and extend trade rules to agriculture, services and international property rights. The U.S. economy is expected to gain $150 billion per year in GNP once the Uruguay Round is fully phased in, which will create hundreds of thousands of new U.S. jobs and expand opportunities for U.S. businesses. Working with Congress, the President secured U.S. approval of this path-breaking agreement and the resulting World Trade Organization, which provides a forum to resolve disputes openly. The President remains committed to ensuring that the commitments in the Uruguay Round agreement are fulfilled.
U.S. - Japan Framework Agreement

The Administration continues to make progress with Asia's largest economy and America's second largest trading partner in increasing market access and strengthening sustainable economic growth internationally. Since the U.S.-Japan Framework for Economic Partnership was established by President Clinton and Prime Minister Miyazawa in 1993, we have reached 20 market access agreements with Japan covering a range of key sectors, such as medical technologies, telecommunications, insurance, flat glass, financial services and intellectual property rights. Our merchandise exports to Japan in the sectors covered by these agreements have expanded at a rate that is more than double that of export growth to Japan in the noncovered sectors. In August 1995, we concluded a landmark agreement in automobile and auto parts trade, the largest sector of our bilateral trade deficit, and last summer we took steps to support market access for U.S. transport services.

The Administration is committed to ensuring that competitive American goods and services have fair access to the Japanese market. In addition, the Administration is working with Japan to address common challenges to sustainable economic development through the Framework's Common Agenda for Cooperation in Global Perspective. Partnerships have been strengthened in the environment, human health and advanced technology development, and new initiatives were launched this year that address education, food security, counter-terrorism, natural disaster mitigation, combating emerging infectious diseases and nation-building. This Administration will continue to seek partnerships that help both nations fulfill our international responsibilities as the world's two largest economies.

Summit of the Americas

America's economy benefits enormously from the opportunity offered by the commitment of the 34 democratic nations of the Western Hemisphere to negotiate by 2005 a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). The Western Hemisphere is our largest export market, constituting over 35 percent of all U.S. sales abroad. The action plan will accelerate progress toward free, integrated markets that will create new, high-wage jobs and sustain economic growth for America. The June 1995 Trade Ministerial created seven working groups to begin preparations for the negotiation of the FTAA.

U.S.-EU Transatlantic Marketplace

On December 3, 1995, President Clinton launched the New Transatlantic Agenda at the U.S.-EU Summit in Madrid, Spain. As part of this agenda, the United States and the European Union (EU) agreed to take concrete steps to reduce barriers to trade and investment through the creation of a New Transatlantic Marketplace. The United States and the EU also will explore the possibility of agreeing on further tariff reductions and accelerated reductions in tariffs already agreed to in the Uruguay Round; negotiate agreements on mutual recognition of certification and testing procedures; conclude a customs cooperation and mutual assistance agreement; carry out a joint study of tariff and nontariff barriers to trade and options for their elimination; and work together in the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the WTO to achieve agreements on foreign investment and telecommunications services.

OECD Multilateral Investment Agreement

In May 1995, the United States helped launch OECD negotiations of a Multilateral Agreement on Investment, which will be a state-of-the-art investment agreement. The negotiations are intended to conclude by 1996. There is already broad consensus that the agreement will be based on high standards, including national and most-favored-nation treatment, and that exceptions would be limited and narrowly drawn. We are seeking to establish clear legal standards on expropriation, access to binding international arbitration for disputes and unrestricted investment-related transfers across borders. If successful, these negotiations would help further our efforts on investment issues in Asia and in the WTO.

Preparing International Economic Institutions for the 21st Century

At the initiative of President Clinton at the Naples Economic Summit in 1994, the G-7 undertook an intensive review of the international financial and economic institutions to consider how to prepare them for the 21st Century. At the following year's summit in Halifax, Canada, the G-7 proposed a number of important reforms and initiatives. These include measures to improve our capacity to prevent and mitigate international financial crises; the creation of a more effective early warning and:
prevention system with an emphasis on improved disclosure of financial and economic data; the establishment of a new Emergency Financing Mechanism to provide the means for a quick and surgical international response to crises with systemic implications; a doubling of the resources available under the General Arrangement to Borrow, including from new participants with a stake in the system; and instituting a review of procedures that might facilitate the orderly resolution of international debt crises in a financial environment characterized by a greater diversity of creditors and financial instruments. Another important area considered at Halifax concerns international financial regulation. The G-7 leaders committed to intensify cooperation among financial authorities to limit systemic risk and pledged to develop and enhance safeguards, standards, transparency and systems to reduce risk.

At Halifax, the G-7 leaders also endorsed a blueprint for reforms of the World Bank and the regional development banks — reforms that the United States has been promoting for two and a half years. Key elements include: substantially increasing the share of resources devoted to basic social programs that invest in people and are a powerful force for poverty reduction, such as primary education for girls and basic health care; focus on safeguarding the environment; support for development of the private sector and the use of more innovative financial instruments to catalyze private capital flows; and internal reforms of the multilateral development banks, including consolidation, decentralization, increased transparency and cost reduction.

**Providing for Energy Security**

The United States depends on oil for more than 40% of its primary energy needs. Roughly half of our oil needs are met with imports, and a large share of these imports come from the Persian Gulf area. The experiences of the two oil shocks and the Gulf War show that an interruption of oil supplies can have a significant impact on the economies of the United States and its allies. Appropriate economic responses can substantially mitigate the balance of payments and inflationary impacts of an oil shock; appropriate security policy responses to events such as Iraq's invasion of Kuwait can limit the magnitude of the crisis.

Over the longer term, the United States' dependence on access to foreign oil sources will be increasingly important as our resources are depleted. The U.S. economy has grown roughly 75% since the first oil shock; yet during that time our oil consumption has remained virtually stable and oil production has declined. High oil prices did not generate enough new oil exploration and discovery to sustain production levels from our depleted resource base. These facts show the need for continued and extended reliance on energy efficiency and conservation and development of alternative energy sources. Conservation measures notwithstanding, the United States has a vital interest in unrestricted access to this critical resource.

**Promoting Sustainable Development Abroad**

Broad-based economic development not only improves the prospects for democratic development in developing countries but also expands the demands for U.S. exports. Economic growth abroad can alleviate pressure on the global environment, reduce the attraction of illegal narcotics trade and improve the health and economic productivity of global populations.

The environmental consequences of ill-designed economic growth are clear. Environmental damage will ultimately block economic growth. Rapid urbanization is outstripping the ability of nations to provide jobs, education and other services to new citizens. The continuing poverty of a quarter of the world's people leads to hunger, malnutrition, economic migration and political unrest. Widespread illiteracy and lack of technical skills hinder employment opportunities and drive entire populations to support themselves on increasingly fragile and damaged resource bases. New diseases, such as AIDS, and other epidemics which can be spread through environmental degradation, threaten to overwhelm the health facilities of developing countries, disrupt societies and stop economic growth. Developing countries must address these realities with national sustainable development policies that offer viable alternatives. U.S. leadership is of the essence to facilitate that process. If such alternatives are not developed, the consequences for the planet's future will be grave indeed.

Domestically, the United States is working hard to halt local and cross-border environmental degradation. In addition, the United States is fostering environmental technology that targets pollution prevention, control and cleanup. Companies that invest in energy efficiency, clean manufacturing and environmental services today will
create the high-quality, high-wage jobs of tomorrow. By providing access to these types of technologies, our exports can also provide the means for other nations to achieve environmentally sustainable economic growth. At the same time, we are taking ambitious steps at home to better manage our natural resources and reduce energy and other consumption, decrease waste generation and increase our recycling efforts.

Internationally, the Administration's foreign assistance program focuses on four key elements of sustainable development: broad-based economic growth; the environment; population and health; and democracy. We will continue to advocate environmentally sound private investment and responsible approaches by international lenders. As mentioned above, the Multilateral Development Banks (MDB's) are now placing increased emphasis upon sustainable development in their funding decisions, to include a commitment to perform environmental assessments on projects for both internal and public scrutiny. In particular, the Global Environmental Facility (GEF), established in 1994, provides a source of financial assistance to the developing world for climate change, biodiversity and oceans initiatives that will benefit all the world's citizens, including Americans.

The United States is taking specific steps in all of these areas:

- In June 1993, the United States signed the Convention on Biological Diversity, which aims to protect and utilize the world’s genetic inheritance. The Interior Department created a National Biological Service to help protect species and to help the agricultural and biotechnical industries identify new sources of food, fiber and medications.

- New policies are being implemented to ensure the sustainable management of U.S. forests by the year 2000, as pledged internationally. In addition, U.S. bilateral forest assistance programs are being expanded, and the United States is promoting sustainable management of tropical forests.

- In the wake of the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, the United States has undertaken initiatives to reduce land-based sources of marine pollution, maintain populations of marine species at healthy and productive levels and protect endangered marine mammals and coral reefs.

- The United States has focused technical assistance and encouraged nongovernmental environmental groups to provide expertise to the new independent states of the former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern European nations that have suffered the most acute environmental crises. The Agency for International Development, the Environmental Protection Agency and other U.S. agencies are engaged in technical cooperation with many countries around the world to advance these goals. The United States has also been working bilaterally with a number of developing countries to promote their sustainable development and to work jointly on global environmental issues.

- The Administration is leading a renewed global effort to address population problems and promote international consensus for stabilizing world population growth. Our comprehensive approach stresses family planning and reproductive health care, maternal and child health, education and improving the status of women. The 1994 International Conference on Population and Development held in Cairo, endorsed these approaches as important strategies in achieving our global population goals. At the 1995 UN Conference on Women in Beijing, the United States promoted women's — and children's — international rights.

- With regard to the United Nations, the G-7 leaders at the Halifax Summit in 1995 endorsed an ambitious effort to modernize the organization’s economic and social functions through better coordination, consolidation of related agencies, rethinking agency mandates and creating an effective management culture in a smaller and more focused Secretariat. Following President Clinton's call for a UN reform commission, the UN General Assembly established the High Level Working Group on Strengthening the UN System in September 1995.

- In April 1993, President Clinton pledged that the United States would reduce our greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000, in accordance with the Framework Convention on Climate Change. In March 1995, we and other parties to the Convention agreed to negotiate steps to be taken beyond the year 2000. We are resolved to deal forcefully with this threat to our planet while preserving U.S. economic competitiveness.
The United States and other countries have agreed to protect the ozone layer by phasing out use of the major ozone-depleting substances. In 1995, we also agreed with other nations to decrease use of additional ozone-depleting chemicals.

**Promoting Democracy**

All of America's strategic interests — from promoting prosperity at home to checking global threats abroad before they threaten our territory — are served by enlarging the community of democratic and free-market nations. Thus, working with new democratic states to help preserve them as democracies committed to free markets and respect for human rights, is a key part of our national security strategy.

One of the most gratifying and encouraging developments of the past 15 years is the explosion in the number of states moving away from repressive governance and toward democracy. Since the success of many of these experiments is by no means assured, our strategy of enlargement must focus on the consolidation of those regimes and the broadening of their commitment to democracy. At the same time, we seek to increase respect for fundamental human rights in all states and encourage an evolution to democracy where that is possible.

The enlargement of the community of market democracies respecting human rights and the environment is manifest in a number of ways:

- More than 30 nations in Central and Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, Latin America, Africa and East Asia have, over the past 10 years, adopted the structures of a constitutional democracy and held free elections;

- The nations of the Western Hemisphere have proclaimed their commitment to democratic regimes and to the collective responsibility of the nations of the OAS to respond to threats to democracy.

- In the Western Hemisphere, only Cuba is not a democratic state.

- Nations as diverse as South Africa and Cambodia have resolved bitter internal disputes with agreement on the creation of constitutional democracies.

The first element of our enlargement strategy is to work with the other democracies of the world and to improve our cooperation with them on security and economic issues. We also seek their support in enlarging the realm of democratic nations.

The core of our strategy is to help democracy and free-markets expand and survive in other places where we have the strongest security concerns and where we can make the greatest difference. This is not a democratic crusade; it is a pragmatic commitment to see freedom take hold where that will help us most. Thus, we must target our effort to assist states that affect our strategic interests, such as those with large economies, critical locations, nuclear weapons or the potential to generate refugee flows into our own nation or into key friends and allies. We must focus our efforts where we have the most leverage.

And our efforts must be demand-driven — they must focus on nations whose people are pushing for reform or have already secured it.

Russia is a key state in this regard. If we can support and help consolidate democratic and market reforms in Russia — and in the other new independent states — we can help turn a former threat into a region of valued diplomatic and economic partnership. Our intensified interaction with Ukraine has helped move that country onto the path of economic reform, which is critical to its long-term stability. In addition, our efforts in Russia, Ukraine and the other states support and facilitate our efforts to achieve continued reductions in nuclear arms and compliance with international nonproliferation accords.

The new democracies in Central and Eastern Europe are another clear example, given their proximity to the great democratic powers of Western Europe, their importance to our security and their potential markets. Eventual integration into European security and economic organizations, such as NATO and the EU, will help lock in and preserve the impressive progress in instituting democratic and market-economic reforms that these nations have made.

Since our ties across the Pacific are no less important than those across the Atlantic, pursuing enlargement in the Asia Pacific theater is a third example. We will work to support the emerging democracies of the region and to encourage other states along the same path.
Continuing the great strides toward democracy and markets in our hemisphere is also a key concern and was behind the President’s decision to host the Summit of the Americas in December 1994. As we continue such efforts, we should be on the lookout for states whose entry into the camp of market democracies may influence the future direction of an entire region; South Africa now holds that potential with regard to sub-Saharan Africa.

How should the United States help consolidate and enlarge democracy and markets in these states? The answers are as varied as the nations involved, but there are common elements. We must continue to help lead the effort to mobilize international resources, as we have with Russia, Ukraine and the other new independent states. We must be willing to take immediate public positions to help staunch democratic reversals, as we have in Haiti and Guatemala. We must give democratic nations the fullest benefits of integration into foreign markets, which is part of why NAFTA and the Uruguay Round of GATT ranked so high on our agenda. And we must help these nations strengthen the pillars of civil society, improve their market institutions and fight corruption and political discontent through practices of good governance.

At the same time as we work to ensure the success of emerging democracies, we must also redouble our efforts to guarantee basic human rights on a global basis. At the 1993 United Nations Conference on Human Rights, the United States forcefully and successfully argued for a reaffirmation of the universality of such rights and improved international mechanisms for their promotion. In the wake of this gathering, the UN has named a High Commissioner for Human Rights, and the rights of women have been afforded a new international precedence. The United States has taken the lead in assisting the UN to set up international tribunals to enforce accountability for the war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda. And the President has endorsed the creation of a Permanent Criminal Court to address violations of international humanitarian law.

The United States also continues to work for the protection of human rights on a bilateral basis. To demonstrate our own willingness to adhere to international human rights standards, the United States ratified the international convention prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race and the President signed the international convention on the rights of the child. The Administration is seeking Senate consent to ratification for the convention prohibiting discrimination against women. The United States played a major role in promoting women’s rights internationally at the UN Women’s Conference in September.

In all these efforts, a policy of engagement and enlargement should take on a second meaning: we should pursue our goals through an enlarged circle not only of government officials but also of private and nongovernmental groups. Private firms are natural allies in our efforts to strengthen market economies. Similarly, our goal of strengthening democracy and civil society has a natural ally in labor unions, human rights groups, environmental advocates, chambers of commerce and election monitors. Just as we rely on force multipliers in defense, we should welcome these diplomacy multipliers, such as the National Endowment for Democracy.

Supporting the global movement toward democracy requires a pragmatic and long-term effort focused on both values and institutions. The United States must build on the opportunities achieved through the successful conclusion of the Cold War. Our long-term goal is a world in which each of the major powers is democratic, with many other nations joining the community of market democracies as well.

Our efforts to promote democracy and human rights are complemented by our humanitarian assistance programs which are designed to alleviate human suffering and to pave the way for progress towards establishing democratic regimes with a commitment to respect for human rights and appropriate strategies for economic development. We are encouraging ideas such as the suggestion of Argentina’s President Menem for the creation of an international civilian rapid response capability for humanitarian crises, including a school and training for humanitarian operations.

Through humanitarian assistance and policy initiatives aimed at the sources of disruption, we seek to mitigate the contemporary migration and refugee crises, foster long-term global cooperation and strengthen involved international institutions. The United States will provide appropriate financial support and will work with other nations and international bodies, such as the International Red Cross and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, in seeking voluntary repatriation of refugees — taking into full consideration human rights concerns as well as the
economic conditions that may have driven them out in the first place. Helping refugees return to their homes in Mozambique, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Somalia and Guatemala, for example, is a high priority.

Relief efforts will continue for people displaced by the conflict in Bosnia and other republics of the former Yugoslavia. We will act in concert with other nations and the UN against the illegal smuggling of aliens into this country. In concert with the tools of diplomatic, economic and military power, our humanitarian and refugee policies can bear results, as was evident in Haiti. We provided temporary safe haven at Guantanamo Naval Base for those Haitians who feared for their safety and left by sea until we helped restore democracy.
The United States is a genuinely global power. Our policy toward each of the world's regions reflects our overall strategy tailored to their unique challenges and opportunities. This section highlights the application of our strategy to each of the world's regions; our broad objectives and thrust, rather than an exhaustive list of all our policies and interests. It illustrates how we integrate our commitment to the promotion of democracy and the enhancement of American prosperity with our security requirements to produce a mutually reinforcing policy.

**Europe and Eurasia**

Our strategy of engagement and enlargement is central to U.S. policy toward Europe. European stability is vital to our own security, a lesson we have learned twice at great cost this century. Vibrant European economies mean more jobs for Americans at home and investment opportunities abroad. With the collapse of the Soviet empire and the emergence of many new democratizing states in its wake, the United States has an unparalleled opportunity to contribute toward a free and undivided Europe. Our goal is an integrated democratic Europe cooperating with the United States to keep the peace and promote prosperity.

The first and most important element of our strategy in Europe must be security through military strength and cooperation. The Cold War is over, but war itself is not over.

We must work with our allies to ensure that the hard-won peace in the former Yugoslavia will survive and flourish after four years of war. U.S. policy is focused on five goals: sustaining a political settlement in Bosnia that preserves the country's territorial integrity and provides a viable future for all its peoples; preventing the spread of the conflict into a broader Balkan war that could threaten both allies and the stability of new democratic states in Central and Eastern Europe; stemming the destabilizing flow of refugees from the conflict; halting the slaughter of innocents; and helping to support NATO's central role in Europe while maintaining our role in shaping Europe's security architecture.

Our leadership paved the way to NATO's February 1994 ultimatum that ended the heavy Serb bombardment of Sarajevo, Bosnia's capital. Our diplomatic leadership then brought an end to the fighting between the Muslims and Croats in Bosnia and helped establish a bicommmunal Bosnian-Croat Federation. In April 1994, we began working with the warring parties through the Contact Group (United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France and Germany) to help the parties reach a negotiated settlement.

This past summer, following Bosnian Serb attacks on the safe areas of Srebrenica and Zepa and in response to the brutal shelling of Sarajevo, the United States led NATO's heavy and continuous air strikes. At the same time, President Clinton launched a new diplomatic initiative aimed at ending the conflict for good. Intensive diplomatic efforts by our negotiators forged a Bosnia-wide cease-fire and got the parties to agree to the basic principles of peace. Three dedicated American diplomats — Robert Frasure, Joseph Kruzel and Nelson Drew — lost their lives in that effort.
Three intensive weeks of negotiations, led by the United States last November, produced the Dayton Peace Agreement. In the agreement, the parties committed to put down their guns; to preserve Bosnia as a single state; to investigate and prosecute war criminals; to protect the human rights of all citizens; and to try to build a peaceful, democratic future. And they asked for help from the United States and the international community in implementing the peace agreement.

Following the signature of the peace agreement in Paris on December 14, U.S. forces deployed to Bosnia as part of a NATO-led peace Implementation Force (IFOR). These forces, along with those of some 25 other nations, including all of our NATO allies, are working to ensure a stable and secure environment so that the parties have the confidence to carry out their obligations under the Dayton agreement. IFOR's task is limited to assisting the parties in implementing the military aspects of the peace agreement, including monitoring the cease-fire, monitoring and enforcing the withdrawal of forces and establishing and manning the zone of separation.

We anticipate a one-year mission for IFOR in Bosnia. The parties to the agreement have specific dates by which each stage of their obligations must be carried out, which started with the separation of forces within 30 days after IFOR assumed authority from UNPROFOR, and continuing with the removal of forces and heavy weapons to garrisons within 120 days.

During the second six months, IFOR will continue to maintain a stable and secure environment and prepare for and undertake an orderly drawdown of forces, while the parties themselves will continue to work with the international community to carry out the nonmilitary activities called for by the agreement. We believe that by the end of the first year we will have helped create a secure environment so that the people of Bosnia can travel freely throughout the country, vote in free elections and begin to rebuild their lives.

Civilian tasks of rebuilding, reconstruction, return of refugees and human rights monitoring, which are absolutely essential to making the peace endure, have been undertaken by the entire international community under civilian coordination. International aid agencies are helping the people of Bosnia rebuild to meet the immediate needs of survival. There also is a long-term international reconstruction effort to repair the devastation brought about by years of war. This broad civilian effort is helping the people of Bosnia to rebuild, reuniting children with their parents and families with their homes and will allow the Bosnian people to choose freely their own leaders. It will give them a much greater stake in peace than war, so that peace takes on a life and a logic of its own.

We expect to contribute some $600 million over the next 3-4 years to reconstruction and relief funding. In view of the large role that U.S. forces are playing in implementing the military aspects of the agreement, we believe it is appropriate for Europe to contribute the largest share of the funds for reconstruction. The European Union has taken the lead in these efforts in tandem with the international financial institutions, in particular the World Bank. The Japanese and Islamic countries also are prepared to make significant contributions.

An important element of our exit strategy for IFOR is our commitment to achieving a stable military balance within Bosnia and among the states of the former Yugoslavia by the time IFOR withdraws. This balance will help reduce the incentives of the parties to return to war. This balance should be achieved, to the extent possible, through arms limitations and reductions, and the Dayton agreement contains significant measures in this regard.

But even with the implementation of the arms control provisions, the armed forces of the Federation, which have been the most severely constrained by the arms embargo, will still be at a disadvantage. Accordingly, we have made a commitment to the Bosnian government that we will play a leadership role in ensuring that the Federation receives the assistance necessary to adequately defend itself when IFOR leaves. However, because we want to assure the impartiality of IFOR, providing arms and training to Federation forces will not be done by either IFOR or U.S. military forces. The approach we intend to pursue for the United States is to coordinate the efforts of third countries and to lead an international effort, with U.S. involvement in the execution of the program to be done by contractors.

Our efforts in this connection already have begun. An assessment team to evaluate the needs of the Federation visited Bosnia in November 1995 and made recommendations regarding the Federation's defense requirements.
special task force has been established at the Department of State to work with other interested states and to identify the best sources of essential equipment and training. We will proceed with this effort in a manner that is consistent with the UN resolution lifting the arms embargo, which allows planning and training to proceed immediately but prohibits the introduction of weapons to the region for three months and the transfer of heavy weapons for six months.

As we work to resolve the tragedy of Bosnia and ease the suffering of its victims, we also need to transform European and transatlantic institutions so they can better address such conflicts and advance Europe's integration. Many institutions will play a role, including the European Union (EU), the Western European Union (WEU), the Council of Europe (CE), the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the United Nations. But NATO, history's greatest political-military alliance, must be central to that process.

The NATO alliance will remain the anchor of American engagement in Europe and the linchpin of transatlantic security. That is why we must keep it strong, vital and relevant. For the United States and its allies, NATO has always been far more than a transitory response to a temporary threat. It has been a guarantor of European democracy and a force for European stability. That is why its mission endures even though the Cold War has receded into the past. And that is why its benefits are so clear to Europe's new democracies.

Only NATO has the military forces, the integrated command structure, the broad legitimacy and the habits of cooperation that are essential to draw in new participants and respond to new challenges. One of the deepest transformations within the transatlantic community over the past half-century occurred because the armed forces of our respective nations trained, studied and marched through their careers together. It is not only the compatibility of our weapons but the camaraderie of our warriors that provide the sinews behind our mutual security guarantees and our best hope for peace. In this regard, we applaud France's decision to resume its participation in NATO's defense councils.

The United States has significantly reduced the level of U.S. military forces stationed in Europe. We have determined that a force of roughly 100,000 U.S. military personnel assigned to the U.S. European Command will preserve U.S. influence and leadership in NATO and provide a deterrent posture that is visible to all Europeans. While we continue to examine the proper mix of forces, this level of permanent presence, augmented by forward deployed naval forces and reinforcements available from the United States, is sufficient to respond to plausible crises and contributes to stability in the region. Such a force level also provides a sound basis for U.S. participation in multinational training and preserves the capability to deter or respond to larger threats in Europe and to support limited NATO operations out of area.

NATO's mission is evolving, and the Alliance will continue to adapt to the many changes brought about in the aftermath of the end of the Cold War. Today, NATO plays a crucial role helping to manage ethnic and national conflict in Europe. With U.S. leadership, NATO has provided the muscle behind efforts to bring about a peaceful settlement in the former Yugoslavia. NATO air power enforced the UN-mandated no-fly zone and provided support to UN peacekeepers. NATO is now helping to implement the peace after the parties reached an agreement.

With the adoption of the U.S. Initiative, Partnership for Peace, at the January 1994 summit, NATO is playing an increasingly important role in our strategy of European integration, extending the scope of our security cooperation to the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. 27 nations, including Russia, have already joined the Partnership, which will pave the way for a growing program of military cooperation and political consultation. Partner countries are sending representatives to NATO headquarters near Brussels and to a military coordination cell at Mons — the site of Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). Combined exercises have taken place in virtually all of the Partners' countries and NATO nations. In keeping with our strategy of enlargement, PFP is open to all former members of the Warsaw Pact as well as other European states. Each partner will set the scope and pace of its cooperation with NATO. To facilitate progress toward PFP objectives, the U.S. Warsaw Initiative Program is directing $100 million to Partner nations this year.

The success of NATO's Partnership for Peace process and the increasing links developed between NATO and Partner nations have also begun to lay the foundation for the
Partners to contribute to real-world NATO missions such as the IFOR operation, Joint Endeavor. The participation of over a dozen Partner nations in IFOR demonstrates the value of our efforts to date and will contribute to the further integration of Europe.

The North Atlantic Treaty has always been open to the addition of members who shared the Alliance's purposes and its values, its commitment to respect borders and international law and who could add to its strength; indeed, NATO has expanded three times since its creation. In January 1994, President Clinton made it plain that "the question is no longer whether NATO will take on new members but when and how we will do so." The following December, we and our Allies began a steady, measured and transparent process that will lead to NATO enlargement. During 1995, the Alliance carried out the first phase in this process, by conducting a study of the process and principles that would guide the bringing in of new members. This enlargement study was completed in September 1995 and presented to interested members of the Partnership for Peace (PFP).

At its December 1995 foreign ministers meeting in Brussels, NATO announced the launching of the second phase of the enlargement process. All interested members of the Partnership for Peace will be invited, beginning in early 1996, to participate in intensive bilateral consultations with NATO aimed at helping them prepare for possible NATO membership. Participation will not guarantee that a participant will be invited to begin accession talks with NATO. Any such decision will be taken by NATO at a time of its own choosing, based on an overall assessment of Alliance security and interests. As part of this phase, NATO will also expand and deepen the Partnership for Peace, both as a means to further the enlargement process, but also to intensify relations between NATO and all members of the PFP. The second phase in the enlargement process will continue through 1996 and be reviewed and assessed by NATO foreign ministers at their December 1996 meeting.

Enlarging the Alliance will promote our interests by reducing the risk of instability or conflict in Europe's eastern half — the region where two world wars and the Cold War began. It will help assure that no part of Europe will revert to a zone of great power competition or a sphere of influence. It will build confidence and give new democracies a powerful incentive to consolidate their reforms. And each potential member will be judged according to the strength of its democratic institutions and its capacity to contribute to the goals of the Alliance. As the President has made clear, NATO enlargement will not be aimed at replacing one division of Europe with a new one; rather, its purpose is to enhance the security of all European states, members and nonmembers alike. In this regard, we have a major stake in ensuring that Russia is engaged as a vital participant in European security affairs. We are committed to a growing, healthy NATO-Russia relationship, including a mechanism for regular consultations on common concerns. The current NATO-Russia cooperation on Bosnia is a great stride forward. Also, we want to see Russia closely involved in the Partnership for Peace. Recognizing that no single institution can meet every challenge to peace and stability in Europe, we have begun a process that will strengthen the OSCE and enhance its conflict prevention and peacekeeping capabilities.

The second element of the new strategy for Europe is economic. The United States seeks to build on vibrant and open-market economies, the engines that have given us the greatest prosperity in human history over the last several decades in Europe and in the United States. To this end, we strongly support the process of European integration embodied in the European Union and seek to deepen our partnership with the EU in support of our economic goals, but also commit ourselves to the encouragement of bilateral trade and investment in countries not part of the EU. The United States supports appropriate enlargement of the European Union and welcomes the European Union's Customs Union with Turkey.

The nations of the European Union face particularly significant economic challenges with nearly 20 million people unemployed and, in Germany's case, the extraordinarily high costs of unification. Among the Atlantic nations, economic stagnation has clearly eroded public support in finances for outward-looking foreign policies and for greater integration. We are working closely with our West European partners to expand employment and promote long-term growth, building on the results of the Detroit Jobs Conference and the Naples G-7 Summit in 1994. In December 1995, the U.S. and EU launched the New Transatlantic Agenda, which moves the U.S.-EU relationship from consultation to joint action on a range of shared interests, including promoting peace, stability, democracy and development; responding to global challenges; and contributing to the expansion of world trade and closer economic relations.
In Northern Ireland, the Administration is implementing a package of initiatives to promote the peace process, including a successful trade mission, a management internship exchange program and cooperation to promote tourism. The White House Conference on Trade and Investment, held in May 1995, has led to new partnerships between firms in the United States and Northern Ireland that benefit both economies. The President's visit to Northern Ireland in November 1995, the first ever by an American President, drew an unprecedented wave of popular support for peace. We are continuing our support for investment and trade in Northern Ireland to create jobs that will underpin hopes for peace and reconciliation.

As we work to strengthen our own economies, we must know that we serve our own prosperity and our security by helping the new market reforms in the new democracies in Europe's East, which will help to deflate the region's demagogues. It will help ease ethnic tensions; it will help new democracies take root.

In Russia, Ukraine and the other new independent states of the former Soviet Union, the economic transformation they are undertaking is historical. The Russian Government has made substantial progress toward privatizing the economy (over 60 percent of the Russian Gross Domestic Product is now generated by the private sector) and reducing inflation, and Ukraine has taken bold steps of its own to institute much-needed economic reforms. But much remains to be done to build on the reform momentum to assure durable economic recovery and social protection. President Clinton has given strong and consistent support to this unprecedented reform effort and has mobilized the international community to provide structural economic assistance; for example, by securing agreement by the G-7 to make available four billion dollars in grants and loans as Ukraine has implemented economic reform. Through the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission, the United States is working closely with Russia in priority areas, including defense, trade and science and technology.

The short-term difficulties of taking Central and Eastern Europe into Western economic institutions will be more than rewarded if they succeed and if they are customers for America's and Western Europe's goods and services tomorrow. That is why this Administration has been committed to increase support substantially for market reforms in the new states of the former Soviet Union and why we have continued our support for economic transition in Central and Eastern Europe, while also paying attention to measures that can overcome the social dislocations which have resulted largely from the collapse of the Soviet-dominated regional trading system. One step was a White House sponsored Trade and Investment Conference for Central and Eastern Europe, which took place in Cleveland in January, 1995.

Ultimately, the success of market reforms to the East will depend more on trade and investment than official aid. No one nation has enough resources to markedly change the future of those countries as they move to free market systems. One of our priorities, therefore, is to reduce trade barriers with the former communist states.

The third and final imperative of this new strategy is to support the growth of democracy and individual freedoms that has begun in Russia, the nations of the former Soviet Union and Europe's former communist states. The success of these democratic reforms makes us all more secure; they are the best answer to the aggressive nationalism and ethnic hatreds unleashed by the end of the Cold War. Nowhere is democracy's success more important to us all than in these countries.

This will be the work of generations. There will be wrong turns and even reversals, as there have been in all countries throughout history. But as long as these states continue their progress toward democracy and respect the rights of their own and other people, and they understand the rights of their minorities and their neighbors, we will support their progress with a steady patience.

East Asia and the Pacific

East Asia is a region of growing importance for U.S. security and prosperity; nowhere are the strands of our three-pronged strategy more intertwined nor is the need for continued U.S. engagement more evident. Now more than ever, security, open markets and democracy go hand in hand in our approach to this dynamic region. In 1993, President Clinton laid out an integrated strategy — a New Pacific Community — which links security requirements with economic realities and our concern for democracy and human rights.

In thinking about Asia, we must remember that security is the first pillar of our new Pacific community. The United
States is a Pacific nation. We have fought three wars there in this century. To deter regional aggression and secure our own interests, we will maintain an active presence, and we will continue to lead. Our deep, bilateral ties with such allies as Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand and the Philippines, and a continued American military presence will serve as the foundation for America's security role in the region. Currently, our forces number nearly 100,000 personnel in East Asia. In addition to performing the general forward deployment functions outlined above, they contribute to regional stability by deterring aggression and adventurism.

As a key element of our strategic commitment to the region, we are pursuing stronger efforts to combat the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction on the Korean Peninsula. In October 1994, we reached an important Agreed Framework committing North Korea to halt and eventually eliminate its existing, dangerous nuclear program — and an agreement with China, restricting the transfer of ballistic missiles.

Another example of our security commitment to the Asia Pacific region in this decade is our effort to develop multiple new arrangements to meet multiple threats and opportunities. We have supported new regional dialogues — such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) — on the full range of common security challenges. The second ARF Ministerial, held in August 1995, made significant progress in addressing key security issues such as the Korean Peninsula and the South China Sea. It also agreed to intersessional meetings on confidence-building measures such as search and rescue cooperation and peacekeeping. Such regional arrangements can enhance regional security and understanding through improved confidence and transparency. These regional exchanges are grounded on the strong network of bilateral relationships that exist today.

The continuing tensions on the Korean Peninsula remain the principal threat to the peace and stability of the Asian region. We have worked diligently with our South Korean and Japanese allies, with the People's Republic of China and with Russia, and with various UN organizations to resolve the problem of North Korea's nuclear program. Throughout 1995, we successfully took the initial steps to implement the U.S.-North Korea nuclear agreement, beginning with IAEA monitoring of the North Korean nuclear freeze of its plutonium reprocessing plant and of its construction of two larger plants and an expanded reprocessing facility. In March 1995, a U.S.-led effort with Japan and the Republic of Korea successfully established the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO), which will finance and supply the light-water reactor project to North Korea. The reactor will, over a ten-year period, replace North Korea's more dangerous, plutonium producing reactors. In December 1995, KEDO and North Korea reached agreement on a comprehensive supply contract for the light-water reactor project as part of the overall plan to replace North Korea's existing, dangerous nuclear program. KEDO also supplied heavy fuel oil to offset the energy from the frozen reactor projects and took measures to safely store nuclear fuel in North Korea, pending its final removal under the terms of the Agreed Framework. That effort will be accompanied by a willingness to improve bilateral political and economic ties with the North, commensurate with their continued cooperation to resolve the nuclear issue and to make progress on other issues of concern, such as improved North-South Korean relations and missile proliferation. Our goal remains a non-nuclear, peacefully reunified Korean Peninsula. Our strong and active commitment to our South Korean allies and to the region is the foundation of this effort.

A stable, open, prosperous and strong China is important to the United States and to our friends and allies in the region. A stable and open China is more likely to work cooperatively with others and to contribute positively to peace in the region and to respect the rights and interests of its people. A prosperous China will provide an expanding market for American goods and services. We have a profound stake in helping to ensure that China pursues its modernization in ways that contribute to the overall security and prosperity of the Asia Pacific region.

To that end, we strongly promote China's participation in regional security mechanisms to reassure its neighbors and assuage its own security concerns.

In support of these objectives, we have adopted a policy of comprehensive engagement designed to integrate China into the international community as a responsible member and to foster bilateral cooperation in areas of common interest. At the same time, we are seeking to resolve important differences in areas of concern to the United States, such as human rights, proliferation and trade. The United States continues to follow its long-standing "one China" policy; at the same time, we maintain fruitful unofficial relations with the people in Taiwan, a policy that
contributes to regional security and economic dynamism. We have made clear that the resolution of issues between Taiwan and the PRC should be peaceful.

On July 11, 1995, the President normalized relations with Vietnam. This step was taken in recognition of the progress that had been made in accounting for missing Americans from the Vietnam war and to encourage continued progress by Vietnam in the accounting process. This action also served to help bring Vietnam into the community of nations. Vietnam’s strategic position in Southeast Asia makes it a pivotal player in ensuring a stable and peaceful region. In expanding dialogue with Vietnam, the United States will continue to encourage it along the path toward economic reform and democracy, with its entry into ASEAN a move along this path.

The second pillar of our engagement in Asia is our commitment to continuing and enhancing the economic prosperity that has characterized the region. Opportunities for economic progress continue to abound in Asia and underlie our strong commitment to multilateral economic cooperation, principally through APEC. Today, the 18 member states of APEC — comprising about one-third of the world’s population, including Mexico and Canada — produce $13 trillion and export $1.7 trillion of goods annually, about one-half of the world’s totals. U.S. exports to Asian economies reached $150 billion in 1994, supporting nearly 2.9 million American jobs. U.S. direct investments in Asia totaled over $108 billion — about one-fifth of total U.S. direct foreign investment. A prosperous and open Asia Pacific is key to the economic health of the United States. Annual APEC leaders meetings, initiated in 1993 by President Clinton, are vivid testimonies to the possibilities of stimulating regional economic cooperation. As confidence in APEC’s potential grows, it will pay additional dividends in enhancing political and security ties within the region.

We are also working with our major bilateral trade partners to improve trade relations. The U.S. and Japan have successfully completed 20 bilateral trade agreements in the wake of the 1993 Framework Agreement, designed to open Japan’s markets more to competitive U.S. goods and reduce the U.S. trade deficit. As U.S.-China trade continues to grow significantly, we must work closely with Beijing to resolve remaining bilateral and multilateral trade problems, such as intellectual property rights and market access. In February 1995, the United States reached a bilateral agreement with China on intellectual property rights, potentially saving U.S. companies billions of dollars in revenues lost because of piracy. China’s accession to the WTO is also an important objective for the United States. The United States and other WTO members have made it clear that China must join the WTO on commercial terms.

The third pillar of our policy in building a new Pacific community is to support democratic reform in the region. The new democratic states of Asia will have our strong support as they move forward to consolidate and expand democratic reforms.

Some have argued that democracy is somehow unsuited for Asia or at least for some Asian nations — that human rights are relative and that they simply mask Western cultural imperialism. These arguments are wrong. It is not Western imperialism but the aspirations of Asian peoples themselves that explain the growing number of democracies and the growing strength of democracy movements everywhere in Asia. We support those aspirations and those movements.

Each nation must find its own form of democracy, and we respect the variety of democratic institutions that have grown in Asia. But there is no cultural justification for torture or tyranny. Nor do we accept repression cloaked in moral relativism. Democracy and human rights are universal yearnings and universal norms, just as powerful in Asia as elsewhere. We will continue to press for improved respect for human rights in such countries as China, Vietnam and Burma.

The Western Hemisphere

The Western Hemisphere, too, is a fertile field for a strategy of engagement and enlargement. Sustained improvements in the security situation there, including the resolution of border tensions, control of insurgencies and containment of pressures for arms proliferation, will be an essential underpinning of political and economic progress in the hemisphere.

The unprecedented triumph of democracy and market economies throughout the region offers an unparalleled opportunity to secure the benefits of peace and stability and to promote economic growth and trade. At the
Summit of the Americas, which President Clinton hosted in December 1994, the 34 democratic nations of the hemisphere committed themselves for the first time to the goal of free trade in the region by 2005. They also agreed to a detailed plan of cooperative action in such diverse fields as health, education, science and technology, environmental protection and the strengthening of democratic institutions. A series of follow-on ministerial meetings have already begun the important work of implementing an action plan, with the active participation of the Organization of American States and the Inter-American Development Bank. Over the last year Summit partners have worked together to improve regional security, block the activities of international criminals, counter corruption and increase opportunities for health, education and prosperity for residents of the hemisphere. The Summit ushered in a new era of hemispheric cooperation that would not have been possible without U.S. leadership and commitment.

NAFTA, ratified in December 1994, has strengthened economic ties, with substantial increases in U.S. exports to both Mexico and Canada, creating new jobs and new opportunities for American workers and business. We have also begun negotiations with Chile to join NAFTA. And in the security sphere, negotiations with Canada will extend the North American Air Defense (NORAD) Agreement through 2001.

We remain committed to extending democracy to all of the region’s people still blocked from controlling their own destinies. Our overarching objective is to preserve and defend civilian-elected governments and strengthen democratic practices respectful of human rights. Working with the international community, we succeeded in reversing the coup in Haiti and restoring the democratically elected president and government. Over the past year, the United States and the international community have helped the people of Haiti consolidate their hard-won democracy and organize free and fair elections at all levels. Haitians were able to choose their representatives in the Senate, the Chamber of Deputies and at the local level. And, for the first time in its history, Haiti experienced a peaceful transition between two democratically elected presidents.

With the restoration of democracy in Haiti, Cuba is the only country in the hemisphere still ruled by a dictator. The Cuban Democracy Act remains the framework for our policy toward Cuba: our goal is the peaceful establishment of democratic governance for the people of Cuba. In October, the United States took steps to invigorate our efforts to promote the cause of peaceful change in Cuba. These measures tighten the enforcement of our economic embargo against the Cuban regime and enhance our contacts with the Cuban people through an increase in the free flow of information and ideas. By reaching out to nongovernmental organizations, churches, human rights groups and other elements of Cuba’s civil society, we will strengthen the agents of peaceful change.

We are working with our neighbors through various hemispheric organizations, including the OAS, to invigorate regional cooperation. Both bilaterally and regionally, we seek to eliminate the scourge of drug trafficking, which poses a serious threat to democracy and security. We also seek to strengthen norms for defense establishments that are supportive of democracy, respect for human rights and civilian control in defense matters. The Defense Ministerial of the Americas hosted by the United States in July 1995, and “The Williamsburg Principles” which resulted from it, were a significant step in this effort. Working with our Latin American partners who make up the “guarantor countries”, we also began to move toward a permanent resolution of the Peru-Ecuador border dispute. In addition, a highly successful Organization of American States conference on regional Confidence and Security Building Measures was held in Santiago, Chile.

Protecting the region’s precious environmental resources is also an important priority.

The Middle East, Southwest and South Asia

The United States has enduring interests in the Middle East, especially in pursuing a lasting and comprehensive Middle East peace, assuring the security of Israel and our Arab friends and maintaining the free flow of oil at reasonable prices. Our strategy is harnessed to the unique characteristics of the region and our vital interests there, as we work to extend the range of peace and stability.

We have made solid progress in the past three years. The President’s efforts helped bring about many historic firsts — the handshake of peace between Prime Minister Rabin and Chairman Arafat on the White House lawn has been followed by the Jordan-Israel peace treaty, the Israeli-
Palestinian Interim Agreement, progress on eliminating the Arab boycott of Israel and the establishment of ties between Israel and an increasing number of its Arab neighbors. But our efforts have not stopped there; on other bilateral tracks and through regional dialogue we are working to foster a durable peace and a comprehensive settlement, while our support for economic development can bring hope to all the peoples of the region.

In Southwest Asia, the United States remains focused on deterring threats to regional stability, particularly from Iraq and Iran as long as those states pose a threat to U.S. interests, to other states in the region and to their own citizens. We have in place a dual containment strategy aimed at these two states and will maintain our long-standing presence, which has been centered on naval vessels in and near the Persian Gulf and prepositioned combat equipment. Since Operation Desert Storm, temporary deployments of land-based aviation forces, ground forces and amphibious units have supplemented our posture in the Gulf region. The October 1994 deployment for Operation Vigilant Warrior demonstrated again our ability to rapidly reinforce the region in time of crisis and respond quickly to threats to our allies.

We have made clear that Iraq must comply with all the relevant Security Council resolutions. We also remain committed to preventing the oppression of Iraq's people through Operations Provide Comfort and Southern Watch. Our policy is directed not against the people of Iraq but against the aggressive behavior of the government.

Our policy toward Iran is aimed at changing the behavior of the Iranian government in several key areas, including Iran's efforts to obtain weapons of mass destruction and missiles, its support for terrorism and groups that oppose the peace process, its attempts to undermine friendly governments in the region and its dismal human rights record. We remain willing to enter into an authoritative dialogue with Iran to discuss the differences between us.

A key objective of our policy in the Gulf is to reduce the chances that another aggressor will emerge who would threaten the independence of existing states. Therefore, we will continue to encourage members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) to work closely on collective defense and security arrangements, help individual GCC states meet their appropriate defense requirements and maintain our bilateral defense agreements.

South Asia has experienced an important expansion of democracy and economic reform, and our strategy is designed to help the peoples of that region enjoy the fruits of democracy and greater stability through efforts aimed at resolving long-standing conflict and implementing confidence-building measures. The United States has engaged India and Pakistan in seeking agreement on steps to cap, reduce and ultimately eliminate their capabilities for weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles. Regional stability and improved bilateral ties are also important for America's economic interest in a region that contains a quarter of the world's population and one of its most important emerging markets.

In both the Middle East and South Asia, the pressure of expanding populations on natural resources is enormous. Growing desertification in the Middle East has strained relations over arable land. Pollution of the coastal areas in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba has degraded fish catches and hindered development. Water shortages stemming from overuse, contaminated water aquifers and riparian disputes threaten regional relations. In South Asia, high population densities and rampant pollution have exacted a tremendous toll on forests, biodiversity and the local environment.

Africa

Africa poses one of our greatest challenges and opportunities to enlarge the community of market democracies. Significant changes have been made in Africa in recent years: multi-party systems have become more common; new constitutions have been promulgated; elections have become more open; the press generally has more freedom today; and the need for budgetary and financial discipline is better understood. Throughout Africa, U.S. policies have supported these developments. Specifically, our policies have promoted democracy, respect for human rights, sustainable economic development and resolution of conflicts through negotiation, diplomacy and peacekeeping. New policies will strengthen civil societies and mechanisms for conflict resolution, particularly where ethnic, religious and political tensions are acute. In particular, we will seek to identify and address the root causes of conflicts and disasters before they erupt.

The compounding of economic, political, social, ethnic and environmental challenges facing Africa can lead to a sense of 'Afro-pessimism.' However, if we can simultane-
ously address these challenges, we create a synergy that can stimulate development, resurrect societies and build hope. We encourage democratic reform in nations like Zaire and Sudan to allow the people of these countries to enjoy responsive government. In Nigeria, we have strongly condemned the government's brutal human rights violations and support efforts to help encourage a return to democratic rule. In Mozambique and Angola, we have played a leading role in bringing an end to two decades of civil war and promoting national reconciliation. For the first time, there is the prospect that all of southern Africa could enjoy the fruits of peace and prosperity. Throughout the continent — in Rwanda, Burundi, Liberia, Sudan and elsewhere — we work with the UN and regional organizations to encourage peaceful resolution of internal disputes.

In 1994, South Africa held its first non-racial elections and created a Government of National Unity. Local government elections throughout most of the country in November 1995 marked the near-end of the process of political transformation. The adoption of a final constitution now remains.

Vice President Gore recently completed his second trip to the African continent and to South Africa, where he conducted the first formal meeting of the U.S.-South Africa Binational Commission formed during the October 1994 state visit of President Mandela. We remain committed to addressing the socio-economic legacies of apartheid, and we view U.S. support for economic advancement and democratization in South Africa as mutually reinforcing.

It is not just in South Africa that we are witnessing democratization. In quieter but no less dramatic ways in countries like Benin, Congo, Malawi, Mali, Namibia and Zambia, we are seeing democratic revolutions in need of our support. We want to encourage the creation of cultures of tolerance, flowering of civil society and the protection of human rights and dignity.

Our humanitarian interventions, along with the international community, will address the grave circumstances in several nations on the continent. USAID's new “Greater Horn of Africa” Initiative is building a foundation for food security and crisis prevention in the Greater Horn of Africa. This initiative has now moved beyond relief to support reconstruction and sustainable development. In Somalia, our forces broke through the chaos that prevented the introduction of relief supplies. U.S. forces prevented the death of hundreds of thousands of Somalis and then turned over the mission to UN peacekeepers from over a score of nations. In Rwanda, Sudan, Angola, Sierra Leone and Liberia, we have taken an active role in providing humanitarian relief to those displaced by violence.

Such efforts by the United States and the international community must be limited in duration and designed to give the peoples of a nation the opportunity to put their own house in order. In the final analysis, the responsibility for the fate of a nation rests with its own people.

We are also working with international financial institutions, regional organizations, private volunteer and nongovernmental organizations and governments throughout Africa to address the urgent issues of population growth, spreading disease (including AIDS), environmental decline, enhancing the role of women in development, eliminating support for terrorism, demobilization of bloated militaries, relieving burdensome debt and expanding trade and investment ties to the countries of Africa. The United States is working closely with other donors to implement wide ranging management and policy reforms at the African Development Bank (AfDB). The AfDB plays a key role in promoting sustainable development and poverty alleviation.

Central to all these efforts will be strengthening the American constituency for Africa, drawing on the knowledge, experience and commitment of millions of Americans to enhance our nation's support for positive political, economic and social change in Africa. For example, the 1994 White House Conference on Africa, the first such gathering of regional experts ever sponsored by the White House, drew together more than 200 Americans from the Administration, Congress, business, labor, academia, religious groups, relief and development agencies, human rights groups and others to discuss Africa's future and the role that the United States can play in it. The President, Vice President, Secretary of State and National Security Advisor all participated in the conference, which produced a wealth of new ideas and new commitment to Africa.
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Mr. Chairman, I am here today to outline the threats to the United States and its interests now and into the next century.

We still call this the post-Cold War world. Among the opportunities and challenges of our time, there is not yet one dominant enough to define the era on its own terms and give it a name. Looking beyond our borders, we see much that is uncertain:

--The stability of many regions of the world is threatened by ethnic turmoil and humanitarian crises.

--Two great powers, Russia and China, are in the process of metamorphosis and their final shape is still very much in question.

--Free nations of the world are threatened by rogue nations - Iran, Iraq, North Korea, and Libya, that have built up significant military forces and seek to acquire weapons of mass destruction.

--The world community is under assault from those who deal in proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, drugs and crime.
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--And the interdependence of the world economy has made us more vulnerable to economic shocks beyond our borders.

The strategic threat to our continent is reduced, but the potential for surprise is greater than it was in the days when we could focus our energies on the well-recognized instruments of Soviet power.

No one challenge today is yet as formidable as the threat from the former Soviet Union. If nurtured by neglect on our part, these new challenges could expand to threaten the growth of democracy and free markets. All the tools of national security -- diplomacy, the military, and intelligence -- must remain sharp.

It is the task of the Intelligence Community to provide policymakers and military commanders with early warning of emerging problems -- warning that can allow us to avoid crisis or military conflict. We must continuously monitor and assess the threats so that our leaders can manage them wisely. It is also our responsibility, as the nation's first line of defense, to help counter emerging threats so that the next generation does not confront them in a vastly more dangerous and intractable form. Mr. Chairman, the mission of intelligence is clear.

World Survey

I would like to highlight some countries of the world that are currently of concern to the United States. Because of limited time and the unclassified nature of this briefing, this is not meant to be a comprehensive list.

The Indian Subcontinent. The relationship between India and Pakistan continues to be unsatisfactory and the potential
for conflict is high. Each of these nations possess nuclear capability, so every effort must be made to avoid military confrontation. India is making preparation for a nuclear test, and we assume that if one nation conducts a test, the other will follow. We are especially concerned about Pakistani efforts, some in cooperation with China, to acquire nuclear technology.

China. China is emerging as a major economic, political, and military actor in East Asia and the world in the next decade; but, we still know very little about Beijing’s future leadership and intentions.

Deng Xiaoping, at the age of 91, is in frail health and no longer involved in daily decisionmaking. Power has largely passed to a new generation of leaders in their sixties. No single leader, however, including President and party chief Jiang Zemin, appears in a position to dominate the Chinese political scene as Deng has for the last 15 years.

Beijing is proceeding with economic reform without moving toward democratization or increasing respect for human rights. China has one of the world’s most rapidly expanding economies, although Beijing has taken steps to control economic overheating and dampen inflation. These measures slowed the increase in Gross Domestic Product from nearly 14 percent in 1993 to under 10 percent in 1995. The regime still faces tough policy choices, such as how far to push reform of deficit-ridden state enterprises, and how to extract and retain more taxes from the reluctant localities.

Economic expansion has facilitated Beijing’s military modernization drive, allowing the purchase of foreign armaments. Since 1992, for example, Beijing has purchased from Russia 26 SU-27 fighters, two Kilo attack submarines and
several battalions of Patriot-class SA-10 SAMS. Meanwhile, China continues to provide inappropriate weapons and military technology assistance to other countries.

This new military strength is changing the region's security environment. Chinese military exercises in the Taiwan Strait have increased tensions and raised serious questions about Beijing's intentions.

**North Korea.** Under Kim Chong-il, North Korea remains isolated, xenophobic, militaristic, and resistant to reform and its hostility toward the South is unabated. Since the early 1980s, P'yongyang has devoted perhaps a quarter of its Gross National Product to building a 1.1 million-man military machine. The army's force structure, deployment, and training emphasize offensive operations and it is positioned and equipped to launch an aggressive attack southward with little or no warning. Late last year North Korea deployed numerous combat aircraft to bases near the DMZ, and since the early 1990s, it has deployed long-range artillery and rockets near the DMZ, threatening Seoul and reducing allied warning time.

While the military buildup continues, North Korea's economy is in a downward spiral that will be difficult to reverse. The best harvests fall far short of needs and food shortages are widespread. China continues to provide vital commodities such as oil and food on concessionary terms, despite P'yongyang's large and growing trade debt. Nevertheless, last year for the first time P'yongyang was forced to accept food aid from traditional enemies, including Japan and South Korea, to fill nearly half of its estimated food shortfall of more than 2 million tons.

The regime is thus far unwilling to take the steps necessary to improve economic conditions. P'yongyang
continues to reject economic reform and is likewise unwilling to divert resources away from the military. Indeed, North Korea's large conventional force is a organ of internal security that is critical to the survival of the Kim Chong-il regime.

Without deep cuts in military outlays, market-based reform, or significant new economic aid, the economy will probably continue to deteriorate and the decline in living standards will further undermine social stability. The North will find it harder to maintain military capabilities, and to insulate the armed forces from worsening economic problems. If food shortages should spread to front-line military units, it could undermine regime stability.

Russia. Free elections are becoming the ultimate arbiter of political power in Russia. The Russian people now have the right to worship, to seek information, and to assemble for political purposes without fear. Increasingly, more Russians have a stake in the growth of a market economy. Russia is slowly entering the community of free nations. We believe that most Russians want to hold onto these gains.

Nevertheless, Russia's new democratic institutions are fragile; market reforms have brought hardships that have disillusioned many Russians; and, new-found freedoms are not secure. With reformers divided among themselves, December's parliamentary elections put Communists and extreme nationalists in charge of the Duma.

We are concerned by the course of events in Chechnya. In that troubled part of Russia, Moscow is becoming mired in a bloody counterinsurgency that could spread to other parts of the Caucasus.
We are concerned also that Russia last year agreed to supply nuclear reactors to Iran, and that Moscow is now pressing the United Nations to lift sanctions against Iraq. Russia also appears to be moving toward closer relations with China. President Yel’tsin has announced that he will visit China early this year, and Moscow appears to have expanded its sale of weapons and military technologies to Beijing.

The June presidential election will be an important juncture in the brief history of democratic Russia. Should the Russian people choose a Communist or hard-line nationalist, further progress toward democracy and economic reform would be in question. Even if a hard-line government takes power, however, Russia is not likely to be transformed back into the Soviet Union.

Moreover, the Russian military, struggling to cope with numerous problems, is not likely to regain its former strength. All Russian services are experiencing cutbacks in manpower, training, resources, and readiness, and they are uncertain about their future organization and missions. Overall manpower has declined to well under its authorized 1.7 million and current military production is a fraction of what it was under Soviet power. Much needed reforms languish. The morale of Russian soldiers and junior officers is bad and getting worse.

We cannot forget, however, that Russia still possesses a formidable nuclear arsenal. Moscow maintains high levels of readiness throughout its strategic forces, and it continues modernization programs, including a follow on missile for the SS-25 ICBM. Political instability, weak civilian control over the military, economic deterioration, corruption, and a general pervasiveness of crime, raise concerns about the control, security, and accountability of the former Soviet nuclear arsenal.
The Middle East is the second region of the world that is most unstable and presents the greatest threats to US security.

Five years after the Gulf war, Saddam Husayn is unrepentant over Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, determined to regain regional dominance, and bent on preserving elements of his special weapons programs. While his army has been diminished by the Gulf war and UN sanctions, and hobbled by deteriorating equipment and a shortage of spare parts, it remains the largest force in the Gulf region, with 2,000 tanks and 300 combat aircraft. It was brutally effective in suppressing the small Shia insurgency in southern Iraq. Baghdad is determined to reconstitute its weapons of mass destruction programs and to deceive the rest of the world about its activities. In the wake of the defection of Husayn Kamel last August, Iraq turned over some 147 crates of documents, previously withheld from the UN, that revealed substantial new information on Iraq's intentions, including a crash effort in 1990 to produce a nuclear weapon using safeguarded enriched uranium. The return of Husayn Kamel to Iraq on Tuesday does nothing to mitigate the damage he has inflicted on Iraq's programs to develop weapons of mass destruction and his exposure of Iraq's blatant disregard for United Nations resolutions and weapons inspections.

Baghdad recently announced a series of drastic austerity measures intended in part to create more revenue for a government weakened by UN sanctions and heavily burdened by the lavish lifestyles of its inner circle and perks for its vast security services. The pressures on Saddam's regime (list) could bring about its sudden and violent collapse.

Iran continues to divert scarce economic resources to its military buildup and to flout accepted standards of
international behavior. Tehran actively supports terrorism and political violence, opposes the Middle East peace process, and abuses human rights at home. Since 1989, Iran has murdered at least 48 regime opponents abroad, provided up to $100 million annually to the Lebanese Hizballah—a group responsible for the killing of over 250 Americans—and refused to repeal the religious judgment condemning British author Salman Rushdie to death.

We see no indication that Iran will moderate its behavior following the coming parliamentary and presidential elections, respectively scheduled for March 1996 and mid-1997. The Iranian leadership is attempting to paper over its crisis of performance—falling living standards, pervasive corruption, and lack of political reform—and to rally an increasingly apathetic, restive population by blaming 'outside forces', chiefly the United States—a strategy that could lead to a more aggressive foreign policy.

Bosnia. Let me turn now to Europe and the conflict in Bosnia. Over the last few years, the Intelligence Community has compiled a tremendous record in supplying our policymakers with vital information on the situation in Bosnia. Today, our main task is force protection for US and allied troops that compose IFOR as they implement the provisions of the Dayton Agreement. Here in Washington, we have drawn experts from across the Intelligence Community to work on the Balkan Task Force, which is on duty round-the-clock to collect and analyze information, and to answer questions from policymakers and the military. The Intelligence Community provides information that informs policy decisions and has helped to uncover war crimes. In Europe, National Intelligence Support Teams are deployed with our troops, to put at their immediate disposal all of the expertise and technical resources of the Intelligence Community. Intelligence officers provide accurate, detailed
maps and information on the terrain, the location of mines and potentially hostile forces, including outside forces that could pose a danger. All of this material is tailored to the needs of individual commanders and it is shared, as appropriate, with allied forces. Intelligence has been instrumental in helping this operation to run smoothly, despite the weather, the complex mix of ethnic groups, and the need to coordinate actions with forces from a number of other countries.

At the same time, the Intelligence Community is working to assess the long-term challenges to a durable peace in Bosnia, including political, economic, and demographic factors, as well as the influence of outside forces.

In the Mediterranean, tensions are high between Greece and Turkey. The crisis two weeks ago over ownership of two small islets between the two countries reminds us how volatile the situation is between these two members of NATO.

Africa. Moving on to Africa, there are two countries cause us particular concern.

Libya has steadfastly refused to abide by the terms of UN sanctions imposed on Tripoli in the wake of its involvement in the downing of Pan Am 103. Qadhafi has a firm hold on power but relies heavily on his security forces to suppress sporadic violent unrest by a growing Islamic opposition and rival tribes.

Sudan has emerged as a clear threat to the stability of nearby African and Middle Eastern states because of its support for subversive activities of regional opposition groups. This threat is likely to remain as long as the National Islamic Front (NIF) is the dominant political force
in the country. In its effort to spread its version of Islamic fundamentalism beyond Sudan and destabilize regional moderate governments friendly to the United States, the NIF supports insurgent and terrorist groups opposed to the governments of Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Uganda. Sudan also provides safe haven and limited material support to other radical groups such as Hizballah, HAMAS, the Abu Nidal Organization, and the armed Algerian extremist groups. The Ethiopian government has publicly accused Sudan of providing refuge to three of the suspects wanted for the June 1995 assassination attempt against Egyptian President Mubarak in Addis Ababa. The Khartoum regime’s repressive internal policies against the Sudanese people, particularly non-Muslim southerners, adds fuel to the 13-year-old civil war in southern Sudan, which has displaced millions of people.

Let me turn now to our own hemisphere.

Mexico is in a process of political and economic transition. The peso crisis has abated, but Mexico is still experiencing a deep economic slowdown that has lowered living standards and magnified growing public frustration with the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI). With 50 percent inflation, economic contraction, and the loss of 1 million jobs in the formal economy, the ruling party lost considerable ground to the opposition in elections held last year. Recurrent allegations of complicity by officials of the previous administration in several political assassinations as well as ongoing revelations of corruption by former government officials have marred efforts by President Zedillo to rebuild confidence.

In Haiti, former President Jean Bertrand Aristide has turned over the reins of power to President Rene Preval, marking the first transition of power between democratically elected leaders in the country's 192-year history. Haiti's
nascent democracy remains vulnerable in the years ahead. The Haitian economy is in dismal shape and much of the populace is unemployed and living in extreme poverty. The government will be sorely tested on both the economic and security fronts. It faces difficult and unpopular economic decisions to get the country back on its feet, and has a new and inexperienced police force to control crime and potential political violence from both the extreme right and the extreme left.

In Cuba, the Castro regime has used a mix of austerity and economic reform to arrest the decline brought on by the loss of Soviet and East European assistance, but the potential for instability remains. Havana’s own reforms have caused new economic strains, including wider income disparities and the prospect of greatly increased unemployment. Cubans are expected to do more for themselves, slightly loosening the government’s hold on their lives and fostering more independent thought that could produce a stronger constituency for change. The death or departure of Fidel Castro, now 69, would place the system he created on new and possibly unstable ground. Even with Castro, the potential for greater strains exists, either among elites who differ over the pace and scope of reform or between the security forces and a population weary of austerity.

Latin America. A variety of developments in Latin America could pose difficult challenges and choices for Washington, particularly in the long run. Despite recent setbacks in Colombia, narcotics traffickers show no signs of scaling down their level of activity. Their use of payoffs and intimidation will continue to give them significant leverage over governmental leaders at the national and local levels. Additionally, although the region has made great economic strides over the past several years, income disparities remain immense, and the United States will remain
a magnet for illegal migrants, especially from nearby Caribbean Basin nations.

**Transnational Issues.** Now I would like to turn to the transnational challenges that we face. Terrorists, organized criminals, and traffickers in drugs and weapons cross easily over international borders and blur the lines that once divided domestic and international threats. To meet these new challenges, we must find the most effective way to harmonize the unique talents and resources of law enforcement and intelligence. The law enforcement community has tremendous investigative skills and techniques. The Intelligence Community has a vast foreign collection effort that includes advanced technical systems and human sources of intelligence. By emphasizing cooperation and coordination of efforts, we can bring all of our skills to bear against transnational threats and minimize costly and time-consuming duplication of effort. Effective, extensive, and routine cooperation between intelligence and law enforcement will profoundly improve our nation's security in the post-Cold War world. Recent experience has proven that when intelligence and law enforcement cooperate effectively, we can be spectacularly successful.

**Proliferation.** Of the transnational issues, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and advanced conventional weapons systems pose the gravest threat to national security and to world stability. At least 20 countries have or may be developing nuclear, chemical, biological weapons and ballistic missile systems to deliver them.

* The nuclear weapons programs of several countries cause us great concern. For example, Iran is now developing its nuclear infrastructure and the means to hide nuclear
weapons development. Cooperation with Russia and China --
even carried out legally under international safeguards --
could substantially aid Iran's nuclear weapons efforts.
Iran remains years away from producing a nuclear weapon,
but extensive foreign assistance could shorten the
timeframe. We are also monitoring a potential nuclear arms
race in South Asia. India appears to be planning an
underground nuclear test. Last month it test-fired an
improved short-range ballistic missile. Prime Minister
Bhutto has hinted that Pakistan might conduct a nuclear
test in response to an Indian test.

- Chemical Weapons programs are active in eighteen countries,
including most major states of the Middle East. Libya, for
example, is now building the world's largest underground
chemical weapons plant in a mountain near Tarhunnah.
Chemical weapons countries are also developing more and
longer range delivery systems, including ballistic and
cruise missiles and UAVs.

- Biological Weapons, often called the poor man's atomic
bombs, are also on the rise. Small, less developed
countries are often eager to acquire such weapons to
compensate on the cheap for shortcomings in conventional
arms. Small quantities of precursors, available on the
open market, can produce a deadly chemical or biological
weapon.

- Ballistic missile systems that can deliver nuclear,
chemical, or biological warheads are available to more
countries. China, North Korea, the industrialized states
in Europe and South America, several Third World countries,
and private consortiums, supply ballistic missile
technology -- and in some cases entire missile systems --
to developing countries around the world. North Korea, for
example, has sold its SCUD B's and C's -- with a range of 300 and 500-km respectively -- to Iran, Libya, Syria and other countries. P'ongyang is now developing a 1,000-km No Dong missile that could be deployed in the near future. A Taepo Dong missile, which could reach as far as Alaska, is in development and could be operational after the turn of the century.

- **Advanced Conventional Weapons** and technologies such as stealth, propulsion, and sensors are allowing countries such as North Korea and Iran to accelerate their military modernization. Such weapons could inflict significant casualties on US forces or regional allies in future conflicts.

All of these programs are aided through the illegal export of controlled equipment, technology, and materials, including dual-use items, and through indigenous research and development.

In confronting proliferation, the first task of intelligence is to discover the hidden plans and intentions of countries of concern well before we have to confront the devastating power of the weapons themselves. The Intelligence Community, for example, was instrumental in uncovering North Korea's nuclear ambitions, its violation of safeguards, and its production of enough plutonium for at least one and possibly two nuclear weapons. We are now monitoring North Korea's compliance with the October 1994 US-DPRK Agreed Framework, freezing P'ongyang's nuclear program. Fifteen months after the agreement, North Korea has not refueled its 5 Mwe reactor at Yongbyon or operated its reprocessing plant and it has halted construction on two larger reactors.
Once weapons of mass destruction programs have come to light, then it is the task of intelligence to support arms control negotiations, to monitor compliance with treaties and control regimes, including the Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty and the Chemical Weapons Convention, and to uncover violations of sanctions. For example, sanctions imposed by the UN have done much to contain Saddam and steadily weaken his regime. The Intelligence Community has been very active in the effort to assure that these sanctions continue to be effective. Without an effective, long-term monitoring program by the UN, however, Baghdad could use its large pool of scientific expertise, as well as hidden materials and components, to reconstitute its nuclear, chemical and biological weapons programs.

The Intelligence Community has been aggressive in its efforts to uncover hidden supply lines and stop key materials and technologies from reaching countries of proliferation concern. The US Government, in cooperation with other governments, has been able to halt the transfer of a large amount of equipment that could be used in developing nuclear weapons programs, including mass spectrometers, custom-made cable equipment, graphite materials, aluminum melting furnaces, arc-welding equipment, and a gas jet atomizer. Now is the time to prevent countries of proliferation concern from obtaining the materials and technology they need to advance their weapons of mass destruction programs. We must prevent North Korea, for example, from obtaining the guidance and control technology that could make its long range missiles accurate, as well as deadly. We must keep Iran from obtaining the foreign assistance it needs to complete a nuclear weapon. We have to keep Iraq from obtaining equipment and materials that would enhance its nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons programs. We cannot relax our efforts.
Terrorism. Let me move on now to the problem of terrorism. In the post-Cold War era, terrorists have become increasingly capable, lethal, and wide-ranging. Their operating methods and technical expertise--in bomb-making and other skills--are more sophisticated. The US Government recorded 440 international terrorism incidents in 1995, the highest total since 1991.

Terrorists attacks today are more deadly than in the past. Where once terrorists undertook relatively small operations aimed at attaining specific political objectives, today they are more likely to inflict mass casualties as a form of punishment or revenge. The bombing of the World Trade Center is an example.

We are concerned that terrorists will push this trend to its most awful extreme by employing weapons of mass destruction. Indeed, the prospects for chemical and biological terrorism will increase with the spread of dual-use technologies and expertise. Many of the technologies and materials associated with these programs have legitimate civilian or military applications. Trade in such materials cannot be banned. For example, chemicals used to make nerve agents are also used to make plastics and process foodstuffs. And any modern pharmaceutical facility can produce biological warfare agents as easily as vaccines or antibiotics. The Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo was able to legally obtain all components needed to build the massive chemical infrastructure that produced the poison gas released in the Tokyo subway. The use of nuclear materials is less likely, but in December we saw terrorists employ radioactive material for the first time, when Chechen rebels planted radioactive material in a public park in Moscow.

The most active terrorist groups have greatly expanded the geographic scope of their operations over the last two
years. Organizations such as Lebanese Hizballah and the Egyptian group al-Gamaat al-Islamiyya have developed transnational infrastructures that they use for fund-raising, logistical support, and cooperation with other terrorist groups. These operations enable them to strike when and where they choose. For example, Egyptian extremists, who until recently had confined their major activities to Egypt, have over the past eight months attempted to assassinate President Mubarak in Ethiopia, set off a car bomb in Croatia, and bombed the Egyptian embassy in Pakistan.

In the Philippines, radical Muslim insurgents, including Abu Sayyaf Group and the larger Moro Islamic Liberation Front, have threatened to disrupt APEC meetings. These elements may be cultivating ties with foreign terrorists, who in January 1995 attempted to bomb US air carriers flying through Manila and elsewhere in East Asia.

In Turkey, terrorism and drugs combine to pose a major threat to the security and territorial integrity of this key ally. Through front organizations and drug trafficking, the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) receives help for its terrorist and counterinsurgency activities from rogue states, other terrorist groups, and historical Turkish rivals.

State sponsorship remains an important part of the international terrorist threat and Iran is by far the most active and capable sponsor. Tehran appears to consider terrorism a legitimate instrument of statecraft, whether practiced by Iranian state agents or by heavily supported surrogates such as Hizballah.

We have made a concerted effort to apply human and technical intelligence to the problem of terrorism. In cooperation with friendly security services, we have had success in breaking up some terrorist cells overseas and
exploiting these opportunities to learn more about the methods and techniques being used by today's terrorists. The Intelligence Community also works closely with the FBI and other law enforcement agencies to support their efforts to investigate and prosecute terrorist crimes. We use our overseas resources to develop and follow up investigatory leads, and to help locate and facilitate the apprehension of individual terrorists. There have been several notable successes of this type over the past year, including the arrest of Ramzi Yousef, the alleged mastermind of the World Trade Center bombing.

Drug Trafficking. Like terrorism, the drug trade is becoming increasingly international and sophisticated. Drug traffickers are taking advantage of rising worldwide demand for cocaine and heroin. They are exploiting the removal of trade barriers, and finding room to operate in societies that are in the process of political or economic transition. These mafias are becoming increasingly sophisticated and flexible in their operations, using modern technology and business practices.

Cocaine supplies continue to meet the demands of the US and worldwide market. In 1995, enough coca leaf was grown to produce nearly 800 metric tons of cocaine. Despite the disruptions caused by the arrests and surrender last summer of seven of its eight top leaders, the infrastructure and operations of the Colombian Cali drug mafia remain formidable. Meanwhile, the Mexican drug lords whose organizations traffic in cocaine, heroin, and methamphetamine are becoming more powerful and a greater threat to stability in Mexico.

Illicit worldwide opium production exceeded 4,000 metric tons in 1995, enough to produce nearly 400 metric tons of heroin. Burma is the source of most of the heroin available
in the United States, but opium production in Afghanistan has skyrocketed since 1990 and Colombia has surpassed Mexico as the largest producer of opium in the Western Hemisphere. The states of the former Soviet Union are becoming a major conduit for heroin.

The production and trafficking of new drugs is also growing. Already, Mexican trafficking organizations are gaining dominance in the methamphetamine trade and Southeast Asian heroin organizations are turning to the production of methamphetamine. Drug gangs in some Central European countries are major suppliers of amphetamine to Western markets. Drug traffickers, meanwhile, are expanding their international connections, including cooperation with other criminal organizations.

Intelligence plays an important role in US counternarcotics policy. Intelligence support facilitated the arrests of Cali drug mafia chieftains last summer and aided efforts to disrupt the flow of coca products along the "Andean Airbridge" from Peru to cocaine processing laboratories in Colombia. We support US counternarcotics efforts in Thailand that disrupted the heroin trafficking operations of the notorious Burma drug lord Khun Sa. The Intelligence Community also developed an Aerial Imagery Reconnaissance Tracking and Plotting System to help the US government better manage aerial reconnaissance collection against drug traffickers.

**Organized Crime.** Transnational organized criminal activities are growing rapidly in every region of the world, undermining political and economic development in many countries. In Russia, organized crime is a challenge for the national leadership. Criminal groups have significant influence in strategic sectors of the economy -- including the banking sector -- and have high-level political
connections. The increasing power of organized crime threatens political stability, undermines popular confidence in government at all levels, and encourages support for hard-line politicians. The increasing sophistication, flexibility, and worldwide connections of organized crime groups help them to expand their activities and thwart law enforcement.

Intelligence is aiding law enforcement in the fight against other transnational criminal threats. US intelligence, for example, contributed to the arrest of Gloria Canales, who headed a major alien smuggling network in Latin America.

**Economic Security.** Earlier I spoke of the interdependence of the world economy. Economic security has become an integral part of our national security. Accordingly we increasingly focus economic intelligence efforts on warning of key risks to American economic interests. We monitor threats to international financial stability and US interests. We alert policymakers when foreign firms use questionable business practices, such as bribery, to disadvantage US firms. Economic intelligence reporting helps us expose activities that may support terrorism, narcotics trafficking, proliferation, and grey arms dealing. Finally, as I mentioned earlier, we also monitor compliance with economic sanctions. In all of these areas, there is a tremendous demand from senior policymakers for the information we provide.

**Security of Information systems.** Allow me to turn now to a transnational threat that is, at present, difficult to measure -- the threat of attack against our information systems and information-based infrastructures. Hackers, criminal groups, and foreign intelligence services consider these systems lucrative targets, as evidenced by the growing
number of intrusions into corporate and financial information systems. While intelligence sources have only identified a handful of countries that have instituted formal information warfare programs, I am concerned that the threat to our information systems will grow in coming years as the enabling technologies to attack these systems proliferate and more countries and groups develop new strategies that incorporate such attacks.

Our efforts to identify and characterize the threat are continuing. I am encouraged by our progress over the past year. We are developing cooperative efforts within the community, and establishing valuable links with other agencies outside the Community and outside government. We have a lot more to do, however. We must identify sufficient resources to work on this problem and work through many of the legal and regulatory obstacles to collecting needed intelligence.

Environment. Now I would like to turn to the growing threat of environmental degradation. A deteriorating environment can not only affect the political and economic stability of nations, it can also pose global threats to the well-being of mankind. Intelligence has an important role to play in our efforts to deal with these threats. We support the negotiation and implementation of environmental agreements and we use imagery from existing systems to support the work of the scientific community and other government agencies in their efforts to understand global environmental phenomena.

For example, intelligence analysis, drawing on imagery and signals intelligence, has played a critical role in curbing a black market in ozone-depleting CFCs. This and other intelligence support has contributed to the successful
negotiation and implementation of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.

In 1992, at the urging of then Senator, now Vice President Gore, the CIA established an Environmental Task Force (ETF) to pursue opportunities for exploiting the technical assets of the Intelligence Community to address environmental problems. To support this task force, we set up a group of about 60 cleared US scientists, known as MEDEA. MEDEA found that a relatively modest commitment of resources, combined with information collected from technical intelligence assets already in place, could yield dividends for environmental scientists. MEDEA also found that historical imagery from our early satellite systems could provide a more accurate picture of climate change over time.

Environmental intelligence also supports our military forces when they are employed in humanitarian emergencies and peacekeeping situations. In the Gulf War, for example, analysis of intelligence imagery helped our forces avoid the toxic fumes generated by Iraqi-set oil fires in Kuwait. The Intelligence Community also addresses environmental damage associated with past Soviet military activities, the implications of regional resource changes, and the environmental consequences of foreign economic development.

We also provide valuable information to the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Maps and other information from intelligence assets allow FEMA to cope faster and more effectively with natural disasters.

Conclusion. What I have just given you is an abbreviated list of the threats to our national security today.
I would like to conclude by saying that intelligence is an integral part of an effective national security structure. It does not and should not work in isolation. In recent years the Intelligence Community has strongly emphasized the need to know our intelligence consumers better so that we can provide information that makes a difference to policy, to diplomacy, to the conduct of military operations, and, ultimately, to the security of the American people. I believe that intelligence is especially critical now.

Policymakers, dealing with a shifting menu of international crises, need fast and reliable information on current conflicts, and advance warning of emerging problems. A smaller US military, required to take on new challenges in remote and unfamiliar areas of the world, needs detailed and accurate intelligence on the ground and at the highest levels of decision-making. Law enforcement, which must increasingly deal with foreign-based threats to American cities, needs our analytical and collection support more than ever. Mr. Chairman, the Intelligence Community is determined to meet these needs and to earn and keep the trust of the Congress and the American people. Thank you.
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ABSTRACT

FORCE PROTECTION OF STRATEGIC AIRLIFT FORCES IN THE OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR ENVIRONMENT by MAJ James N. Hanley

This monograph examines the U. S. military capability to defend strategic airlift aircraft against current and projected threats in an humanitarian assistance operations. The size of the Joint Task Force (JTF) is frequently restricted by political, material, and environmental considerations. Consequently, the JTF commander must consider developing a Time Phased Force Deployment Data List that provides force protection for the airlift force that meets the possible threats and responds to mission constraints. Recent studies suggest two trends: (1) the military airlift aircraft are not equipped to handle the threat, and (2) the JTF must also provide protection to those aircraft flown by Non-Governmental Relief Organizations (NGOs) and the CRAF.

This monograph is divided into five sections. Section one, the introduction, establishes the purpose of the study and the significance of the research question to the US military: Are planned air defense measures adequate to defend airlift forces against hostile threats during OOTW? Section two examines the present threat to strategic airlift aircraft in the OOTW environment and concludes that the man-portable surface-to-air missile is the ideal weapon to attack the airlift bridge at the airfields. Section three analyzes current National, Service and Joint doctrines for their force protection requirements and responsibilities of the airlift force in the humanitarian assistance environment. Doctrine recognizes the importance of airlift, but does not provide air defense to the entire airlift force, civilian aircraft are not included in this protection. Section four reviews recent military experiences during Operations RESTORE HOPE, in Somalia, and SUPPORT HOPE, in Rwanda. The force protection lessons learned during Somalia were ignored in Rwanda. Relying on only self-defense assets of strategic airlift aircraft is not the correct approach during humanitarian assistance missions. The final section answers the research question and offers recommendations for improving protection for airlift forces for future humanitarian relief operations.

The U.S. currently does not provide adequate measures to defend all the airlift forces against man-portable surface-to-air missiles during humanitarian relief missions. Each service views the threat differently and offers separate approaches to handle the threat. Joint doctrine provides guidance to the Joint Task Force but explains neither how to follow the doctrine with the constraints and limitations imposed on the force during a relief mission nor how to protect the NGO's aircraft.

However, there are available some reasonable means to correct this situation. The Air Force must create an integrated electronic warfare master plan, to include airlift forces for relief missions. JTFs should employ unmanned aerial vehicles with EW pods to provide continuous protection for all airlift forces in the theater. And Joint doctrine should be followed in establishing base defense operations centers and patrols to secure the APODs and their air LOCS from attack.
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I. Introduction

20 December 199x, RELIEF AIRCRAFT SHOT DOWN

AP/UPI/Reuters// A United States cargo plane was shot down while on final approach to Bujumbura, the capital city of Burundi. The aircraft was on a UN mission delivering personnel and equipment for Operation SHARE HOPE, to help end the famine and disease in this region. None of the factions involved in the civil war has claimed responsibility for the attack.

Although the situation above is hypothetical, it is probable. Armed conflict such as occurred in Rwanda continues in Sub-Sahara Africa and Burundi could be next. The threat to relief aircraft will also remain. The greatest threat to aircraft is the man-portable surface-to-air missile (MANPAD SAMs). MANPAD SAMs are simple to operate, easy to hide, and available throughout the world. Consequently, even humanitarian assistance missions must address force protection. However, Service and Joint doctrine treat force protection differently. Air Force and Joint Doctrine address aircraft survivability and force protection. Army Doctrine does not cover this area.

Despite the Army's reliance on strategic airlift to deliver personnel and equipment, FM 100-5, Operations, does not mention force protection concerning the OOTW environment.

The force protection needs of humanitarian missions are predictable. Most humanitarian crises unfold in a similar manner. Strategic airlift transports the initial forces to a theater; follow-on forces travel by sea. The initial airlift force must be large enough to deliver rapidly both humanitarian aid and the assistance forces. Usually, the United States cannot deploy a sizeable force to a country without producing some
noticeable effect on the domestic political situation. Consequently, the United States frequently keeps its assistance forces small.

U.S. Transportation Command's (USTRANSCOM) strategic airlift capability is limited by two factors. First, USTRANSCOM uses both military and Civilian Reserve Airlift Fleet (CRAF) aircraft to move personnel and equipment. Not all these aircraft have self-defense capabilities and will fly into threatened areas. The available aircraft are the C-5, C-17, C-141, and various commercial aircraft in the CRAF. Even in peacetime Air Mobility Command (AMC) regularly charters civilian airlines as part of CRAF to move passengers and cargo for humanitarian assistance missions. CRAF contributes 72% of the projected passenger need, and 41% of the cargo requirement for AMC. These assets must transport aid and assistance forces in a crisis and they require protection.

The second factor limiting USTRANSCOM's airlift capability is the limited number of airfields in an undeveloped theater. The number and type of airfields determine the method by which the air bridge is established. During a humanitarian assistance mission airlift usually transports the personnel and equipment using the steady flow method. The steady flow method flies aircraft at specific intervals over a dedicated flight corridor into the aerial ports of debarkation (APODs). Coordination of this type of air bridge is the simplest, in regards to diplomatic clearances, Maximum On the Ground (MOG) limitations, and flow control restrictions through international airspace. This type of simple coordination is especially required when there is little time available to prepare and plan for a humanitarian assistance mission. The steady flow method also
delivers the most cargo over an extended period. Because there are only a few aircraft and airfields, they are easily targeted by warring indigenous factions in an undeveloped environment.

The Service staffs and Joint Task Forces (JTF) make certain assumptions concerning a humanitarian assistance mission that differ from wartime planning assumptions. These assumptions make the strategic aircraft vulnerable to attack by MANPAD SAMs. First, the JTF commander and the Services are restrained by political, material, and environmental factors that limit the size and type of combat force used in the theater. The United States' government usually demands quick efficient operations directed to resolve immediate crises. The United States usually limits the objective to bringing relief to the disaster area, and then quickly turning operations over to UN or non-governmental organizations. Consequently, the United States deploys only a small force with limited combat power to handle the crisis.

Secondly, planning assumes there is no threat of attack from air-to-air missiles exists or the United States has air superiority in the area of operations (AOR). Only strategic airlift assets deploy because it is not a wartime mission. No combat or specialized electronic warfare assets, SEAD aircraft, are sent to the theater. Lastly, it is assumed that the areas around the airfields are protected from crew-served antiaircraft guns and missiles by the JTF ground forces.

The planning assumptions lead directly to other planning considerations. Because the United States limits the size of the deployed force, experience teaches us that the few combat forces will be barely large enough to secure the APODs.
Additionally, portions of the airlift will include NGOs. The NGOs' aircraft operate from the same APODs. The JTF commander is responsible for ensuring the delivery of the humanitarian aid they are transporting. Therefore, the civilian aircraft fall under the protection of the US base commander. NGO aircraft are usually chartered commercial planes, similar to those flown by CRAF airlines. They do not have aircraft defensive systems (ADS) to protect them from the MANPAD SAM threat. Therefore, because civilian aircraft operate in the theater they too must be protected from MANPAD SAM attacks.

To meet the need for force protection it is necessary to develop tactics, techniques, and procedures that address the vulnerabilities of cargo aircraft and the constraints and limitations US Joint Task Force commanders face in performing humanitarian assistance missions. The best way to develop the tactics and techniques is to explore current air defense doctrine to determine whether the established tactics can be readily adapted to the humanitarian assistance environment. In particular, we must explore the MANPAD SAM threat and possible responses to it. Next, we must examine existing force protection requirements and doctrine to determine whether current procedures inadvertently impede protection of airlift or dictate methods unsuitable for humanitarian missions. This inquiry must also consider recent military experience to discover any operational guidance issued in humanitarian crises that might make force protection difficult, or field expedient practices that were effective but which doctrine has not captured. Lastly, we must consider how best to provide force protection in future humanitarian assistance missions using lessons learned from previous operations and any...
other tactics, techniques, and procedures available to the JTF.

II. The Threat

As previously stated the greatest threat to strategic airlift aircraft during humanitarian missions is the man-portable surface-to-air missile. According to Joint Pub 3-10.1, Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (JTTP) for Base Defense MANPAD SAM attacks by agents, saboteurs, sympathizers, and terrorists are a Level I threat. This weapon threatens the airlift bridge because they must be defeated by base self-defense measures. The MANPAD SAM threat to strategic airlift aircraft has already been recorded in numerous DOD studies. The C-17 Defensive Study, the Military Airlift Survivability Study, the Military Airlift Command Electronic Warfare Study, and the Joint Airlift Combat Operations Study all cite the MANPAD SAM threat as a hazard to strategic airlift forces. The best means to understand the MANPAD SAM threat is to understand first how the weapon is used to attack aircraft. In particular, knowledge of the weapon's basic system, characteristics and capabilities explains the MANPAD SAM's ability to acquire, track and strike the aircraft. Next, we must examine the airlift aircraft's mission and design to observe how these hamper the ability to defend the aircraft from the threat. Lastly, an examination of the proliferation of MANPAD SAMs details how the increased use of this weapon in the humanitarian relief environment presents a threat to airlift aircraft.

A MANPAD SAM consists of three subsystems. These are the propulsion, warhead, and guidance/seeker subsystems. The propulsion design is a simple, self-
propelled, solid rocket fuel. It provides both rapid fire and a quick accelerating boost to the missile. The missile reaches the target in less than fifteen seconds, even when the aircraft is at the maximum range of the missile. The brief flight time, combined with a rapid reload time, also allows the launcher to fire another MANPAD SAM at the aircraft and escape before discovery of the launch site. The MANPAD SAMs short time of flight allows the missile to reach the target virtually undetected by the human eye. Hence, the aircraft's crew cannot detect and avoid the missile without an automatic detection and suppression device.

The warhead is the second subsystem of the MANPAD SAM. Most warheads are high explosive types with time-, proximity-, or contact-fusing mechanisms used to detonate the warhead to damage the aircraft. If the MANPAD SAM has not reached its target in fifteen seconds it will self-destruct. Another type of warhead combines the kinetic energy of the propulsion system with a high explosive warhead. The high speed warhead (4+ MACH) first penetrates and damages the target then the warhead detonates, destroying the aircraft. Since most airlift aircraft are thin-skinned, lacking armor protection, even proximity-fused warheads easily can damage the aircraft.

Of all the subsystems in the MANPAD SAM weapon the guidance/seeker mechanism is the most important. It produces the capability to acquire, track and guide the missile to the target. The guidance mechanism is the first major part of this subsystem. It acquires the target and provides initial aircraft position to the seeker mechanism for final tracking to the target. The guidance mechanism has two radar systems: acquisition and tracking. Acquisition radars acquire and monitor the aircraft's
initial movements. This radar does not directly threaten the aircraft, but should be jammed to block information used to acquire the aircraft. If the acquisition radar does not locate the aircraft, the missile will not realize an aircraft is near its location. Tracking radars provide initial guidance information to the missile's seeker mechanism. The missile must have this data before it can successfully engage and launch. Therefore, this radar is a high-priority threat to the aircraft. If the aircraft can lose or break the radar's contact, either by evasive tactics or jamming the radar signal, the missile cannot effectively attack the aircraft.

The second major part of the guidance/seeker subsystem is the seeker mechanism. The seeker mechanism provides final guidance to the missile to track and strike the aircraft. Seeker mechanisms use one of three basic modes to track the target: IR, anti-radiation, or laser. First is the IR seeker mechanism. They are the most prevalent form of seeker used in MANPAD SAMs. IR seekers close on a heat source, either engine emissions or air-conditioning units. It is possible to reduce the aircraft's heat signature by shielding or retarding engine power, and turning off the air-conditioning units. However, strategic airlift aircraft carry their engines outboard and are not readily shielded like fighter type aircraft. Also, the air-conditioning units provide life sustaining power to the passengers and cannot be completely shut down. IR seekers are passive devices and do not radiate a warning signature. Consequently, the aircraft's crew cannot detect the missile until after its launch. The other two seeker modes are not as common but are just as great a threat to strategic airlift aircraft.

The second tracking mode uses an anti-radiation seeker. Anti-radiation seekers
home on radar navigation, radar altimeters, or jamming signals. Transport aircraft operate both radar navigation and radar altimeters during landing and takeoff phases. These systems are necessary, especially in the Third World's regions, because ground control systems at these airfields lack radar systems capable of guiding the aircraft to the APODs. Therefore, MANPAD SAMs with anti-radiation seekers are potentially effective in the humanitarian assistance environment.

The last type of seeker is the newest one, the laser seeker. It has the shortest range of all the MANPAD SAMs' seekers. However, currently the laser seeker cannot be effectively jammed. So, once a MANPAD SAM with a laser seeker has launched, it will track directly to the target. The disadvantage is that the attacker must use his laser to continuously illuminate the target aircraft.

The guidance/seeker mechanism combined with the other systems are all elements of the MANPAD SAM threat to the strategic airlift fleet. First, the weapon provides no warning until the missile is launched on its short flight to the target. Second, it is not possible or practicable to reduce or eliminate the aircraft's heat and electromagnetic signature that MANPAD SAM guides on. Lastly, the crew has little or no room to maneuver to evade the missile in the takeoff and landing phases. To be effective an ADS must overcome the human and physical obstacles to provide an effective MANPAD SAM defense.

MANPAD SAM capabilities and characteristics enable them to attack the airlift bridge where it is most vulnerable, the takeoff and landing phases. The weapons are easily transportable. Because they are small, mobile, and numerous, MANPAD SAMs
may be fired from anywhere. General capabilities and characteristics of the MANPAD SAMs are shown in Table 1. These were drawn from a compilation of specific MANPAD SAM weapons’ data, listed in Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. MANPAD SAM Capabilities and Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range: minimum: 300 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum: 7,000 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude: minimum: 0 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum: 6,000 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor type: Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed: 1.7 to 4+ MACH (580m/s @ sea level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Target: &lt;15 seconds to maximum range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Reload: 6 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Acquire Target: 60 seconds maximum due to battery life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight: 13 to 176 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length: 1.3 meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Newer MANPAD SAM capabilities are more difficult to defeat by tactics or equipment. They use laser seekers to track and guide the missile to the target. The guidance/seeker system allows front and rear shots on the target. This permits the missile to fire as the aircraft approaches the launching position, rather than wait for the aircraft to pass the launch site first. The newest MANPAD SAM also has an infrared signal processor to defeat the aircraft’s flare suppression system. The flare suppression system is meant to defeat rear attacks from IR seeker missiles. In comparison many
older developed MANPAD SAM’s guidance/seeker systems only permit rear attacks on the aircraft. This is because the missile’s IR seeker closes on the aircraft’s heat sources. The combined elements of the MANPAD SAM enable the weapon to effectively engage the strategic airlift aircraft during humanitarian relief operations.

During the humanitarian assistance mission strategic airlift aircraft are very vulnerable to the MANPAD SAM threat for three reasons. The first two reasons are derived from the aircraft’s mission, the last reason stems from the aircraft’s design. First, the aircraft cannot avoid flying into the APODs to deliver the JTF troops and relief supplies. The aircraft must land to download their cargo. Unlike tactical airlift aircraft they cannot land on unimproved runways. The strategic transports are tied to the major airfields in the AOR. Since there are few airfields in the AOR enemies can concentrate MANPAD SAMs at these points. With a limited number of personnel the JTF cannot secure the APODs from these attacks. Therefore, the aircraft are always open to MANPAD SAMs attack.

The second reason strategic airlift aircraft are vulnerable to the MANPAD SAM threat is the airlift bridge follows a predictable pattern. The airlift aircraft maintain a set schedule, using the steady flow method, to maximize the cargo throughput to the AOR. Strategic transports fly specific routes into and out of the airfields based on the runway pattern. Consequently, this predictability makes it easier for the MANPAD SAM to acquire and track the aircraft.

The third, and last reason strategic airlift aircraft are vulnerable to MANPAD SAM attack is the aircraft’s design. These aircraft require full power during the takeoff
phase. This provides the MANPAD SAM an excellent IR source for their missile’s seeker. Next, the aircraft’s flight configuration removes the possibility of evasive action during takeoff and landing. The aircraft cannot maneuver during these phases to avoid the missile, if detected. Their flight path takes them easily within the MANPAD SAMs range and altitude of fire. At any other phase of flight the aircraft are outside the MANPAD SAM's capability to attack. Because of their mission, design and lack of onboard defensive systems, neither threat warning or threat suppression systems, strategic airlift aircraft are very vulnerable to MANPAD SAM attacks.

International arms sales have helped to increase the MANPAD SAM threat. Since the end of World War II the United States has sent more than $100 billion worth of arms and associated support overseas to Third World nations. Between 1974 and 1977, the Soviet union shipped 1,100 MANPAD SAMs to Sub-Sahara Africa, and an additional 1,075 MANPAD SAMs from 1978 to 1981. This is exactly where we can expect further humanitarian assistance missions to go.17 It was estimated in the mid-1980s the Soviets had one tactical MANPAD SAM system for each NATO aircraft18 Countries such as the United States, Russia, China, Egypt, Ukraine, France, the United Kingdom, Sweden and other Western states continue to build sophisticated Air Defense (AD) and MANPAD SAM systems and export them on the international market.19 Third World nations, where humanitarian assistance missions are sent, can be expected to acquire MANPAD SAMs.

The proliferation of the MANPAD SAM weapon has led to many successful attacks on transport aircraft. Most of these attacks occurred during civil wars in Third
World countries. During the Vietnam War, although MANPAD SAMs were relatively new and unsophisticated, the missile destroyed aircraft flying as low as 25 meters, and as high as 2,600 meters. Since 1978 the skies over Angola and Sudan have been the scene of 11 MANPAD SAM attacks on civilian aircraft. Other successful attacks include those on Rhodesian and Georgian airliners during their civil wars. Most recently, on 6 April 1994, a transport aircraft carrying the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi crashed while on final approach to Kigali airport, Rwanda. The probable cause of the crash was a MANPAD SAM. Civilian aircraft markings provide no immunity from attack. What this means is relief organizations cannot depend on their neutrality to protect them from attack during a relief mission. Because MANPAD SAMs have proliferated and have been used to attack transport aircraft in the past similar attacks can be expected in the future.

In summary, the threat to strategic airlift aircraft operating in the humanitarian assistance environment is the MANPAD SAM. The subsystems, characteristics, capabilities, and numbers of MANPAD SAMs available make it an ideal weapon to attack the aircraft in their most vulnerable phases—takeoff and landing. The weapon has been used many times during civil wars. This is the same environment the United States sent its previous two humanitarian relief missions and should expect to go in the future. The JTF must provide force protection from the MANPAD SAM threat for all the strategic airlift aircraft during humanitarian missions. National, Service and Joint doctrine should provide force protection guidance to defeat the threat. At this point the question is whether doctrine provides adequate guidance for force protection.
III. Force Protection Requirement

Although the manportable surface-to-air missile has some unique characteristics, air defense is not a new concept. Existing policy and doctrine recognizes the need to protect the airlift force. Strategic airlift has a vital role in the National Security Strategy and National Military Strategy (NMS). Strategic airlift is viewed as a limited resource that must be protected at the national level. The strategic airlift force requires force protection in times of war and peace to ensure the United States achieves its goals. By analyzing National, Service, and Joint doctrine requirements for airlift protection we can decide whether doctrine adequately addresses the MANPAD SAM threat in the humanitarian assistance environment.

National Requirements

The National Military Strategy considers airlift protection in its discussion of Crisis Response. Regarding the area of Crisis Response, the Secretary of Defense (SEC DEF) said the "capability to respond to regional crises is one of the key demands of our NMS." The Secretary of the Air Force concurred and said our national security strategy calls on us to be able to deploy substantial forces and sustain them in parts of the world where prepositioning equipment may not always be feasible.

Offering humanitarian assistance is in the national interest of the United States. Humanitarian assistance preserves the survival of large populations and global economics that, if destroyed, would have an immense impact for decades to come. In any crisis strategic airlift delivers the initial combat force and relief supplies.
Consequently, protecting the airlift bridge is an early and essential element of crisis response.

National policy guidance recognizes the importance of strategic airlift, but does not recognize the parallel need for air defense. In the 1995 annual report to the President and Congress the SEC DEF said the use of armed forces to provide humanitarian assistance is appropriate when "the need for relief is urgent and only the military has the ability to respond quickly" with its unique capabilities, and with least risk to American troops. And the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated recently "we should do all we can to protect our people and to avoid civilian casualties, (NGOs and host nation)." These statements clearly show strategic airlift will bring equipment and personnel to areas requiring humanitarian assistance, and that force protection is a requirement for this mission. Without this protection American troops and civilians are put at risk, and this is not the goal of US national strategy.

The most basic goal of the United States is "to protect the lives and personal safety of Americans, both at home and abroad." Hostile forces in a potential crisis areas have a significant MANPAD SAM capability. Airlift forces must be capable of countering a broad range of threats throughout their operating envelope. Therefore, to achieve the basic goal of the United States, and satisfy the national requirements, force protection must be provided to the airlift forces.

There is nothing at the national level that impedes the Services from developing force protection for airlift aircraft. In fact, protection is required to carry out the NMS. The Air Force, Army and Joint doctrine each developed their own means to provide force
protection to airlift assets during relief missions. These are the next areas to examine for any obstacles to this requirement.

**Service's Requirements**

The Air Force’s capstone doctrine contained in AFM 1-1, *Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force* states:

Air Force units should be organized to enhance self-defense capabilities and self-sufficient operations. The range, endurance, payload, precision, and survivability of AF platforms are key factors in the ability to project power effectively. [Emphasis mine]

The Air Force achieves force protection primarily through Electronic Warfare (EW) means, both active and passive measures. Active means of force protection includes: Anti-Radiation Missiles, directed energy weapons, electromagnetic jamming and deception, expendables, and tactics. EW passive means of force protection includes: Emission control (EMCON), camouflage, IR shielding, warning receivers, and material design features. The Air Force attempts to place a self-defense capability in all of its aircraft, including strategic airlift aircraft.

Survivability via self-defense is required in all Air Force aircraft. Recently, AMC designed ADS into the newest airlift aircraft, the C-17. AMC also started to add ADS to older military strategic airlift aircraft, the C-5 and C-141 to include missile warning receivers and chaff/flare dispensers. However, these aircraft are not receiving ADS equipment at a pace equivalent to the amount of work they accomplish in the airlift mission.

The ADS aboard the current military strategic airfleet consists of the AN/AAR-
47 missile warning receiver integrated with the AN/ALE-40 decoy dispenser. The AN/AAR-47 warns the aircrew of missiles launched against the aircraft. It processes the aircraft's movement and missile's flight path in real time and informs the aircrew of the type and location of the threat. This allows the aircrew to avoid the threat and ensure that the decoy dispenser is operating.

The AN/ALE-40 dispenses chaff or flares to decoy the missile away from the aircraft. It consists of four dispensers. Each dispenser holds either thirty chaff cartridges or fifteen flares. Normally, transport aircraft use flares. The AN/ALE-40 has three modes of operation, automatic, semiautomatic and manual. In the automatic mode the ADS evaluates the threat, selects an appropriate response, and initiates the countermeasure with no action required by the aircrew. In the semiautomatic mode the evaluation and selection are the same as the automatic mode, but the aircrew must activate the countermeasure. The manual mode has six preprogrammed, aircrew-selectable responses, that the aircrew can choose once the warning system detects a threat. Additional specifics on the ADS aboard strategic airlift aircraft is listed in Appendices C and D.

None of the CRAF aircraft have any ADS equipment, even though a 1982 Science Board Study recommended that Radar homing and warning (RHAW) receivers be placed on all strategic airlifters to reduce the effectiveness of MANPAD SAM attacks. The CRAF Enhancement Program (CEP) allows the CRAF aircraft to have ADS installed but no contract has been allocated for this additional capability. This means the Air Force has failed to equip the strategic airlift aircraft with any means of self-defense.
Therefore, airlift aircraft must use means, other than technology, to defeat the MANPAD SAM threat in the humanitarian assistance environment.

Strategic airlift aircraft must use tactics as the primary means of self-defense since ADS equipment is not available. Airlift can reduce their vulnerability by flying the most secure routes into and out of the threat areas. Air routes are normally secured by achieving air superiority. However in humanitarian assistance missions, air superiority is assumed, not achieved. Consequently, fighter aircraft or specialized SEAD planes are not sent to secure the airlift bridge from the air. What this means is aircraft, without any ADS equipment, fly into unsecured APODs on predictable routes. These procedures increase the threat of MANPAD SAM attacks in the humanitarian relief environment.

To summarize, Air Force doctrine requires the strategic airlift aircraft to avoid the threat as the primary means of self-defense during a relief mission. Clearly, this is not practicable since the MANPAD SAM threat to the air bridge is concentrated at the APODs, and the aircraft must fly into the airfields. The Air Force's assumption of air superiority and its shortage of ADS for military and CRAF aircraft hinder the protection of the transport aircraft. Because air superiority is assumed, the Air Force relies on the Army to secure the routes into the APODs.

The Chief of Staff of the US Army said that in the "1990s and beyond, the United States will have to rely even more heavily on the rapid deployment of Army forces from the United States to guarantee its security."38 His Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics confirmed this in saying, "Army's airlift requirements ... are crucial to a stateside-based power projection Army."39 Because strategic airlift is crucial to the Army for rapid force
projection the Army has the implied mission to protect the airlift aircraft at the APODs.

Unfortunately, force protection to the Army does not directly correlate with the Air Force's concepts of survivability and protection of the strategic airlift fleet. The only mention of force protection in the capstone document, FM 100-5, is under "Combat Functions, Air Defense." This part of Army doctrine is primarily concerned with defending Army units from air-to-ground threats. There is no mention of providing protection for any air assets from ground threats. Also, no mention is made for protecting airlift aircraft in the OOTW environment. The Army is responsible for Short-Range Air Defense (SHORAD) but it does not recognize the need in the humanitarian environment because SHORAD is oriented at air threats. Although the Army does not emphasize a requirement to protect the air bridge, it relies on this means of transportation to deploy from CONUS to the crisis region. Joint Doctrine provides the guidance for force protection to the Services.

In review, both Air Force and Army doctrine fail to address the need to protect the strategic airlift force in the humanitarian assistance environment. The Air Force does not provide the needed equipment, and the Army does not directly recognize the protection requirement in this type of environment. The Air Force and Army do not deploy all of their assets during a humanitarian relief mission to provide adequate protection to the airlift forces. Therefore, both Services rely on Joint doctrine to provide a connection for force protection in this type of environment.

Joint Requirements
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Joint doctrine specifies how the Army can support the Air Force to increase the survivability of the transport aircraft. Joint publications details specific responsibilities for force protection, starting with the JTF commander and continuing down to the tenant commanders. Joint doctrine recognizes the component directly affected by the threat has assumed the immediate responsibility for providing force protection and suppression of enemy AD. However, during humanitarian assistance missions the Air Force does not deploy any SEAD aircraft. Also, the Air Force security forces deployed are not large enough to provide force protection in the theater. Since it is not possible to avoid flying into the APODs during a crisis, and not all aircraft have an ADS capability, the Air Force relies on the Army to provide this capability.

Joint Pub 3-0, *Doctrine for Joint Operations*, warns, "JTF commanders should not be lulled into believing that the nonhostile intent of their mission does not put the force at risk." The forces must be able to rapidly change from peace to combat operations. Any future JTF commander should recognize that previous humanitarian relief missions were accomplished in regions of civil war. The risk to the strategic airlift aircraft can be avoided by providing a large force in theater early via airlift. Meanwhile, the combat force must be protected from disruption as it deploys into the theater, and it must meet the force limitations imposed on it. The JTF commander must plan on airlift assets avoiding potential threats. Considerable intelligence support concentrated on the potential enemy's antiaircraft systems and political circumstances in which the airlift force will be required to operate is essential according to Joint Pub 4-01.1, *Airlift Support to Joint Operations*. This concurs with Air Force doctrine. However, in a crisis
region, with limited APODs available, this is not possible. This causes the JTF commander to reduce the risk of the MANPAD SAM threat by these three options: employing only airlift aircraft with ADS, securing an area around the APODs, or bringing in specialized SEAD or fighter aircraft.

The first option is not possible since there are not enough strategic airlift aircraft equipped with ADS equipment to accomplish the task. Additionally Joint Pub 3-10.1 directs the JTF commander to protect civilian aircraft. Joint doctrine states:

The commander must establish command and control measures to integrate the defensive capabilities and defense requirements of civilian agencies of the US and host nation governments. Private contractors, (NGOs), also may require security. This means the security and force protection, during the humanitarian assistance mission, for the NGOs are the responsibility of the JTF commander. To meet this force protection requirement, the JTF commander might need to reduce the overall effectiveness of the disaster relief operation to bring in more combat forces to provide the necessary security. Unfortunately providing greater security conflicts with the urge to mitigate the suffering, the humanitarian assistance goal and the force limitation imposed on the JTF. Therefore, this option is not practicable.

The second option for securing the APODs is also not feasible. To eliminate the MANPAD SAM threat, the JTF commander could establish a wide security area. The secure area would need to extend to seven kilometers from the APOD. With the constant flow of aircraft through the APODs the patrols would need to remain in place constantly to protect the airlift bridge. Securing such an area, however, requires more troops than
are usually available to the JTF. Hence, establishing a wide security zone is not practicable.

The third option of bringing in specialized SEAD or fighter aircraft is possible, but cannot be relied on for all humanitarian missions. Fighter aircraft equipped with anti-radiation missiles (ARMs) or electronic jammers can defeat the MANPAD SAM threat. Fighter aircraft cannot, however, continuously cover the APODs. They must periodically leave to refuel from tanker aircraft or return to another secure base. The fighter and tanker aircraft cannot operate from the same APODs used by the cargo aircraft. If they did, these aircraft would decrease the number of transport aircraft operating from the airfield, reducing the relief cargo throughput. Fighter aircraft might also send the wrong message during a humanitarian relief mission. Fighter aircraft are only readily available for use in a humanitarian crisis when they launch from an aircraft carrier. An aircraft carrier is a secure operating platform and does not decrease the MOG at the APODs. But, aircraft carriers can only be used when the crisis area and APODs adjoin the sea. Therefore, carriers are only a partial solution. Another means must be found to provide the JTF commander with force protection for the airlift fleet operations.

The JTF commander's subordinates also have force protection responsibilities for the strategic airlift aircraft. The Joint Rear Area (JRA) Commander is responsible for maintaining secure lines of communication (LOCs) with active participation and coordination by the respective component commanders. Component commanders, with area responsibilities, are responsible for the defense of bases located in their area. In a humanitarian assistance mission there is no rear area. The front is the entire AOR.
Therefore, it falls on the base commander specifically to provide the required force protection for the airlift bridge.

It is the base commander's responsibility to provide force protection for the strategic airlift aircraft. They are responsible for base defense. Base defense includes the air LOCS leading into the bases. Protecting the LOCS connecting the military forces with the theater base of operations is part of the security requirement. The base commander is responsible for establishing the Base Defense Operations Center as the focal point for security operations. These facts mean that Joint doctrine assigned additional duties to the base commander during humanitarian assistance missions. To meet these responsibilities the base commander must rely on the tenant unit commanders for assistance.

Tenant unit commanders have the responsibility to advise the base commander on defense matters peculiar to their units. For strategic airlift, the Airlift Mobility Element (AME) commander is the responsible tenant commander. To support the base commander the AME commander needs to know the intent of the local factions. This information is difficult to acquire in the time allotted for planning the humanitarian mission. With reduced forces, AMC has drawn down the number of station managers operating overseas. Thus, it has fewer direct contacts to obtain this critical data.

Therefore, to avoid losing vital strategic airlift assets, the AME commander should insist that only those aircraft with an ADS capability initially deploying to the theater. After a thorough analysis of the threat and the different factions' intents, other aircraft may be fitted into the flow dependent on the situation. Overall, this provides the best
survivability too only the US strategic military airlift aircraft in the humanitarian relief environment. Unfortunately, it may not be feasible to avoid using the CRAF in a crisis, and these aircraft do not have any ADS. Also, it does not address the JTF commander and base commanders' responsibility to protect the civilian aircraft flown by relief agencies.

In summary, National, Service and Joint doctrine all recognize the importance of strategic airlift. Strategic airlift has a vital role in the United States' forward projection strategy, both in times of war and peace. However, current doctrine does not recognize the requirement to provide air defense to the entire airlift force, civilian aircraft included, during humanitarian relief missions, though there is a potential threat of a MANPAD SAM attack. By examining two recent humanitarian relief missions we can observe how the JTF commanders used doctrine or developed their own methods to provide protection to the strategic airlift aircraft.

IV. Current Responses

Before Service or Joint doctrine can be changed to protect the strategic airlift forces better, we should consider how recent JTF's have managed this problem. Some guidance in our current doctrine might have worked in the humanitarian assistance environment and need not change. Some techniques used by the JTFs and Services during Operations RESTORE HOPE and SUPPORT HOPE might need to be added to current doctrine. First, we will review the operational environment and the actual vice potential threats to the airlift bridge during these operations. Then we will analyze how
each JTF addressed the force protection requirement. This may reveal what parts of Service and Joint doctrine were adequate and what needs altering. The Air Force, Army and Joint doctrines must all work together to provide protection to the airlift forces.

**Operation RESTORE HOPE**

Operation RESTORE HOPE was conducted under UN authority in Somalia between 3 December 1992 and 4 May 1993. It was a multinational humanitarian assistance operation involving more than 38,000 troops; twenty-one coalition nations with nine more nations participating in some other type of aid; and over forty-nine NGOs. According to the International Community of the Red Cross, Somalia was the largest relief operation since the end of World War II. The United States delivered over 20,000 tons of food per month to Somalia. Twenty-six percent of these supplies came via the extensive air bridge to Mogadishu airfield. During the operation the JTF commander planned to receive 28 aircraft per day to deploy and sustain his force. Because of limited United States’ interest, and the threat in Somalia, the operation only received 12 aircraft per day. The MOG restricted the APOD to only narrow-body aircraft. This was quickly enlarged to allow wide-body aircraft into the APOD. Security remained a major concern throughout the year as fifteen clans and sub-clans vied for power in multifactional civil war with constantly changing sides.

Clans obstructed the movement of relief supplies as an extension of internal power struggle, and interfered with the relief flights. Food in Somalia was more valuable than money and relief work was hazardous. Assaults on the food supply became
a key military strategy in Africa's civil wars. Therefore, anyone who guarded the food was an enemy to those who were making money from the food shortage. The JTF providing security at Mogadishu airfield was the enemy to these factions.

Security at the APOD was difficult. The nature of the APOD precluded the establishment of a tight perimeter. It was extremely difficult to deny penetration of the base since host nation assets were assisting in the humanitarian relief mission. Completely securing the airfields with the JTF's limited forces was not possible. Just outside the airfield, bands of clan fighters armed with AK-47s and crew-served weapons posed a threat to airlift security. Numerous buildings within 300 meters of the airport offered excellent concealment and cover. These buildings were well within MANPAD SAM range. The terrain surrounding the airport was higher than the airfield, allowing good observation and a clear field of fire for a MANPAD SAM. Armed men infiltrated the airfield perimeter almost every night. The JTF base commander could not even secure the perimeter, let alone an effective patrol outside the APOD.

Security was made more difficult because there was an ineffective chain of command. The base commander had not established a clear, defined chain of command for security in the APOD. Base security was confused because numerous nations and relief agencies shared the airfield. Each organization had its own agenda and national interests. This meant the force protection of the airlift operation was done separately, instead of a combined effort. Unity of effort was never obtained. The JTF followed Joint doctrine and combined its assets to provide this protection.

The JTF recognized the threat to the airlift bridge and used the forces available to
protect it. On the ground, the base commander used patrols as suggested by Joint Pub 3-01.4. These patrols consisted of scouts sent out fifteen minutes before each takeoff and landing of the military strategic airlift aircraft. No patrols went out prior to NGO aircraft flights. Bandits closely observed the force movements to identify any patrol patterns and timing. Nevertheless, the commander did not vary the fifteen minute patrol pattern. The base commander disregarded both Joint doctrine for air defense and the requirement to protect civilian aircraft in the AOR. Tactical patrols, as suggested under Security in Joint Pub 3-10.1, are necessary to collect information, confirm or deny accuracy of previous information, and provide security. Patrols can also provide force protection to strategic airlift aircraft by denying terrain to the enemy. This doctrine stresses that patrols should avoid daily routines and times. This is because a set pattern can be detected and defeated. By maintaining a routine patrol the commander made it easier for a MANPAD SAM to attack the airlift bridge. Only by using air patrols in conjunction with JTF ground patrols was the air bridge kept open.

Two methods of airborne force protection were used. First, the military strategic airlift aircraft adhered to their primary defense procedure—threat avoidance. They avoided the land and city approaches as much as possible. The aircraft approached and departed the APOD from over the water. This was possible in Mogadishu because the APOD bordered the ocean. This will not be the case for an inland APOD. Strategic airlift aircraft developed their own predictable patterns that made them very vulnerable. This was similar to the routine patrols established by the base commander. Humanitarian aid received the priority. Therefore, AMC used the steady flow method for the airlift. It
brought the most relief to the region in the shortest amount of time, but made the airlift bridge vulnerable to interdiction.

The second airborne method was defensive air patrol. Attack helicopters patrolled the APOD area fifteen minutes before the strategic airlift aircraft's arrival and departure. Again, this set a routine that was learned and attacked by the enemy. The base commander had to raise the altitude of hovering helicopters to over 1,000 feet to avoid ground fire. The adjustment was needed because the enemy fired RPGs at the helicopters when they patrolled at lower altitudes. The enemy could just as easily have used a MANPAD SAM and made the helicopters targets as well.59

The After Action Report (AAR) for Operation RESTORE HOPE cites two lessons learned regarding force protection from this operation. Lesson one, the CINC and transportation planners should consider the safety requirements of large aircraft. They are not capable of effective evasive action, and they are vulnerable to small arms and MANPAD SAMs while taking off and landing. Second lesson they learned it is necessary to provide force protection during a humanitarian assistance mission, though it means using strategic airlift less efficiently and not keeping to a routine.60 The AAR concluded that US doctrine was not adequate nor were there sufficient forces to defend airlift forces against hostile threats. Military transport aircraft remained vulnerable to attack and civilian, Craf and NGO, aircraft were not protected by any means. Now, by examining Operation SUPPORT HOPE we can see if these lessons were applied in the next humanitarian relief mission or whether other means for providing protection were found.
Operation SUPPORT HOPE

The crisis in Rwanda was the inevitable result of 50 years of misrule, repression, and violence. On 6 April 1994, a transport plane carrying President Habyarimana of Rwanda and President Ntaryamira of Burundi was shot down. The probable cause was a MANPAD SAM fired from Kigali, the capital city of Rwanda. These deaths resulted in a rampage by the government and militia forces that killed the Tutsi and moderate Hutus castes.

To alleviate the crisis both the United Nations and United States responded. The United Nations deployed 2,500 peacekeepers to Rwanda to stop the most recent genocide. Chapter VI of the UN Charter constrained the forces because it did not authorize the use force during the mission, except in self-defense. After the Tutsi led Rwanda Patriotic Front declared victory and established a new government, over a million Hutus fled to Tanzania and Zaire. Death by cholera, dysentery, and exhaustion came to the refugee camps there. This humanitarian crisis led to the US response.

Shortly after the deaths were reported in the refugee camps, SEC DEF Perry said US forces would go to Rwanda to deliver emergency humanitarian assistance and the forces would leave as soon as the aid was established. The American public was not interested in intervening to stop Rwandan ethnic violence. There was no vital US security interest. The JTF task was directed solely to provide humanitarian assistance. It was not to provide a nation-building or peacekeeping force in the AOR. The JTF's ROE allowed self-defense, defense of other relief agencies, and protection of "mission essential" property. This clearly defined the JTF's responsibilities to provide force
protection for all the aircraft entering the theater, not just the military aircraft.⁶²

The sudden humanitarian crisis forced the United States to rush forces to the theater with little time for organizing and planning the coordination with other agencies. The JTF for Operation SUPPORT HOPE was organized on very short notice, in some cases as the elements were deploying. At no time did the JTF exceed 3,000 troops in the theater, too small a force to secure the APODs.⁶³ There were already over seventy relief groups in the theater before the JTF arrived. Each had its own agenda. Not all agencies were willing to cooperate with the JTF and receive force protection, though the JTF was responsible for this task. Confusion was not limited to the JTF ground forces it also included the airlift forces.

Strategic airlift aircraft carried out two different missions in the AOR. It provided emergency humanitarian supplies for the JTF, and airlift for the UN peacekeeping mission in Rwanda. This contributed to the chaos and confusion as to the United State's role in the AOR. JTF Support Hope was a humanitarian assistance mission, in the CINC's words to "stop the dying." According to the Secretary of the Air Force over 15,000 tons of relief supplies were flown to the Rwandan AOR via the strategic airlift bridge.⁶⁴ The JTF was not part of the UN forces in Rwanda, as it had been in Somalia. The JTF could not take sides or cooperate with UNAMIR, the UN military command with a peacekeeping mission, though the US transport aircraft did do this for the United Nations.

The second mission assigned to the strategic airlift force was airlift in support of UN forces. US airlift transported Ethiopian troops to Rwanda and took French forces
from the theater for UNAMIR. The United Nations and relief agencies assumed that the deployment of United State's forces meant security and protection for both the UN forces and the NGOs.65 Because the United States transported the UN forces, it assumed responsibility for their protection while deploying into the AOR. Force protection for the airlift forces was a constant concern. The AOR was chaotic; local troops were undisciplined; and no Status of Forces Agreement existed with the local government.66 The JTF had to overcome all these constraints and limitations to provide protection to the airlift bridge. This protection was handled differently in Rwanda than in Somalia.67

The threat in the Rwanda AOR was met by sending a Humanitarian Assessment Survey Team (HAST) to the area first. The HAST’s mission was to assess the situation in the AOR for the commander’s initial estimate of the situation before the JTF commander arrived. According to the AAR for the operation this analysis was not complete before the forces deployed to the theater. The HAST should have looked harder at the political situation. The area was a war zone and the refugee situation deliberately orchestrated and each APOD had its own peculiarities.68 The dispute between the Tutsi and Hutus clans had been going on for years, and the previous government had not agreed to the cease fire. The HAST assessment was probably effective for the humanitarian mission, but it did not include an assessment related to the protection of the airlift aircraft. The HAST therefore, did not adequately address the protection for all the aircraft operating in the AOR.

The JTF relied exclusively on the strategic airlift aircraft to protect themselves. Other than the HAST examination of the environment there was little else the JTF did to
provide protection for any of the aircraft in the AOR, although the MANPAD SAM threat was there. Also, the United States transported other national forces for the UN peacekeeping mission. Normally, a peacekeeping mission requires all parties to agree to the cease-fire. This was not the case in Rwanda, and should have been considered in terms of providing protection to the airlift aircraft. Only an armistice was in effect. The United States was fortunate no further aircraft were downed by MANPAD SAMs. Consequently, force protection was left to the transport aircraft, or ignored.

Obviously, the lessons learned during Operation RESTORE HOPE were ignored in Operation SUPPORT HOPE. Relying on only the self-defense assets of strategic airlift aircraft is not the correct approach in the humanitarian assistance environment. Most aircraft lacked ADS equipment. These aircraft also cannot use avoidance tactics since they must fly into the APODs to deliver their cargo. Adequate air defense coverage is not currently provided to the strategic airlift aircraft. Doctrine provides guidance to protect the APODs, but with the constraints and limitations imposed on the JTF during humanitarian relief operations, other options must be found for future operations.

V. Future Responses

Joint doctrine provides guidance for force protection in the humanitarian assistance environment. The doctrine is currently inadequate to provide protection for all strategic airlift aircraft operating in the AOR during a humanitarian relief mission. The AAR for Operation RESTORE HOPE made this observation. The lessons of Somalia
were ignored in Operation SUPPORT HOPE. The doctrinal and operational shortfall in airlift protection stems in large part from the assumption of air superiority.

Assuming air superiority is clearly valid, but irrelevant. While there is no air-to-air threat, a significant ground threat exists. The MANPAD SAM denies the freedom of action to all aircraft operating from the APODs. Since Air Force doctrine requires its aircraft to have a self-defense capability, it should equip the strategic airlift aircraft with ADS. This includes the CRAF aircraft. Therefore, force protection capability will not depend on whether SEAD aircraft are available. The ADS equipment will alleviate a large portion of the JTF's concern for force protection in the humanitarian assistance environment.

The self-defense equipment the strategic airlift aircraft require consists of an integrated, automatic ADS. A relatively small amount of EW equipment will produce a proportionally larger effect on the aircraft's survivability, but doubling or trebling the systems will not provide twice or thrice the protection. Therefore, the transport aircraft can use a single automated system for the aircraft's self-defense capability. The three major ADS subsystems are the warning receiver, chaff/flare dispenser, and the jamming system.

The warning receiver subsystem is the first system of the ADS affected by the MANPAD SAM threat. A warning receiver provides information to the ADS that determines the radar type, range and bearing to the radar, and status of the threat, whether the radar is searching, tracking, illuminating or actively guiding a missile. The warning receiver also notifies the aircrew by displaying the threat as a strobe line or a
position of the aircraft's radar scope. When possible, the crew can then avoid flying near
the threat. In the event it cannot, the integrated ADS will automatically trigger the
chaff/flare dispenser and jamming subsystems.

After the chaff/flare dispenser subsystem receives information on the threat from
the warning receiver it discharges either a chaff or flare cartridge. Most dispensers hold
thirty chaff or fifteen IR flare cartridges. Normally, chaff drops present spurious targets
to the threat that can last from 24 to 48 hours at distances up to hundreds of miles from
the original drop site. This is extremely hazardous in an airport area when the ground
controller relies on radar to safely guide the aircraft. Therefore, transport aircraft
usually do not use chaff, and flare cartridges are loaded in the dispenser.

Flares saturate the missiles' IR sensors with so much energy that the target
becomes invisible to the missile and the flare decoys them away from the aircraft. Flares
mimic the actual engine IR signature and are effective when fired at the appropriate time
and in large amounts. Therefore, this system must be automated to fire the flares at the
correct intervals and amounts to defeat the threat. Both flares and chaff are very
effective when used with the jammer subsystem.

Jamming systems mimic the missiles' radar and seeker electronic emissions. This
induces the missile to track the false targets created by the chaff and flares. Jamming
exploits the weakness in the electronic circuitry of the MANPAD SAM. As the aircraft
moves the jammer determines the radar emitters which represent the greatest threats to
the aircraft. It then assigns priorities to these threats, and selects the optimum jamming
techniques and electronic power level needed to counter these threats. The jamming
system with the other systems of the integrated ADS provides airlift aircraft adequate self-defense capability to airlift aircraft.

The Air Force has already developed these integrated aircraft defensive systems for transport aircraft. The Air Force's Advanced Defense Avionics Response Strategy (ADARS) features a database managed system that has all the SAM threats programmed in the database. This includes the threats' susceptibilities and vulnerabilities, as well as onboard countermeasures that could be employed automatically. The ADARS onboard processor assigns threat priorities and develops response strategies according to the available countermeasures, based on the aircraft's EW equipment and phase of flight.75

An ADS specifically designed for large aircraft is the Advanced Threat Infrared Countermeasure system (ATIRCM). It protects transports from the MANPAD SAM threat and includes a passive missile warning subsystem, a chaff/flare dispenser, and a directable IR jammer. The E-4A Airborne Command Post, E-8 Joint Stars, and VC-25A Air Force One aircraft all have these aircraft defensive systems, and these planes are military versions of commercial aircraft.76 Therefore, ADS equipment is already available for commercial aircraft and no further development is needed. Only one obstacle remains to prevent the CRAF from receiving ADS equipment.

The principal obstacle to achieving this force protection for the United States' transport aircraft is lack of money for EW in the current military budgets.77 The Air Forces sees no urgent need to equip the CRAF aircraft with ADS equipment. This is mostly due to the cost of onboard electronic protection equipment when individual systems are installed. The Air Force must complete the installation of ADS on AMC's
aircraft. These include both the military and CRAF aircraft used in the humanitarian assistance mission. It is not feasible to equip all the CRAF aircraft because the composition of this fleet changes monthly. However, the long-range, wide-body CRAF aircraft are the first aircraft used in a crisis and therefore, should receive ADS equipment. These aircraft are crucial for crisis response, and they are the most difficult aircraft to replace.

Another reason ADS is neglected is the small amount of money DOD budgets for humanitarian missions and no money is budgeted for force protection. This is because it is not a combat environment. Electronic Warfare weapons are not lethal weapons. The General Accounting Office criticized the DOD in 1992 for not developing an effective EW master plan to achieve the intended commonality of equipment and tactics. SEAD aircraft are retiring because the newest fighter and bomber aircraft come with built-in stealth and EW technology. The newest military airlift aircraft comes equipped with ADS equipment. Consequently, no one foresees the need to apply the SEAD role in the humanitarian relief missions.

As the world's major contributor of strategic airlift, the United States must take the leading role in providing force protection for the airlift aircraft. The United States can manage this task by its technical capabilities and current doctrine. The BUR stated that the United States should plan on faster incorporation of technologies into weapons to provide significant advantages to US forces. The technical capabilities related to force protection are EW and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) assets are available today. This equipment has not yet been assessed for its ability to contribute to the humanitarian
assistance mission.

To provide force protection to all aircraft operating through the APODs the JTF can employ UAVs with EW pods. These vehicles are replacing the SEAD aircraft on the battlefield in the EW role. They can just as easily do this mission in the humanitarian assistance environment. UAVs require the same airspace requirements as a low performance aircraft. The UAVs do not give off a clear radar signature and are difficult to acquire visually. This both helps and hinders the JTF.

A small radar signature helps the UAVs by making them difficult to acquire and track by the MANPAD SAM. Therefore, UAVs are harder to shoot down. The lack of a radar signature can also adversely affect the air bridge. This is because the UAV could present a potential hazard to high performance aircraft operating near the APODs. The UAVs need to coordinate their flight plans with the approaching transport aircraft. This is not difficult to resolve since the UAV operators will locate at the APODs, collocated with the tower controllers. The UAV can assist the force protection of all aircraft over the APOD, and not disrupt the flow of relief forces into the theater.

UAVs equipped with jamming pods can deceive and degrade the tracking and guidance systems of the MANPAD SAMs. By using several UAVs, in the same APOD area, it is possible to present the MANPAD SAM from locating the aircraft. The technique of employing several jammers in the same area is referred to as the "n squared rule." Two UAVs with jammers presents four possible targets to the threat radar. Three UAVs present nine targets, etc. to the threat radar. This prevents the tracking radar from acquiring the aircraft, and thus the missile cannot fire effectively at the target. Jamming
equipment aboard transport aircraft has only power enough to protect the individual aircraft. Only SEAD aircraft or UAV jamming pods can accomplish this mission. Because SEAD aircraft are not available for this mission the JTF commander must consider how to include UAVs into the Time Phased Force Development Data List (TPFDDL) early in the deployment.

The personnel and equipment necessary to operate the UAVs will not interfere with the requirement to deliver assistance to the AOR. The UAV teams can break down into force packages that allow 24-hour coverage for the APODs in the AOR. The force packages can fit on three to eight C-141s, depending on the number of APODs covered. UAVs can assist the other air and ground assets in providing force protection for the air bridge into the theater. This is especially true for those aircraft without an ADS—the CRAF and NGO commercial aircraft. Current UAV characteristics, sensors, and equipment is listed in Appendix E. Technical equipment is not a panacea for the force protection requirement. It is just one aspect of the joint package needed to defeat the threat. Doctrine also has an important role.

The last part of the force protection package is the tactics and techniques provided in doctrine and learned in the field. The best method of conducting an analysis of the "battlefield" in the relief AOR is by getting ahead of the time limitation. One method to obtain the initial estimate of the AOR is the HAST. This survey team is a good technique that provides the latest update of the threat to the JTF commander as he puts the final touches on the TPFDDL. The analysis provided by the HAST on the intentions of the various factions in the AOR is invaluable to the JTF commander. It
allows the JTF commander to decide the size of combat force needed to reduce the risk to the US forces.

Once in theater the JTF must rely on other tactics to defeat the threat. At the APODs securing an entire MANPAD SAM free zone is not possible with the limit placed on the force size in theater. Therefore, the JTF must rely on correctly executed tactics to provide this protection. These tactics include patrols, both air and ground, to deny the terrain to the enemy, and establishing a base defense operations center as required by Joint doctrine. These tactics had positive effects during Operation RESTORE HOPE. Whenever a threat is found by the patrols, the location and type of threat must be passed to all aircraft flying into the APOD, not just the military aircraft. This warning will allow the aircraft to avoid the threat. It will also allow them to focus their ADS at the critical time and location to safely enter and exit the APODs.

Establishing a base defense operations center allows for unity of effort in securing the APOD. It ensures all agencies, US, UN, host nation, and relief organizations assume responsibility for base security. Together these technical capabilities, tactics, and techniques will meet the force protection requirement in the future.

Conclusion

During a relief mission the greatest threat to transport aircraft is the MANPAD SAM. The characteristics, capabilities, and numbers of MANPAD SAM available make it an ideal weapon to attack the aircraft in their most vulnerable phases—takeoff and landing. Relying on only self-defense tactics of strategic airlift aircraft is not the correct approach in the humanitarian assistance environment. Transport aircraft require air
defense to protect them in this environment.

Current air defense doctrine is adequate to provide force protection when the JTF commander when there are no limits on combat forces. However, during a humanitarian assistance mission, with its force limitations, doctrine only covers military transport aircraft. Doctrine does not extend to the CRAF and commercial aircraft operating in the relief AOR. The Air Force assumes air superiority, therefore, it does not deploy any SEAD aircraft to support the air bridge. Meanwhile, the Army deploys its forces expecting the Air Force to defend the air bridge because the Air Force is the Service most effected by the threat. Hence, there are not enough ground assets available to provide adequate defense against the MANPAD SAM threat during the relief missions. The AAR for Operation RESTORE HOPE made this clear, and the lessons of Somalia were ignored in Operation SUPPORT HOPE. Tactics, techniques, and procedures are necessary to provide force protection to the strategic airlift aircraft in the humanitarian assistance environment.

Force protection is required during humanitarian assistance missions, as well as during war, for the strategic airlift aircraft based on the potential threat. However, doctrine does not yet recognize this air defense requirement for relief operations. This air defense must not only cover the United States' military aircraft, but also the CRAF and civilian aircraft aiding the relief effort. There is not just one solution to protecting the strategic airlift fleet during humanitarian assistance missions. Technology is not the ultimate solution. An integrated EW master plan to include airlift forces, ADS for transport's self-protection, and tactics to provide force protection in the AOR is required.
The direction and guidance provided in Joint doctrine provides adequate air defense measures for the protection of the military transport aircraft. They do not currently protect all the airlift aircraft operating in this environment.

A sense of urgency to equip the CRAF with ADS capability as part of the CEP is needed. At least, as a minimum, the most crucial part of the CRAF, the long-range international aircraft should receive this self-defense capability. These will be the first aircraft used to deploy troops overseas in a crisis. If these aircraft are destroyed, their loss would significantly reduce the cargo capability of the air bridge. The JTF should insist on these aircraft to deploy his initial forces to the crisis area. These initial forces should consist of HASTs and UAVs with EW pods.

Next, the United States should continue the development of UAVs and their payloads. The UAVs can provide continuous force protection, when integrated with the ground forces, for all aircraft flying into the APODs. The number of aircraft used, and personnel deployed with the UAVs, are small. Hence, UAV deployments will not interfere with the mission to provide rapid humanitarian assistance, nor will they threaten to exceed the force limits for the mission. Since the UAVs have interchangeable payloads they can adapt to the changing threat technology. UAVs should deploy early to the AOR to assist in the force protection of all the airlift aircraft in the theater.

Lastly, the JTF commander should follow Joint doctrine in establishing base defense operations centers and patrol standards. Sending in a HAST early to analyze the situation will allow time for the commander to bring the right forces to the theater to provide the APOD security with these operations centers and patrols. Close coordination
between the air and ground patrols will ensure the LOCs are covered during the critical times when aircraft are flying through the APODs. By applying these recommendations, with current doctrine and military capabilities, it will be possible to provide adequate force protection to the strategic airlift aircraft.
GLOSSARY

AD  Air Defense
ADS  Aircraft Defensive System
AMC  Air Mobility Command
AME  Airlift Mobility Element
AOR  Area of Operations
APOD  Aerial Port of Debarkation
ARM  Anti-Radiation Missile
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CEP  Craf Enhancement Program
CONUS  Continental United States
CRAF  Civil Reserve Air Fleet
DOD  Department of Defense
EW  Electronic Warfare
HAST  Humanitarian Assessment Survey Team
IR  Infrared
JCS  Joint Chiefs of Staff
JRA  Joint Rear Area
JTF  Joint Task Force
LO  Liaison Officer
LOC  Lines of Communication
LOS  Line-of-Sight
MANPAD SAM  Man-Portable Surface-to-Air Missile
MOG  Maximum on the Ground
MRC  Major Regional Conflict
MRS  Mobility Requirements Study
NGO  Non-Governmental Organization
NMS  National Military Strategy
OOTW  Operations Other Than War
RHAW  Radar Homing and Warning
ROE  Rules of Engagement
RPG  Rocked Propelled Grenade
SACLLOS  Semi-Automatic Line-of-Sight
SEAD  Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
SEC DEF  Secretary of Defense
SOFA  Status of Forces Agreement
TPFDDL  Time Phased Force Deployment Data List
UAV  Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UN  United Nations
USTRANSCOM  United States Transportation Command
## Appendix B
### MANPAD SAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMs</th>
<th>SA-14 Strela 2</th>
<th>SA-16A Strela 3</th>
<th>SA-16B Iglą</th>
<th>BOFORS RBS70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code Name</td>
<td>Graal (NATO)</td>
<td>Gremlin (NATO)</td>
<td>Needle (NATO)</td>
<td>Rayrider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) minimum</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) maximum</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) minimum</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) maximum</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed, maximum (m/s)</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>IR/IFF</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lbs)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>-battery good for 11 to 60 seconds -limited to pursuit course -defeated by flares in large amounts -missiles cost $45,000 on black market</td>
<td>-good for side and front shots at 4000 m -IR signal processor defeats flares</td>
<td>-good for side and front shots at 4000 m -IR signal processor defeats flares</td>
<td>-30 seconds to erect and fire -requires clear weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>BOFORS RBS 90</td>
<td>SHORTS</td>
<td>SHORTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Name</td>
<td>Rayrider 2</td>
<td>Blowpipe</td>
<td>Javelin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) minimum</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) maximum</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>4025+</td>
<td>5485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) minimum</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) maximum</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1985+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed, maximum (m/s)</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>TV/IR/Laser</td>
<td>Radio/IFF</td>
<td>IR/SACLOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lbs)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>-can use in any weather</td>
<td>-Thorn EMI ADAD device installed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-can use remote control</td>
<td>-Shows 4 targets at one time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>Shorts</td>
<td>GD FIM-43A</td>
<td>GD FIM-92A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code name</td>
<td>Starstreak</td>
<td>Redeve</td>
<td>Stinger-Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) minimum</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (meters) maximum</td>
<td>6995</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>5030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) minimum</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (meters) maximum</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed, maximum (m/s)</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td>not revealed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACH</td>
<td>4.0+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>IR/SACLOS</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>IR/IFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lbs)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>- Warhead is Kinetic Energy and High Explosive type</td>
<td>- limited to pursuit chase - early model, 1960s</td>
<td>- cannot fire down on target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C
Strategic Airlift Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>C-5</th>
<th>C-17</th>
<th>C-141</th>
<th>KC-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Galaxy</td>
<td>Globemaster III</td>
<td>Starlifter</td>
<td>Extender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range, (NM) maximum unrefueled</td>
<td>2958</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload, maximum (1,000 lbs)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL$^{84}$ (1000 lbs)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo Capability$^{85}$</td>
<td>outsize</td>
<td>outsize</td>
<td>oversize</td>
<td>oversize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallets$^{86}$</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troops, max for overwater flight</td>
<td>73$^1$</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air refuelable</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PAI$^{87}$ in 1995</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS (planned or in place)</td>
<td>AN/AAR-47 AN/ALE-40</td>
<td>AN/AAR-47 AN/ALE-40</td>
<td>AN/AAR-47 AN/ALE-40</td>
<td>AN/AAR-47 AN/ALE-40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{1}$Troop seating in the overhead troop compartment in the tail of the aircraft. 267 additional seats can be configured in the cargo compartment. Field Manual 55-9, p. 2-3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>B-747</th>
<th>DC-8</th>
<th>DC-10</th>
<th>B-707</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range, (NM)</td>
<td>3500+</td>
<td>3500+</td>
<td>3500+</td>
<td>3500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload,</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum (1,000 lbs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL (1000 lbs)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo Capability</td>
<td>oversize</td>
<td>bulk</td>
<td>oversize</td>
<td>oversize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallets</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troops,</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overwater flight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air refuelable</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D
Aircraft Defensive Systems

### Warning Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warning Systems</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN/AAR-44</td>
<td>missile launch warning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/AAR-47</td>
<td>missile warning receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-153</td>
<td>detects missile launch, warns crew, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>directs optional flare launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-156</td>
<td>detects missile launch, warns crew, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>directs optional flare launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALR-56M</td>
<td>RHAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALR-69</td>
<td>RHAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/AVR-2</td>
<td>laser energy detector, warns crew of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beam-riding weapon lock-on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suppression Systems

**Consumables and Decoys (Flares and Chaff)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALE-40</td>
<td>decoy dispenser: set of 4 dispensers of 30 RR-170 chaff cartridges or 15 MJU-7 IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALE-47</td>
<td>replacing the AN/ALE-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-131</td>
<td>combines AN/ALQ-153 and decoy dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM 136A</td>
<td>ARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATIRCM</td>
<td>RHAW, jammer, decoy dispenser, used on large aircraft to protect against MANPAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAMs, on E-8 J-STARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Chaff</td>
<td>presents temporary numerous false targets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48
**Non-Consumables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-144</td>
<td>continuously generates pulses of IR &quot;noise&quot; to produce erroneous guidance signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-157</td>
<td>continuously generates pulses of IR &quot;noise&quot; to produce erroneous guidance signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-172</td>
<td>detector and jammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-178</td>
<td>jammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Extensions</td>
<td>shields engine emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIR</td>
<td>IR jammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN/ALQ-202</td>
<td>autonomous jammer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix E

### UAVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tactica</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High Altitude Long Endurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>EW</td>
<td>EW and anti-radar</td>
<td>EW</td>
<td>EW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (KM)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.150</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (kts)</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>550&lt;20,000'</td>
<td>not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Dormant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload (lbs)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>not stated</td>
<td>not stated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Equipment Baseline

- 8 UAVs
- 1 Launch/Recovery Station
- 1 Payload Transporter
- 4 UAV Transporters
- 14 Personnel
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51. The first task Air Force personnel accomplished in Mogadishu, Somalia was increasing the MOG for the strategic airlift aircraft to increase the cargo throughput. Cirafici, p. 35.


61. Chapter VI of the UN Charter only allows for peaceful settlement of disputes between parties. This chapter restricts US forces from using any force, except in self-defense. Bringing a large force to the theater would violate the intent of the UN Charter, and thus places a constraint on US forces. The other chapter humanitarian relief missions fall under is Chapter VII. Chapter VII allows the United Nations, or nations assigned to its operations, to "take such action ... as may be necessary to maintain or restore international peace and security. This removes most restrictions on the use of force. But the United Nations still controls what force is allowed and when it must be reduced. Operating under Chapter VII allows the United States to bring its superior combat forces to the theater to help end the crisis. Leleand M. Goodrich and Edward Hambro, *Charter of the United Nations*, (Boston, Massachusetts, World Peace Foundation, 1949), pps. 237-259, 276-278.


64. Perry, p. 293.
65. Ibid., pps. 31, 33.

66. SOFAs establish the legal status of the force. As a minimum SOFAs include: the right to carry arms, freedom of movement in the performance of service, use of the airports, and matters of jurisdiction. SOFAs must have the appearance of total neutrality of the force. Consequently, this neutrality makes the JTF vulnerable to attack from all sides, as were the cases in Somalia and Rwanda. Operational law for Commanders (Study Guide), (Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, US Army Command and General Staff College, 1995), pps. 295-6.


68. Goma was on the brink of lawlessness. Random firing after dark was common and crowds milled at all hours, including many armed paramilitary types. Kigali was virtually a ghost town and US forces were restricted to the airport and not allowed to even use patrols like those used in Somalia. The terrain around Bakavu is rolling, steep hills, well compartmented and difficult to patrol and secure. Ibid., pps. 21, 31.


70. Ball, p. 273.

71. Herskovitz, p. 43.

72. Skorupa, pps. 81, 116.

73. Ibid., p. 68.

74. Richardson, pps. 48, 52.

75. "Airborne Electronic Warfare Changes Vex Planners, Pilots and Aggressors," pps. 46, 47.


78. Richardson, p. 54.
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84. ACL is the amount of cargo and passengers, determined by weight cubic displacement, and distance to be flown, that may be transported by specified aircraft. Field Manual 55-9, p. Glossary-3.

85. Bulk cargo is cargo that fits the dimensions of a 463L pallet. Oversize cargo is equipment and material too large to fit on a 463L pallet. Outsize cargo is the largest and heaviest equipment such as M1 main battle tanks, Patriot air defense batteries, bridging equipment, self-propelled guns, or equipment in combat-ready configuration and can only be carried on the C-5 or C-17.

86. The 463L pallet is a flat base used for combining cargo, equipment, or a single load item to facilitate the storing, handling, and air transporting of these items with the AF 463L MHE system. Dimensions are 104" x 84" x 96". Field Manual 55-9, p. Glossary-4.

87. PAI is for active and reserve components. The numbers reflect only combat support and industrial funded aircraft and not development or test aircraft.

89. Passive warning systems notify the crew of: the type of radar; location of the tracking systems, not necessarily the actual firing weapon; and the status of the weapon system—searching, tracking, illuminating or actively guiding a missile. Ball, p. 273.

90. Consumables provide a screen or decoy to the radar operator. These items are designed to be ejected from the aircraft to deny or deceive the threat tracking systems for a limited period of time.

91. Flares emit a large amount of radiation in the sensor bandwidth associated with the engine exhaust temperature range (1,300 to 2,000 degrees Kelvin) making it a more attractive target. Some SAMs with dual spectral sensors are able to detect and discriminate between a flare and the aircraft target. The new "smart" flares depict a more accurate flight trajectory similar to the aircraft to draw the missile away from the target. Herskovitz, p. 43.

92. Chaff is most effective in decoying the SAM in its terminal phase, after it has fired. Chaff causes the missile seeker to lock-on to a false target reflector. There are 14 chaff dispersion variables which include: the radar cross section of the chaff, bloom time, dispensing methods, environmental effects, and fall rate. Chaff may also produce radar reflections over a 48-hour period at distances of hundreds of miles from the original drop site. This may not occur when dropping chaff from lower altitudes, but chaff will inhibit the airport radar from depicting actual aircraft from false targets. A dangerous side effect. Increasing sophistication of moving target indicators processing, i.e. Doppler radar, and other EP measures are making chaff less effective. Ball, p. 297. Herskovitz, p. 42, 44.

93. The "V" stands for vanishing. This newest chaff has its radar-reflecting properties neutralized within three to five minutes after dispersal and their false targets disappear from radar screens. This type of chaff would be more useful on airlifters operating within the airport traffic area than the older, more persistent chaff. Herskovitz, p. 44.

94. "Noise" jammers are used to deceive radars to prevent tracking or to send out false targets to the radars. It is described as "brute force" jamming to simply outshout or mask the echo from the target aircraft. Continuous noise jamming obscures the target echo by showing the radar operator a large area of clutter. The deception part of noise jamming transmits false signals to confuse the threat radar by appearing as one or more false targets. Ibid. p. 277.

96. UAVs are defined as "powered, aerial vehicle that does not carry a human operator, uses aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle lift, can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, can be expendable or recoverable, and can carry a lethal or nonlethal payload. Ballistic or semiballistic vehicles, cruise missiles, and artillery projectiles are not considered UAVs. Joint Pub3-55.1, p. Glossary-4.

97. This is the basic equipment payload and takes between 3 to 8 C-141 load equivalents to deploy to the theater depending on equipment taken. For the HA mission not all the UAVs will be needed for 24-hour operation at 2 to 3 airfields in the theater. Ibid., pps. II-18 to II-20.
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In April 1994, the Army War College's Strategic Studies Institute held its annual Strategy Conference. This year's theme was "The Revolution in Military Affairs: Defining an Army for the 21st Century." Dr. Bruce Hoffman presented this paper as part of a panel examining "New Technologies and New Threats."

Terrorism, of course, is not new. Hoffman warns, however, of the changing nature of terrorism. In the past, terrorists have been motivated by limited political and ideological objectives. Popular images fostered by terrorist events like the bombing of PAN AM Flight 103 and the attack on the Marine Barracks in Beirut notwithstanding, in the past the preponderance of terrorist attacks targeted specific individuals or small groups. The weapons of choice were the pistol, knife, and, on occasion, dynamite. Often the terrorist was a highly-trained individual, a "professional" in pursuit of specific political or ideological objectives.

Hoffman warns that, by comparison, the terrorists of today and tomorrow are amateurs. Furthermore, they are likely to act from religious and racial convictions rather than radical political or ideological motivations. Their objectives may be to kill large numbers of people. Indeed, they may want to annihilate an entire race or religious group. Not only are these amateurs less predictable and, therefore, more difficult to apprehend before the incident occurs, they have at their disposal lethal devices that range from the relatively simple fertilizer bomb to biologically-altered viruses.

Military professionals and civilian planners must contend with warfare at every level. The threat posed by the changing nature of terrorism falls very much within their purview. For that reason, I commend to you the following monograph.

JOHN W. MOUNTCASTLE
Colonel, U.S. Army
Director, Strategic Studies Institute
BRUCE HOFFMAN is Director of the Strategy and Doctrine Program in RAND’s Army Research Division and a member of the senior research staff in RAND’s International Policy Department. He is also associate editor of *Studies in Conflict and Terrorism*, an academic journal published in the United States and England. A graduate of Oxford University (where he undertook his doctoral research), Dr. Hoffman holds degrees in government, history, and international relations. In August 1994 he will take the appointment as Senior Lecturer in International Relations at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland.
The "revolution in military affairs," it is argued, heralds a new era of warfare dominated by the American military's mastery of the conventional battlefield. "Just as gunpowder, the mechanization of battle, and atomic weapons previously changed the fundamental conduct and nature of warfare, so will a combination of technological progress, doctrinal sophistication, and innovative force employment in turn render . . . existing methods of conducting warfare obsolete." The assumption that U.S. armed forces alone will have the capability to harness all the elements of this revolution is in large measure derived from the demonstrated superiority of American combined arms over the much larger Iraqi forces during the 1991 Persian Gulf War.\(^1\) The effect, according to one analysis, will be profound:

In any conventional conflict in which the United States or any of the major Western powers is pitted against a Third World adversary, the outcome is preordained. In effect, the change is so significant that we have returned to the military equation of the 19th century, when colonial wars pitted small numbers of disciplined, well-trained Western troops with rifles against hordes of tribal warriors armed only with shields and spears.\(^2\)

Equally significant, however, is that the revolution in military affairs remains largely confined to the conventional battlefield only. Indeed, as many observers of this phenomenon themselves concede, the revolution will have little, if any, impact on American military capabilities so far as countering terrorism, insurgency, or guerrilla warfare.\(^3\) Hence, while Operation DESERT STORM may be a model for the revolution in military affairs occurring at the mid and high ends of the conflict spectrum, the problems that U.S. forces encountered in Somalia, for example, may be a more accurate and telling model for the types of conflict at the low end of the spectrum.
that U.S. military forces are more likely to find themselves involved. As our frustrating and increasingly forgotten experiences in Vietnam more than a quarter of a century ago demonstrate, this is by no means a new lesson. Indeed, in no realm of conflict today is the asymmetry between American capability and sophistication on the one hand and the crude, even primitive, ability of an adversary to inflict pain on the other perhaps as salient or possibly portentous as with terrorism.

**Trends in Terrorist Tactics.**

The contrast between the means and methods of modern warfare and the tactics and techniques of contemporary terrorism is striking. Whereas technological progress has produced successively more complex, lethally effective and destructively accurate weapons systems that are deployed from a variety of air, land, and sea platforms, terrorism has functioned largely in a technological vacuum, aloof or averse to the continual refinement and growing sophistication of modern warfare.

Terrorists continue to rely, as they have for more than a century, on the same two basic "weapons systems": the gun and the bomb. Admittedly, the guns used by terrorists today have larger ammunition capacities and more rapid rates of fire than the simple revolver the Russian revolutionary Vera Zasulich used in 1878 to assassinate the governor general of St. Petersburg. 4 Similarly, bombs today require smaller amounts of explosives that are exponentially more powerful and more easily concealed than the sticks of TNT with which the Fenian dynamiters terrorized London more than a century ago. 5

The implication of terrorist reliance on these two weapons, however, goes far beyond mere tactical convenience. It also suggests an a priori reluctance or aversion to killing en masse given the comparatively discrete numbers of casualties that can be inflicted with even self-loading, rapid fire automatic weapons or powerful plastic explosives. Despite its popularity as a fictional theme, terrorists in fact have rarely contemplated—much less actively attempted—the infliction of
mass, indiscriminate casualties through the use of chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons. Indeed, of more than 8,000 incidents recorded in *The RAND Chronology of International Terrorism* since 1968, only 52 evidence any indication of terrorists plotting such attacks, attempting to use chemical or biological agents or to steal, or otherwise fabricate on their own nuclear devices. Thus, terrorists seem almost inherently content with the limited killing potential of their handguns and machine guns and the slightly higher rates that their bombs have at times achieved.

This self-imposed restraint is most clearly reflected in the risk-averse tactical repertoire embraced by most terrorist groups. Bombings, for example, account for nearly half (46 percent) of all international terrorist attacks carried out since 1968: a proportion that annually has rarely fallen below 40 percent or exceeded 50 percent. The reliance on bombing by terrorists is not surprising given that bombs provide a dramatic, yet fairly easy and often risk-free means of drawing attention to the terrorists and their causes. Few skills are required to manufacture a crude bomb, surreptitiously plant it, and then be miles away when it explodes. Bombings are usually only one or two or three person jobs and therefore do not require the same organizational expertise, logistics, and knowledge required of more complicated or sophisticated operations, such as kidnapping, barricade and hostage situations, assassination, and assaults against defended targets.

Attacks on installations (including attacks with automatic weapons as well as hand grenades, bazookas, and rocket-propelled grenades, drive-by shootings, arson, vandalism, and sabotage other than bombing) are a distant second to bombing, accounting for 22 percent of all terrorist operations since 1968. Not surprisingly, perhaps, the frequency of various types of terrorist attacks tends to decrease in direct proportion to the complexity or sophistication required. Accordingly, hijackings are the third most common tactic, accounting for only 12 percent; followed by assassination (6 percent); and, kidnapping (1 percent).

The fact that these percentages have remained largely unchanged for more than a quarter of a century (with one
exception) also provides compelling evidence that the vast majority of terrorist organizations are not tactically innovative. Radical in their politics, these groups are equally conservative in their operations, rarely deviating from the familiar and adhering to an established modus operandi that, to their minds at least, minimizes failure and maximizes success. What innovation does occur is mostly in the methods used to conceal and detonate explosive devices, not in their tactics or in their use of nonconventional weapons (i.e., chemical, biological, or nuclear).

Terrorists, therefore, seem to prefer the assurance of modest success to more complicated and complex—but potentially higher pay-off (in terms of casualties and publicity)—operations. Indeed, this explanation possibly accounts for the overall paucity of terrorist "spectaculars" and the mostly limited number of casualties historically inflicted in terrorist attacks (i.e., more often in the tens and twenties, if at all, than in the low hundreds). Indeed, since the beginning of the century fewer than a dozen terrorist incidents have occurred that have resulted in the deaths of more than a 100 persons at one time. The recent spate of suicide bombings in Israel by Palestinians opposed to negotiations to resolve that long-standing conflict underscores this point. Even when a terrorist deliberately sacrifices himself in the course of the attack, seldom does the death toll reach double figures: only seven persons, for example, tragically lost their lives in the incident on April 6; five perished in the following week's attack. The massive car bomb that exploded on Sunday, April 24, 1994, in Johannesburg, South Africa, is another case in point: despite the bombers' obvious intention to inflict mass indiscriminate casualties, only nine persons were killed.

These proclivities, therefore, directly affect, if not limit, the weapons technology that terrorists can and will use. Accordingly, based on the historical record, future terrorist employment of either high-tech weapons systems or weapons of mass destruction (i.e., chemical, biological or nuclear) would appear unlikely. However, both the longevity of this trend and the self-imposed stasis of terrorist technology could change
dramatically as a result of three emerging trends in terrorist activity:

- The resurgence of terrorism motivated by a religious imperative and the implications that it has to trigger future acts of mass, indiscriminate violence;
- The increasing "amateurization" of terrorism—a reflection, in part, of the growth of religious terrorism but which also may contribute to the loosening of previous self-imposed constraints on operations and lethality; and,
- The increasing sophistication and evident growing tactical and technological competence of certain veteran terrorist organizations across the technological spectrum.

The Resurgence of Religious Terrorism.

One of the distinguishing features of international terrorism during the past 15 years has been the resurgence and proliferation of terrorist groups motivated by a religious imperative. In 1968, for example, none of the 11 identifiable terrorist groups active throughout the world could be classified as religious, that is, having aims and motivations reflecting a salient religious character or influence. Not until 1980, as a result of the repercussions from the revolution in Iran the previous year, do the first "modern" religious terrorist groups appear. Even so, despite the large increase in the total number of identifiable international terrorist groups and concomitant increase of ethnic separatist organizations (from 3 to 32), only 2 of the 64 groups are predominantly religious in character and motivation (al-Dawa and the Committee for Safeguarding the Islamic Revolution). Twelve years later, however, the number of religious terrorist groups has increased nearly six-fold while—at a time of increasingly strident assertions of ethnic, national, and cultural uniqueness—the number of ethnic-separatist terrorist groups has declined and—notwithstanding the end of the cold war—the number of Marxist-Leninist-Maoist (or some idiosyncratic interpretation of those dicta) has remained unchanged.
The implications of terrorism motivated by a religious imperative for higher levels of lethality is evidenced by the violent record of various Shi'a Islamic groups. Although these organizations committed only 8 percent of all international terrorist incidents since 1982, they are nonetheless responsible for 28 percent of the total number of deaths. Moreover, contrary to its depiction and discussion in Western news accounts, terrorism motivated by religion is by no means a phenomenon restricted to Islamic terrorist groups exclusively in the Middle East. Many of the characteristics of Shi'a terrorist groups, such as the legitimization of violence based on religious precepts, the sense of profound alienation and isolation, and the attendant preoccupation with the elimination of a broadly defined category of "enemies," are also apparent among militant Christian white supremacists in the United States, in at least some radical Jewish messianic terrorist movements in Israel, and among some radical Sikh movements in India.

The fact that for many of these groups the elimination of whole segments of society is a major objective of their terrorist campaigns implies an almost axiomatic attempt to use weapons of mass destruction, including chemical or biological warfare agents or radioactive materials. During the past decade, for example, religious terrorists or members of various "cults" have come closest to crossing the threshold of terrorist use of bona fide weapons of mass destruction. They have, for example, either attempted or at least pursued the idea of:

- Poisoning the water supplies of major American urban centers;
- Dispersing toxic chemicals through internal building ventilation systems;
- Blowing up a religious shrine in hopes of provoking a cataclysmic "holy war;"
- Staging indiscriminate, wanton simultaneous bombings of crowded, busy urban centers; and,
- Contaminating food in public restaurants.
That terrorists motivated by a religious imperative can contemplate such massive acts of death and destruction is a reflection of their belief that violence is a sacramental act or a divine duty. Terrorism thus assumes a transcendental dimension, and its perpetrators are seemingly unconstrained by the political, moral, or practical constraints that affect other terrorists. Whereas secular terrorists generally consider indiscriminate violence immoral and counterproductive, religious terrorists regard such violence as both morally justified and a necessary expedient for the attainment of their goals. Religious and secular terrorists also have different perceptions of themselves and their violent acts. Secular terrorists regard violence as a way of instigating the correction of a flaw in a system that is basically good or to foment the creation of a new system. Religious terrorists, on the other hand, regard themselves not as components of a system, but as "outsiders" seeking vast changes in the existing order. This sense of alienation enables the religious terrorist to contemplate far more destructive and deadly types of terrorist operations than secular terrorists and indeed to embrace a far more open-ended category of "enemies" for attack: basically anyone who is not a member of their particular sect or religious movement.

Given this constellation of characteristics and convergence of motives and capabilities, religious terrorists therefore appear as the most likely terrorist entity to eventually succeed in affecting some dramatic act of violence using a weapon of mass destruction.

The "Amateurization" of Terrorism.

A series of terrorist incidents that occurred in the United States during 1993 suggest that we may have to revise our notions of the stereotypical terrorist organization.

In the past, terrorist groups were recognizable as a group of individuals belonging to an organization with a well-defined command and control apparatus, who had been previously trained (however rudimentarily) in the technique and tactics of terrorism, were engaged in conspiracy...
avocation, living underground and constantly planning or plotting terrorist attacks at times under the direct control, or operating at the express behest, of a foreign government. The amateurish World Trade Center bombers, however, may be the model of a new kind of terrorist group: a more or less ad hoc amalgamation of like-minded individuals sharing a common religion, the same friends and frustrations, perhaps having family ties as well, who simply gravitate toward one another for specific, perhaps even one-time, operations. Rather than being tightly controlled from abroad, these new part-time terrorists and independent free-lance groups are more likely to be only indirectly connected to a central command authority or a foreign government.

Moreover, since this more amorphous and perhaps even transitory type of group will lack the "footprints" or modus operandi of an actual, existing terrorist organization, it is likely to prove more difficult for law enforcement to get a firm idea or build a complete picture of the dimensions of their intentions and capabilities. Indeed, as one New York City police officer only too presciently observed two months before the Trade Center attack: it wasn't the established terrorist groups—with known or suspected members and patterns—that worried him, but the hitherto unknown "splinter groups," composed of new or marginal members from an older group, that suddenly surface out of nowhere to attack.

Essentially part-time time terrorists, such loose groups of individuals may be—as the World Trade Center bombers themselves appear to have been—indirectly influenced or remotely controlled by some foreign government or nongovernmental entity. The suspicious transfer of funds from banks in Iran and Germany to a joint account maintained by the accused bombers in New Jersey just before the Trade Center blast may illustrate this more indirect or circuitous foreign connection. Moreover, the fact that two Iraqi nationals—Ramzi Ahmed Yousef and Abdul Rahman Yasin—implicated in the Trade Center conspiracy, fled the United States (presumably to Iraq), in one instance just before the bombing and in the other shortly after the first arrests, increases suspicion that the incident may not only have been
orchestrated from abroad but may in fact have been an act of state-sponsored terrorism. Thus, in contrast to its depiction in the press as an incident of terrorism perpetrated by a group of "amateurs" acting either entirely on their own or, as one of the bomber's defense attorneys portrayed his client as being manipulated by a "devious, evil . . . genius" (Yousef), the genesis of the Trade Center attack may be far more complex.

This use of amateur terrorists as "dupes" or "cut-outs" to mask the involvement of some foreign patron or government could therefore greatly benefit terrorist state sponsors who could more effectively conceal their involvement and thus avoid potential military retaliation by the victim country and diplomatic or economic sanctions from the international community. Moreover, the prospective state sponsor's connection could be further obscured by the fact that much of the "amateur" terrorists equipment, resources and even some funding could be self-generating. The explosive device used in the World Trade Center bomb—constructed out of ordinary, commercially-available materials, including lawn fertilizer (urea nitrate) and diesel fuel and costing less than $400 to construct—illustrates this potential. Indeed, despite the Trade Center bombers' almost comical ineptitude in avoiding capture, they were still able to shake an entire city's—if not country's—complacency. Moreover, the single bomb used by these "amateurs" proved just as deadly and destructive as the more "high-tech" bombs constructed out of military ordnance, with timing devices powered by computer micro chips and detonated by sophisticated timing mechanisms used by their "professional" counterparts. It killed six persons, injured more than a 1,000 others, gouged out a 180-ft wide crater six stories deep, and caused an estimated $550 million in both damages to the twin towers and in lost revenue to the businesses housed there.

In this respect, this new breed of terrorists may represent even more of a threat than their predecessors. While less control from some central command authority may indeed be exerted, this may also result in fewer constraints on the terrorists' operations and targets and fewer inhibitions on their desire to inflict indiscriminate casualties. It is suspected that
the bombers' intent in attacking the World Trade Center was to bring down one of the twin towers. Significant also is that rather than having been deterred or otherwise affected by the rapidity with which the FBI and other authorities "cracked" the Trade Center case, the 15 individuals implicated in the follow-on plot, uncovered in June 1993, to obtain the release of the Trade Center bombers, had plotted even more egregious acts of violence. These included the simultaneous bombing of the Holland and Lincoln tunnels and George Washington Bridge used daily by thousands of commuters between New Jersey and Manhattan; a car-bomb attack in the United Nations building underground garage; a forced entry machine-gun and hand grenade assault on the Federal Building in lower Manhattan housing the FBI New York headquarters; and the assassinations of U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros Ghali, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, New York Senator Alfonse D'Amato, and Brooklyn assemblyman Dov Hikind.

The characteristics and attendant applications of this "amateurization" of terrorism was further demonstrated by the rash of independent, unconnected acts of "teenage" terrorism that occurred in California and Washington State last summer. The first incident involved the 20-year-old leader of a self-styled terrorist group calling itself the "Fourth Reich Skinheads" and his 17-year-old co-conspirator, who were arrested in Los Angeles and charged with planning a series of bombings against a variety of Jewish targets that would culminate in a machine-gun and hand grenade assault against a South Central Los Angeles church as its worshippers emerged from Sunday services. The operation had to be postponed, however, after one of the conspirators was refused permission by his parents to borrow the family car for the attack.

That same month, in an unrelated incident, a 19-year-old was arrested and charged with bombing a Tacoma, Washington, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) meeting hall as the opening salvo in a terrorist campaign directed against rap stars, synagogues and military installations throughout the Pacific Northwest. Finally, in November, the putative leader of another teenage white supremacist group, the "Aryan Liberation Front," was
arrested in Northern California and charged with five fire bombings of a synagogue, local office of the NAACP, the home of an Asian-American local politician, and the state office that handles discrimination claims in Sacramento.\textsuperscript{45} The youth—who turned 18 the day after his arrest—had called a television station after one attack to announce that, "The A.L.F. takes full responsibility for the attack and promises to contribute to armed struggles whether it be by rocks, Molotov cocktails, bombs, guns, to effect the change in Jew capitalism and America politically."\textsuperscript{46}

In the past, terrorism was not just a matter of having the will and motivation to act, but of having the capability to do so, the requisite training, access to weaponry, and operational knowledge. Today, however, it is clear that the means and methods of terrorism are readily available and accessible to anyone with a grievance, agenda or purpose or any idiosyncratic combination of the above. Whether abetted tacitly or actively by a foreign patron or facilitated by commercially obtainable published bomb-making manuals and operational guidebooks, the "amateur" terrorist can be just as—and perhaps even more—deadly and destructive than his more "professional" counterpart. Given the inherent difficulty in tracking and anticipating this category of adversary—as opposed to the often more established modus operandi and patterns of existing terrorist groups—this new breed of terrorist may pose a greater threat in the future.\textsuperscript{47}

Improved "Professionalism" of Terrorists.

Paradoxically, while on the one hand terrorism frequently attracts "amateurs," on the other, the sophistication and operational competence of "professional" terrorists is also increasing. The professionals are becoming demonstrably more adept in their trade craft of death and destruction; more formidable in terms of their abilities of tactical modification, adjustment and innovation; and able to operate for sustained periods of time while avoiding detection, interception and arrest or capture. More disquieting, these "professional" terrorists seem to be considerably more ruthless as well.
An almost Darwinian principle of natural selection appears to distinguish subsequent generations of existing terrorist groups, whereby every new terrorist generation learns from its predecessors, becoming smarter, tougher, and more difficult to capture or eliminate. For terrorists, intelligence is not only an essential prerequisite for a successful operation, but a sine qua non for survival. Successor generations, therefore, routinely study the "lessons" from mistakes made by former comrades who have been either killed or apprehended. Press accounts, judicial indictments, courtroom testimony, and trial transcripts are meticulously culled for information on security force tactics and methods and are absorbed by surviving group members.

According to one German government official, terrorists belonging to the Red Army Faction (RAF), for example, "closely study every court case against them to discover their weak spots." Whereas, in the past, German police could usually obtain fingerprints from the bottom of toilet seats or the inside of refrigerators, RAF terrorists today apply a special ointment to their fingers that, after drying, prevents fingerprints and thus thwarts identification and incrimination. As a spokesperson for the Bundeskriminalamt lamented, "The 'Third Generation' learnt a lot from the mistakes of its predecessors and about how the police works . . . they now know how to operate very carefully." Indeed, according to a former member of the organization, Peter Juergen Brock, currently serving the seventh year of a life sentence for murder, the group "has reached maximum efficiency." Similar accolades have also been bestowed on the latest generation of Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) fighters. The former General Officer Commanding British Forces in Northern Ireland, General Sir John Wilsey, has described the PIRA as "an absolutely formidable enemy. The essential attributes of their leaders are better than ever before. Some of their operations are brilliant in terrorist terms." Even the PIRA's comparatively unsophisticated Loyalist terrorist counterparts are on such a "learning curve as well." As one Royal Ulster Constabulary police officer has noted, the Protestant groups "[m]ore and more . . . are running their
operations from small cells, on a need to know basis. They have cracked down on loose talk. They have learned how to destroy forensic evidence. And if you bring them in for questioning, they say nothing.⁵³

Not only are successor generations often smarter than their predecessors, but they also tend to be both more sophisticated and ruthless as well as less idealistic. For some, in fact, violence becomes almost an end in itself—cathartic release, a self-satisfying blow struck against the hated "system"—rather than being regarded as the deliberate means to a specific political end embraced by previous generations.⁵⁴ A dedicated "hard core" of some 20 to 30 terrorists today, for example, compose a third generation of Germany's RAF. In contrast to the group's first generation, who more than 20 years ago embarked on an anti-establishment campaign of nonlethal bombings and arson attacks, the present generation has pursued a strategy of cold-blooded assassination.⁵⁵

During the past 7 years the RAF has murdered six prominent, heavily guarded, Germans. Indeed, the group's almost relentless targeting of well-protected individuals sets it apart from the vast majority of terrorist organizations who typically aim for the "softer" (i.e., easily accessed) rather than "harder" target.⁵⁶ The RAF's last victim was Detlev Rohwedder, a wealthy industrialist and chairman of the Treuhandanstalt, or Public Trustee, the government agency charged with overseeing the economic transition of eastern Germany. Rohwedder was killed in April 1991 while he sat in his study with a shot fired from a high-powered rifle.⁵⁷ In December 1989, financier and Deutsche Bank president Alfred Herrhausen was assassinated when a state-of-the-art remote control bomb concealed in a parked bicycle and triggered by a light beam was detonated just as Herrhausen's car passed.⁵⁸ A similar device was used the following July in an attempt to assassinate Germany's top government counterterrorist official, Hans Neusel.⁵⁹ Almost as disturbing as the assassinations themselves is the fact that, until this past summer, the perpetrators—and their fellow conspirators—had eluded what is perhaps the most sophisticated antiterrorist machinery in the world.⁶⁰
The PIRA's relentless quest to pierce the armor protecting both the security forces in Northern Ireland and the most senior government officials in England illustrates the professional evolution and increasing operational sophistication of a terrorist group. The first generation of early 1970s' PIRA devices were often little more than crude antipersonnel bombs, consisting of a handful of roofing nails, wrapped around a lump of plastic explosive and detonated simply by lighting a fuse. Time-bombs from the same era were hardly more sophisticated. They typically were constructed from a few sticks of dynamite and commercial detonators stolen from construction sites or rock quarries and attached to ordinary battery powered alarm clocks. Neither device was very reliable and often put the bomber at considerable risk. The process of placing and actually lighting the first type of device carried with it the inherent potential to attract undesired attention while affording the bomber little time to effect the attack and make good his or her escape. Although the second type of device was designed to mitigate precisely this danger, its timing and detonation mechanism was often so crude that accidental or premature explosions were not infrequent, thus causing some terrorists inadvertently to kill themselves.61

In hopes of obviating, or at least reducing, these risks, the PIRA's bombmakers invented a means of detonating bombs from a safe distance using the radio controls for model aircraft purchased at hobby shops. Scientists and engineers working in the British Ministry of Defence's (MoD) scientific research and development (R&D) division in turn developed a system of electronic countermeasures and jamming techniques for the Army that effectively thwarted this means of attack.62 However, rather than abandon this tactic completely, the PIRA began to search for a solution. In contrast to the state-of-the-art laboratories, huge budgets, and academic credentials of their government counterparts, PIRA's own R&D department toiled in cellars beneath cross-border safe houses and backrooms of urban tenements for 5 years before devising a network of sophisticated electronic switches for their bombs that would ignore or bypass the Army's electronic countermeasure 3.63
Once again, the MoD scientists returned to their laboratories. They emerged with a new system of electronic scanners able to detect radio emissions the moment the radio is switched on, just tens of seconds before the bomber can actually transmit the detonation signal. The almost infinitesimal window of time provided by this "early warning" of impending attack is just sufficient to allow Army technicians to activate a series of additional electronic measures to neutralize the transmission signal and render detonation impossible.

For a time, this countermeasure proved effective as well. But within the past 2 years the PIRA has discovered a means to outwit even this countermeasure. Utilizing radar detectors, such as those employed by motorists in the United States, in 1991 the group's bombmakers fabricated a detonating system that can be triggered by the same type of hand-held radar gun used by police throughout the world to catch speeding motorists. Since the radar gun can be aimed at its target before being switched on, and the signal that it transmits is nearly instantaneous, no practical means currently exists that allows the time needed either to detect or intercept the transmission signal. More recently, PIRA R&D units have developed yet another means to detonate bombs using a photo flash "slave" unit that can be triggered from a distance of up to 800 meters by a flash of light. The device, which sells for between 60 and 70 English pounds, is used by commercial photographers to produce simultaneous flashes during photo shoots. The PIRA bombers attach the unit to the detonating system on a bomb and then simply activate it with a commercially-available, ordinary flashgun.

As with the new "photo flash" means of detonation, the sophistication of a device is often its very simplicity. In recent years, for example, the PIRA has mounted a highly effective campaign of "economic warfare" using simple incendiary devices left in Belfast and London department stores. These use a plastic cassette tape container, a miniature detonator, a timing device powered by a radio battery, a small amount of plastic explosive or explosive power, two or three capsules of lighter fuel and some paper to ensure combustion. The devices are small, highly portable, easily constructed and planted. They
are nearly risk-free to the bomber as the timer can usually be set for up to 12 hours. The cost is less than 5 pounds to produce. Thus far these bombs have caused more than $15 million in property damage. The process of planting the devices is typically a one person job, but allows that person potentially to operate without detection over a wide area and thus create an impression "of a concerted attack involving a large team."

On a larger scale, bombs constructed out of ordinary, commercially-available fertilizer (such as was used in the World Trade Center bombing) have devastated commercial districts both in Northern Ireland and in England. In April 1992, in what was described "as the most powerful explosion in London since World War II," a bomb constructed with up to a ton of fertilizer exploded outside the Baltic Exchange building in the heart of the city's financial center, killing three persons, wounding 90 others, and leaving a 12-foot wide crater. It caused $1.25 billion in damage. Exactly a year later, a similar bomb devastated the nearby Bishops Gate district, killing one person and injuring 40 others. Initial estimates put the damage at $1.5 billion. Long a staple of PIRA operations, fertilizer costs on average 1 percent of a comparable amount of plastic explosive. However, after adulteration, fertilizer is far less powerful than plastic explosive. Semtex explodes at about 8,000 yards a second and has a high explosive rating of 1.3; improvised explosives explode at only about 3,000 yards a second and range between 0.25 and 0.8 in rating. It also tends to cause more damage than plastic explosives because the energy of the blast is sustained and less controlled. Not surprisingly, therefore, the PIRA bombers have earned a reputation for their innovative expertise, adaptability, and cunning. "There are some very bright people around," the British Army's Chief Ammunitions Technical Officer (CATO) in Northern Ireland recently remarked. "I would rate them very highly for improvisation. PIRA bombs are very well made." A similar accolade is offered by the staff officer of the British Army's 321 Explosives and Ordinance Disposal Company: "We are dealing with the first division," he said. "I don't think there is any organisation in the world as cunning as the IRA. They have had 20 years at it and they have learned from their
experience. We have a great deal of respect for their skills... not as individuals, but their skills. While not yet nearly as good as the PIRA, the province's Loyalist terrorist groups are themselves reportedly on a "learning curve": becoming increasing adept in the construction, concealment and surreptitious placement of bombs.

Even attacks that are not successful in conventionally-understood military terms of casualties inflicted or assets destroyed can still be a success for the terrorists provided that they are technologically daring enough to garner media and public attention. Indeed, the terrorist group's fundamental organizational imperative is to act even if their action is not completely successful, but still brings them publicity. This imperative also drives the persistent search for new ways to overcome, circumvent or defeat governmental security and countermeasures. Thus, while the PIRA failed to kill then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher at the Conservative Party's 1984 conference in Brighton, the technological ingenuity involving the bomb's placement at the conference site weeks before the event and its detonation timing device powered by a computer microchip nonetheless succeeded in capturing the world's headlines and providing the PIRA with a platform from which to warn Mrs. Thatcher and all other British leaders: "Today we were unlucky, but remember we only have to be lucky once--you will have to be lucky always." Similarly, although the remote control mortar attack staged by the PIRA on No. 10 Downing Street--as Prime Minister John Major and his Cabinet met at the height of the 1991 Gulf War--failed to hit its intended target, the attack nonetheless successfully elbowed the war out of the limelight and shone renewed media attention on the terrorists, their cause and their impressive ability to strike at the nerve center of the British government even at a time of heightened security. The PIRA's impressive ability to capture headlines with daring, clever operations was most recently demonstrated by the series of remote control mortar attacks on London's Heathrow Airport in March. Three attacks in five days nearly paralyzed all air traffic and provided the terrorists with an ideal propaganda vehicle demonstrating terrorism's ineluctable paradox: that terrorists can attack anywhere at
anytime while the government’s security forces are powerless and unable to protect every conceivable target all the time.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{Conclusion.}

What do these trends suggest for the future? First, terrorists will continue to rely on the same two basic weapons that they have used successfully for more than a century: the gun and the bomb. What changes we will see will be more in the realm of clever adaptations or modifications to existing "off the shelf" technology (such as the PIRA is so accomplished at) or the continued utilization of readily-available, commercially-purchased materials that can be fabricated into crude—but lethally effective and damaging—weapons (such as the explosive device used by the World Trade Center bombers). Their preference for this traditional arsenal is a reflection of an operational conservatism imposed by the terrorist organizational imperative to succeed. For this reason, terrorists must always keep ahead of the technology curve. Thus, when confronted by new security measures, terrorists will seek to find and exploit new vulnerabilities or else simply change their tactics accordingly.

Second, the sophistication of these devices will be in their simplicity. Unlike military ordnance, such as plastic explosive, for example, the materials used in "home-made" bombs are both readily- and commercially-available, thus they are perfectly legal to possess until actually concocted or assembled into a bomb. These materials are also far more difficult to trace or for experts to obtain a "signature." For example, the type of explosive used in the 1988 in-flight bombing of Pan Am 103 was Semtex H, a plastic explosive manufactured in Czechoslovakia and sold primarily to other former-Warsaw Pact countries during the cold war as well as to such well-known state sponsors of terrorism as Libya, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and North Korea. Thus, for foreign governments seeking to commission terrorist attacks or use terrorists as surrogate warriors, the terrorists' use of such "home-made" materials carries with it both advantage and appeal in possibly enabling the state sponsor to avoid military retaliation or international sanction.
Third, a combination of the resurgence of terrorism motivated by a religious imperative, the proliferation of "amateur" terrorist groups, and the growing sophistication of established, more "professional" groups is likely to lead to higher levels of lethality and destruction than in the past. The erosion of the self-imposed constraints that have hitherto inhibited the infliction of mass, indiscriminate casualties by terrorists is evident in each of these categories. Indeed, terrorism today increasingly reflects a deadly mixture of all three: it is perpetrated by "amateurs"; motivated by religious enmity, blind hatred or a mix of individually idiosyncratic motivations; and conceivably exploited or manipulated by terrorist "professionals" and their state sponsors. In this respect, the availability of relatively sophisticated, off-the-shelf weaponry such as hand-held, precision-guided surface-to-air missiles, or the relative ease with which chemical or biological warfare agents can be manufactured, suggests that terrorists possessing this constellation of characteristics would have little trouble crossing into the domain of either "high tech" weaponry or weapons of mass destruction.9

Moreover, the post-cold war new world order and attendant possibilities and payoffs of independence, sovereignty, and power may entice both new and would-be nations along with the perpetually disenfranchised to embrace terrorism as a solution to, or vehicle for the realization of their dreams. Today, when old empires and countries are crumbling and new ones are being built, the possession of a nuclear bomb or the development of a chemical or biological warfare capability may thus become increasingly attractive either to new nations seeking to preserve their sovereignty or to would-be nations seeking to attain their independence. In both instances, terrorists may find new roles for their skills and expertise. Terrorists may be employed by countries either to steal nuclear weapons or strategic material from another country, or they may be paid to stage a covert nuclear, chemical, or biological attack to conceal the involvement or complicity of their state patron. In this respect, the lessons of Iraq's overt invasion of Kuwait loom large. In the future, terrorists may become the "ultimate fifth column": a clandestine, cost-effective force used
to wage war covertly against more powerful rivals or to subvert neighboring countries or hostile regimes.

By the same token, ethnic/religious fanaticism—as previously noted—could more easily allow terrorists to overcome the psychological barriers to mass murder than could a radical political agenda. A terrorist group of religious zealots, with state support, in a context of ongoing violence (i.e., the civil wars occurring in the former Yugoslavia or some new internecine conflict in one of the former Soviet Union’s republics) could see the acquisition and use of a chemical, biological, or nuclear capability as a viable option. State sponsorship, in particular, could provide terrorists with the incentives, capabilities, and resources they previously lacked for undertaking an ambitious operation in any of these domains. Combined with intense ethnic enmity or a strong religious imperative, this could prove deadly.

One final observation seems in order: while the volume of worldwide terrorism fluctuates from year to year, one enduring feature is that Americans remain favored targets of terrorists abroad. Since 1968, the United States has annually headed the list of countries whose nationals and property are most frequently attacked by terrorists. This is a phenomenon attributable as much to the geographical scope and diversity of America’s overseas commercial interests and the large number of its military bases on foreign soil as to U.S. stature as a superpower and leader of the free world. Terrorists, therefore, are attracted to American interests and citizens abroad precisely because of the plethora of readily available targets. Many terrorists believe that it is easier to operate against Americans overseas than it is to strike at targets in the United States. Furthermore, there is the symbolic value inherent in any blow struck against U.S. “imperialism,” “expansionism,” or “economic exploitation.” Almost obligingly, the American press can be counted upon to provide publicity and exposure for any attack on an American target, especially if there are civilian casualties. These reasons suggest that, despite the end of both the cold war and the ideological polarization that divided the world, the United States will nonetheless remain an attractive target for terrorists seeking
to call attention to themselves and their causes. Moreover, as the only superpower, the United States may likely be blamed for more of the world’s ills, and therefore could be the focus of more terrorist attacks than before.82
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ABSTRACT: (U) The bombing of the Federal Building in Oklahoma City has highlighted the complexity of political extremism. Until then, the United States focused its attention on foreign terrorists, particularly the so called Islamic fundamentalists. Undue emphasis on this “foreign connection” can make it appear that only Middle Eastern terror is of consequence. This report resulted from a November 1994 conference cosponsored by the Strategic Studies Institute; the Institute for National Security Studies at the U.S. Air Force Academy; and the Georgia Institute of Technology. A number of terrorist-related issues were considered. The emphasis was on international terror, but the threat of domestic extremism was also examined.

DESCRIPTORS: (U) *FOREIGN POLICY, *NATIONAL SECURITY, *TERRORISM, TERRORISTS, UNITED STATES, POLICIES, FOREIGN, ATTENTION, URBAN AREAS, GEORGIA, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY, OKLAHOMA.
ABSTRACT: (U) This periodical is the quarterly journal of the U.S. Army War College. Partial Contents of the Spring 1995 issue include: Dealing Realistically with Fratricide; Challenges of Ethnic Strife and Humanitarian Relief; Ethnic Conflict--The Perils of Military Intervention; New Global Communities: Nongovernmental Organizations in International Decision Making Institutions; Threat Parameters to Operations Other Than War; The International Humanitarian Response System; Does China Threaten Asia Pacific Stability?; MacArthur, Stilwell, and Special Operations in the War Against Japan. Includes Book Reviews. Parameters is a journal of ideas and issues, providing a forum for the expression of mature professional thought on the art and science of land warfare, joint and combined matters, national and international security affairs, military strategy, military leadership and management, military history, military ethics, and other topics of significant and current interest to the U.S. Army and the Department of Defense. It serves as a vehicle for continuing the education, and thus the professional development, of War College graduates and other military officers and civilians concerned with military affairs.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The author argues that two Arab religious 
organizations--Hamas, operating in Israel-occupied territories 
of Gaza and the West Bank, and Hizbollah, operating in 
southern Lebanon--are more dangerous to U.S. interests than 
heretofore has been thought. They are not mere terrorist 
groups, but part of a universal movement that has succeeded 
in mobilizing elements previously suppressed throughout the 
Middle East, and is attempting to radicalize the whole Arab 
world. This study seeks to alert U.S. policy makers and 
military leaders to the larger potential danger posed by Hamas 
and Hizbollah.
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ABSTRACT: (U) Is Islam a Threat to the West? Maybe (Maybe Not).
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ABSTRACT: (U) The Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, analytic agencies supporting the Service staffs, and military educational institutions support the defense planning, programming, and budgeting process with a variety of automated decision aids. Based on a survey of these organizations, we conclude that currently used decision aids cover Special Operations Forces (SOF) missions inadequately: counter terrorism is not covered. Special reconnaissance is partially covered by some models, except that beach reconnaissance is only scripted. Direct action is partially covered by some models, except that recovery of personnel and material is not covered. Unconventional warfare is not covered. Foreign internal defense is partially covered by two models offering extremely different perspectives.
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ABSTRACT: (U) This study examines and analyzes the current status of the Marine Expeditionary Unit Special Operations Capable, or MEU (SOC) program. A detailed analysis was conducted of each of the 21 missions for validity and relevance as MEU (SOC) missions. The methodology used in conducting the research included the issuing of 125 survey questionnaires to Marine Corps field grade officers. This survey asked the respondents to rank each mission in order of importance to the Marine Corps, and comment on its inclusion as a MEU (SOC) mission. The study found that only four of the 21 missions warranted inclusion as truly special operations missions. The study recommended that the remaining 17 missions be deleted from the list of MEU (SOC) missions and be renamed as MAGTF capabilities. This recommendation was based upon their not meeting a series of four established criteria. The missions that were recommended to be retained as MEU (SOC) missions were: (1) in-extremis hostage rescue, (2) tactical and clandestine recovery operations, (3) maritime interdiction operations, and (4) gas and oil platform seizure operations.
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ABSTRACT: (U) Terrorism is a quintessential psychological operation involving the use of violence to convey a message to multiple audiences. As a psychological operation, terrorism produces two effects; one propaganda and the other psychological warfare. The propaganda effects are informative, persuasive, or compelling among neutral, friendly or potentially friendly target audiences. The psychological warfare effects are provocative, disruptive, and coercive among enemy or hostile target audiences. By comparing the Zionist and the Palestinian terrorist campaigns, this thesis demonstrates how terrorism produces psychological warfare and propaganda effects on multiple audiences and the consequences of each. The success of the Jewish resistance resulted from a strategy of terrorism that identified the psychological vulnerabilities of certain audiences, controlled for the psychological warfare and propaganda effects on those audiences, and anticipated audience response. By comparison, the Palestinian resistance did not control for the psychological warfare and propaganda effects on multiple audiences. Palestinian terrorism was exclusively psychological warfare, which failed to propagandize the cause beyond their national constituency. In either case, the success or failure of terrorism should be understood in part by viewing their campaigns of terror through the prism of psychological operations.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The demise of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact left the United States with no single identifiable threat. The 'victory' of the Cold War has not provided the U.S. with a significant 'peace dividend' as predicted, but instead presents an unstable and uncertain world. Future conflicts may present U.S. forces with enemies which do not represent traditional nation states but are instead formed from ethnic, religious, tribal, criminal, or corporate based groups. The current intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) process provides a useful framework for organizing information required by future commanders. What is lacking, however, is an appreciation for all of the intangible factors which may influence that battlefield based on the potential disparity of actors involved.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The author examines the changing nature of terrorism. In comparison to professional terrorists pursuing specific political or ideological objectives, today's amateurs often act from religious or racial convictions. Their objective may be to kill large numbers of people. They are less predictable and, therefore, more difficult to apprehend before the incident occurs, and have lethal devices ranging from the relatively simple fertilizer bomb to biologically-altered viruses. Since the United States will remain an attractive target, we need to understand and prepare for this new kind of terrorism.

ABSTRACT: (U) Many American strategic thinkers believe that we are in the beginning stages of a historical revolution in military affairs (RMA). This will not only change the nature of warfare, but also alter the global geopolitical balance. To date, most attention has fallen on the opportunities provided by the RMA rather than its risks, costs, and unintended consequences. In the arena of conflict short of war, these risks, costs, and unintended consequences may outweigh the potential benefits. The Cold War notion of conflict short of war is obsolete. Politically and militarily, the Third World of the future will be full of danger. The future will most likely be dominated by peace enforcement in failed states, new forms of insurgency and terrorism, and 'gray area phenomena.' Many if not most Third World states will fragment into smaller units. Ungovernability and instability will be the norm with power dispersed among warlords, primal militias, and well-organized politico-criminal organizations. U.S. policy in the Third World is likely to be more selective and the U.S. homeland may no longer provide sanctuary. Renewed external support will restore the lagging proficiency of insurgents and terrorists. Emerging technology will have less impact on conflict short of war than on conventional, combined-arms warfare. It will, however, have some role.
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ABSTRACT: (U) This thesis shows how a government actor can use systems theory to hasten the decline of a terrorist group. The author assumes terrorist groups are social organizations; therefore, terrorist groups come to value organizational survival over ideological or programmatic achievements. The same determinants that cause social organizations to decline will cause terrorist organizations to decline. Using systems theory to model terrorism as a system, it is possible to show how to influence these determinants to increase the terrorist group’s rate of decline. The systems model allows a government actor to build intervention strategies tailored to counter a specific terrorist organization. The government actor can use the model to identify and then target the terrorist’s weak points. It also enables the government actor to determine its own strengths and to use them against the terrorist system weak points. Finally, the analysis tests the model against case studies of the Red Brigades in Italy, and the Front De Liberation du Quebec (FLQ) in Canada. A case study of Abu Nidal tests the proposition that terrorist groups, like other social organizations, eventually come to value organizational survival over ideological or programmatic achievements.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The potential for conflict between the United States and terrorist groups is higher than in the recent past. This thesis attempts to understand the underlying causes for the rise and fall of terrorist groups by developing a theory that explains the evolution of their life cycles. This thesis argues that once organizational issues take priority over instrumental ones terrorism becomes self-defeating and survival threatening for the terrorist group. Since this priority shift occurs as a natural consequence of their internal dynamics, the seeds of a terrorist group’s destruction exist within the group itself. Factors external to the terrorist group, however, can suppress the germination of those seeds and allow the group to survive. The dynamic interaction of these internal and external influences shapes a terrorist group’s life cycle. Understanding the nature of this process is important for the design of counter-terrorist policy.
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ABSTRACT: (U) The Disintegration of the Soviet Union and the disenfranchisement of its former surrogates, may increase the need for an effective military deterrent to combat terrorism. A review of Rogers Rangers during the French & Indian War (the first use of crisis-response type forces in 'America') is used for historical reflection. Rogers interdicted 'terrorists' with great strategic success. The key to their operational success was: the flexibility, special training, precise planning and excellent leadership. A comparison of the Mayaguez Incident in 1975 and the Achille Lauro Hijacking in 1985, is used to chart the direction of U.S. crisis response after Desert One. The Mayaguez, represented an ad hoc approach using theater based forces. The Achille Lauro, represented a relatively mature approach following lessons-learned from Desert One. Both the Mayaguez and Achille Lauro incidents required such a rapid response that positioning a military force (regardless of training or location) proved nearly impossible. Complications include host nations sensitivities, lack of flexible transportation, and the avowing sophistication of terrorists. Intelligence remains the key limiting factor. Crisis-response forces must continue to develop fast, flexible transportation, access to timely intelligence and concise detailed planning. The historical window for success is the 5 to 7 day point--not the 48-60 hour window of the Mayaguez or Achille Lauro. U.S. policy should look towards the interdiction of such terrorists as Rogers Rangers did on the American Frontier.
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